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Stabilised zirconias have a remarkable variety of technological and commercial applications,
e.g., thermal barrier coatings, gas sensors, solid oxide fuel cells, ceramic knives and even fash-
ion jewelry. This amazing versatility seems to originate from the creation of atomic defects
(oxide ion vacancies) in the zirconia crystal. Indeed, these vacancies, and their interactions
with other vacancies or cations, dramatically affect the structural, thermal, mechanical and
electrical properties of zirconia. This thesis is concerned with the study of the role of the va-
cancy interactions on the conducting properties of these materials. This study was performed
by using realistic, first-principles based molecular dynamics simulations.
The first system studied in this thesis is Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7. This has a fixed
number of vacancies across the series but its conductivity changes by almost two orders of mag-
nitude as a function of x. For this reason, Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 represents an ideal
test-bed for the role of the cation species on the defect interactions and therefore on the ionic
conductivity of these materials. Realistic inter-atomic potentials for Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7
were developed on a purely first-principles basis. The observed trends of decreasing conductiv-
ity and increasing disorder with increasing Nb5+ content were successfully reproduced. These
trends were traced to the influences of the cation charges and relative sizes and their effect on
vacancy ordering by carrying out additional calculations in which, for instance, the charges of
the cations were equalised. The effects of cation ordering were considered as well and their
influence on the conductivity understood.
The second part of this thesis deals with Sc2O3–doped (ScSZ) and Y2O3–doped (YSZ)
zirconias. These systems are of great academic and technological interest as they find use in
solid oxide fuel cells. Inter-atomic potentials were parametrised and used to predict the struc-
tural and conducting properties of these materials, which were found to agree very well with
the experimental evidence. The simulations were then used to study the role of the vacancy in-
teractions on the conducting properties of these materials. Two factors were found to influence
the ionic conductivity in these materials: cation-vacancy and vacancy-vacancy interactions.
The former is responsible for the difference in conductivity observed between YSZ and ScSZ.
Vacancies, in fact, prefer to bind to the smaller Zr4+ ions in YSZ whereas there is not a strong
preference in the case of ScSZ, since the cations have similar sizes in this case. This effect is
observed at temperatures as high as T = 1500 K. Finally, it was found that vacancies tend to
order so that they can minimise their mutual interaction and that this ordering tendency is what
ultimately is responsible for the observed anomalous decrease of the ionic conductivity with
increasing dopant concentration. The consequences of such a behaviour are discussed.
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Ionic compounds normally form insulating solids on account of the closed-shell electron con-
figurations which prevent delocalisation of electrons. However, when in the liquid phase,
charge can be transported, in these materials, by the motion of the ions. Some ionic solids,
however, demonstrate an intermediate behaviour, in which one of the ionic species is very
mobile [1]. This phenomenon is termed “superionicity” or “fast-ion conduction”. Such com-
pounds exhibit liquid-like conductivities whilst still in the solid state and at temperatures well
below their melting points. For this unusual property, these materials are industrially important
in batteries, gas sensors and solid oxide fuel cells, inter alia.
Of this family of materials, stabilised zirconias are amongst the most attractive ones. Zir-
conias, in fact, have a remarkable variety of technological and commercial applications, e.g.,
thermal barrier coatings, gas sensors, solid oxide fuel cells, ceramic knives and even fashion
jewelry [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. This amazing versatility seems to originate from the creation of atomic
defects (oxide ion vacancies) in the zirconia crystal. Indeed, these vacancies, and their inter-
actions with other vacancies or cations, dramatically affect the structural, thermal, mechanical
and, most importantly, the electrical properties of zirconia. In chapter 2 all the previous ex-
perimental and computational studies performed on these materials in the past two decades
are reviewed and summarised. The picture that emerges from this review is that, despite the
overwhelming importance that defects have on the ionic conduction and other microscopic
properties of zirconia ceramics (and related materials), there is currently no ZrO2-based oxide
system where the origin and strength of defect interactions are well understood. Weak scatter-
ing contrast and other experimental difficulties [7, 1] together with the computational demands
of sufficiently accurate theoretical modeling [8] have both contributed to this situation.
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
For this reason, a few years ago, a new research project was started. This was a joint col-
laboration between Prof. Paul Madden at the University of Edinburgh and Dr Stephen Hull
at the ISIS Facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratories. The main goal of this project was
to combine advanced experimental techniques (neutron scattering experiments with Reverse
Monte Carlo analysis and impedance spectroscopy) with realistic, first-principles based com-
puter simulations, in order to achieve a better understanding of the defect interactions in oxide
ionic conductors. This thesis is concerned with the computational work on stabilised zirconias
which resulted from this project.
Computer simulation techniques are a growing and exciting field of modern science and
have made important contributions towards a better understanding of the conduction mecha-
nism of these materials [1]. The holy grail of computer simulations is the ability to predict
a material’s structural and dynamical behavior under a wide range of physical conditions. To
achieve this, realistic models of the interactions of these materials are required. The intro-
duction of the Car-Parrinello (C-P) method [9], some 25 years ago, permits the modeling of
materials without the need for explicit interatomic interaction potentials. The C-P method
is, however, computationally expensive, particularly for systems whose accurate modeling re-
quires the explicit representation of a large number of valence electrons. The study of stabilised
zirconias, for instance, requires big simulation cells (up to many thousands of ions) and long
simulations (∼ 10 ns) and therefore lies outside the range of direct ab initio simulation tech-
niques. For this reason, the introduction of an interaction potential remains a necessary step
for the investigation of many finite temperature phenomena, such as ionic conduction. Such
potentials will additionally embody some chemical insight (like, for example, information on
the size of a certain cation) and therefore allow a rather direct way of accounting for the differ-
ences in behavior of chemically related substances, as will be shown in this work.
In this thesis, some of the progress made through the introduction of interaction poten-
tials in the study of ionic conductors is described. At a fundamental level, ionic systems are
of interest in that they are at the limit of where one might expect a description of a material
based upon non-bonding interactions between closed-shell species to be appropriate. Although
the ions have closed-shell electronic structures, they interact very strongly in the condensed
phase, with the properties of the ions themselves being very sensitive to changes in their local
environment. These environmental effects have been closely studied using ab initio quantum
chemistry techniques [10, 11, 12] and much has been learned about the way in which ions re-
spond to changes in their surroundings. By refining these potentials to deal with such effects
[13], useful lessons have been learnt for the construction of interaction models for molten salts
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[14, 15, 16, 17], and more recently, for some oxide systems as well [18, 19, 20]. These envi-
ronmental effects and their relative importance together with the simulation and data analysis
techniques used throughout this thesis are described in chapter 3.
Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 is the first system discussed in this thesis. This material
has a fixed number of vacancies across the series but its conductivity changes by almost two
orders of magnitude as a function of x [21]. At the same time, the local structure of these
materials, as evinced from electron and neutron diffuse scattering experiments, changes quite
significantly from one material to the other [21, 22]. Y3NbO7 (x = 1), for instance, is the one
with the lowest conductivity across the series and with the most disordered structure, whereas
Zr2Y2O7 (x = 0) has the highest conductivity and the most ordered structure. For these reasons,
Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7, though not an ideal candidate for some of the above-mentioned
technological applications, represents a perfect test-bed for the role of the cation species on the
defect interactions and therefore on the conducting and structural properties of these materials.
In chapter 4, the parameterisation, on a purely first-principles basis, of realistic inter-atomic po-
tentials for Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 is described and these potentials are then validated
against a series of experimental data both on the structural and conducting properties of this
system. In the next chapter these potentials are used to study the effects different cations have
on the vacancy behaviour and how these effects are responsible for the observed differences in
the conducting and structural properties of Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7.
The second half of this thesis is dedicated to the study of Sc2O3–doped (ScSZ) and Y2O3–
doped (YSZ) zirconias. These materials show very high ionic conductivity coupled with good
mechanical properties and, in the case of YSZ, they are also cheap. For these reasons, these
systems are of great academic and technological interest as they find use, primarily, in solid
oxide fuel cells. A solid oxide fuel cell is an electrochemical conversion device that produces
electricity directly from oxidizing a fuel, usually hydrocarbons. Advantages of this class of
fuel cells include high efficiencies, long term stability, fuel flexibility, low emissions, and cost.
The largest disadvantage is the high operating temperature (750 - 1000 C◦) which results in
longer start up times and mechanical/chemical compatibility issues [5]. This problem could be
solved by lowering the fuel cell operating temperature by ∼ 200 K, the so-called Intermediate
Temperature-Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (IT-SOFC), but this would require solid electrolytes with
higher ionic conductivities than the ones presently used [5]. For this reason, a significant re-
search effort has been made in the past years to understand the conduction mechanism in these
materials and to devise new, more conducting systems which would meet the requirements for
IT-SOFCs.
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
When ZrO2 is doped with aliovalent cations, such as Y3+ and Sc3+, these locate substi-
tutionally on the Zr4+ sites and consequently a fraction of the oxygen sites become empty to
retain overall charge neutrality. These oxide vacancies are responsible for the very high values
of the ionic conductivity observed in these materials. However, their conductivity does not
increase indefinitely as a function of the dopant concentration but peaks at a concentration of
approximately 8 - 13% [23]. Also, it is found that the ionic conductivity of these materials
depends strongly on the dopant cation species [23]. To date, the reasons why this happens
are not well understood. Such an understanding is however of great importance as this might
point towards new directions to further optimise these materials and increase their conductivity.
In chapter 6 the parameterisation of realistic potentials for Y2O3 - ZrO2 - Sc2O3 mixtures is
described and these are then validated by reproducing the large amount of experimental data
(single crystal and powder neutron scattering [7, 24], impedance spectroscopy [25, 26, 23, 24]
and quasielastic neutron scattering experiments [7]) available for these materials. Chapter 7
then focuses on the conduction mechanism of these materials and on the role that vacancy
interactions have on the conductivity. Two phenomena, which are thought to influence the con-
ductivity of these materials, are considered: the way a vacancy interacts with a cation [27, 23]
and the way a vacancy interacts with another vacancy [7, 8, 28]. Their influence on the con-
ducting properties of these materials and their relative importance are studied.
Finally, in the appendix of this thesis, two papers are reported, which concern with the
high pressure and temperature behaviour of amorphous and liquid GeO2. These papers were
produced by the author of this thesis during his PhD and are methodologically related to the
work described here. However the scientific issues which are to be resolved in dealing with
the properties of GeO2 are very different, and therefore a different set of properties were ex-
amined. For this reason, it was felt that incorporating these papers into the main body of this
thesis would distract the reader from the major issue, ionic conductivity, and also significantly
increase the length of this work.
Chapter 2
Ionic conductors
Ionic conductors are compounds that exhibit exceptionally high values of ionic conductivity
within the solid state. Indeed, their conductivities often reach values of the order of 1 Ω−1
cm−1 (for T > 1000 K), which are comparable to those observed in the molten state [1]. For
this property ionic conductors find use in a wealth of technological applications such as gas
sensors [2], Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) [4, 5] and lithium batteries [29], inter alia.
Understanding the causes of this very high conductivity, and the factors which affect it,
has provided one of the major challenges in the field of condensed matter science [1]. For this
reason many different techniques (neutron scattering, electron diffraction, impedance spec-
troscopy, NMR, computer simulations, etc.) have been used to try to elucidate the conduction
mechanism in these materials. Although a clearer picture of this phenomenon has emerged in
the past decades, there are still some open questions [1].
Oxide-ion conductors are, as the name itself suggests, ionic conductors in which the mobile
species is the oxide ion. These materials have received much attention in the past years because
of their use in SOFCs. Yttria stabilised zirconia (Y2O3)x–(ZrO2)1−x (with x ∼ 0.08) is, for
instance, the current choice for the electrolyte in SOFCs. In the next section an overview of
the properties of some oxide-ion conductors will be provided. Firstly the available literature
on stabilised zirconias will be summarised, since these are the main focus of this thesis. This
will then be followed by a short overview of the properties of some of the other oxide ion
conductors, such as doped CeO2 and lanthanum gallates. Finally, at the end of this chapter, the
working principles of a solid oxide fuel cell, its advantages over conventional power generation
systems and the current challenges will be described.
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2.1 Oxide-ion conductors
Cubic, fluorite-structured, binary compounds of stoichiometry AO2 are of interest as oxide-ion
conductors, especially when some of the host cations are replaced by species of a lower va-
lence to produce anion-deficient phases like A4+1−yB
3+
y O2−y/2. These compounds have charge
compensating vacancies which allow the remaining anions to move more rapidly throughout
the crystal and this leads to impressive values of the ionic conductivity (σ > 0.1 Ω−1, at T =
1500 K) as observed in M2O3-doped ZrO2 (M = Sc or Y) and M2O3-doped CeO2 (M = Y or
Gd).
At the simplest level the ionic conductivity would be expected to increase with the num-
ber of vacancies, but this is not the case. For example, in Zr4+1−yY
3+
y O2−y/2 the conductivity
decreases with increasing y for y > 0.16 and, furthermore, for a given y, the value of the
conductivity depends on the identity of the dopant cation. For example, Zr4+1−ySc
3+
y O2−y/2
is a better conductor than Zr4+1−yY
3+
y O2−y/2. These effects are due to the reduced mobility
associated with the ordering of the vacancies, which may be influenced by vacancy-vacancy,
vacancy-cation and cation-cation interactions.
2.1.1 Stabilised zirconias
The Zr4+ ion, in ZrO2, because of its small ionic radius, prefers a seven-fold coordination. For
this reason, pure zirconia, ZrO2, adopts the monoclinic baddelyite structure [M -ZrO2, space
group P21 /c [30]] under ambient conditions, with the Zr4+ in a distorted seven-fold coordi-
nation. However, on increasing the temperature, ZrO2 transforms to a tetragonally distorted
fluorite structure [ T -ZrO2, P42 /nmc [31] ] at T = 1370 K, with Zr4+ surrounded by eight
anions, but with two slightly different Zr4+ – O2− distances. Perfect eightfold coordination is
achieved at T = 2643 K with a transformation to a cubic fluorite structured phase [ F -ZrO2,
Fm3̄m [30], followed by melting at T = 2988 K. The fluorite structure involves a face-centred
cubic arrangement of cations. As can be seen in figure 2.1, these cations form tetrahedral and
octahedral holes. In an ideal fluorite structure, the anions occupy all the tetrahedral sites and
leave empty the octahedral ones. This structure is therefore quite open and this facilitates ionic
mobility. It therefore comes as no surprise that most of the best ionic conductors possess this
kind of structure.
Pure ZrO2 is not a good ionic conductor. However, when divalent (Ca2+, Mg2+) and/or
trivalent (Gd3+, Y3+, Yb3+, Sc3+) cations are added to this material, these locate substitution-
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Figure 2.1: The cubic fluorite structure for a compound of stoichiometry AO2. Grey spheres
are the cations, whilst the yellow ones are the anions.
ally on the Zr4+ sites and consequently a fraction of the oxygen sites becomes empty to retain
overall charge neutrality. The effect of this doping is twofold. On one hand, doping ZrO2 with
bigger cations stabilises the fluorite phase at lower temperatures and for this reason these ma-
terials are usually dubbed “stabilised zirconias”. On the other hand, the introduction of oxygen
vacancies increases the mobility of the remaining anions and leads to exceptional values of the
ionic conductivity [32, 25, 26, 23].
The dissolution of a trivalent cation into the fluorite phase of ZrO2 can be expressed by the








The addition of two trivalent dopant cations creates one vacancy. The vacancy concentration
is given by the electro-neutrality condition (2[Y
′
] = [V··O]), implying that the vacancy concen-
tration is linearly dependent on the dopant level. The ionic conductivity can be expressed by
[33]
σ = enµ, (2.2)
where n is the number of mobile vacancies, µ their mobility and e their charge. In the case of
oxide ion conductors and assuming uncorrelated motion of the vacancies, equation 2.2 can be
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re-expressed as
σ = A/T [V ··O ](1− [V ··O ])e−E/kBT , (2.3)
where E is the activation energy, kB is the Boltmann constant, T the temperature in Kelvin
and A a pre-exponential factor. This equation shows a maximum for a vacancy concentration
[V ··O ] = 0.5, although in reality, the maximum in conductivity in these materials occurs at much
lower vacancy 1 (dopant) concentration as can be seen in figure 2.2 for M2O3-ZrO2 (M = Sc,
Yb, Y, Dy, Gd or Eu).
Figure 2.2: The variation of the ionic conductivity, σ, of (ZrO2)1−x - (M2O3)x (M = Sc, Yb,
Y, Dy, Gd or Eu) vs dopant concentration, x, [23] at 1273 K.
Yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ) has a peak at [V ··O ] ∼ 0.04. This value is more than
ten times smaller then expected from equation 2.3. Interestingly, the position of this peak
changes according to the dopant species. Scandia-stabilised zirconia (ScSZ) is the material
which presents the maximum of the conductivity at the highest dopant content, x = 0.12 (i.e.
[V ··O ] ∼ 0.06). However this value is still about 8 times smaller than expected from equation
1When the (ZrO2)1−x - (M2O3)x formula is used, the vacancy concentration is given by the fol-
lowing expression: [V ··O ] =
x
2(1+x) . For small dopant concentrations (as in the case of figure 2.2), this
equation simplifies to [V ··O ] ∼ x/2.
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2.3. It is also worth noticing that not only the peak position but also the absolute value of the
conductivity seems to depend on the dopant species. Once again, ScSZ is the material which
presents the best ionic conductivity for a fixed dopant concentration. Also, from figure 2.2, it is
clear that YSZ is by no means the best oxide ionic conductor. The reason for its being the cur-
rent material of choice as an electrolyte in SOFCs is that this material combines a good (though
not optimal) ionic conductivity with low electronic conductivity, good mechanical properties,
low cost and ease of processing [5].
The nature of the anomalous behaviour of the conductivity observed in figure 2.2, the rea-
sons for its occurrence at such low vacancy concentration and, more generally, the role of the
dopant cation species on the conductivity of the materials are still controversial despite being
the object of intensive study for the past 20 years. Conductivity measurements point to a rela-
tionship between the dopant’s radius and the material’s conductivity. This can be appreciated in
figure 2.3 where the maximum value of the conductivity at 1273 K for a certain dopant versus
the dopant’s radius is shown. It is clear that the closer the dopant’s radius is to that of Zr4+, the
higher the conductivity. Quite a similar behaviour is observed for the dopant (vacancy) concen-
tration at which the maximum conductivity is observed vs the dopant radius. This behaviour is
usually explained in terms of the elastic strain, which is related to the size mismatch between
host and dopant cations. The higher the elastic strain the higher the tendency for vacancies to
associate with a certain cation species. Such a tendency is detrimental to the conduction be-
cause it will limit the number of mobile vacancies and increase the ion migration enthalpy [23].
There has been a strong debate in the past years as to which cation species vacancies prefer
to bind. From a purely electrostatic point of view, vacancies and trivalent dopant cations have
a relative charge of +2 and -1 and therefore should attract each other. However, in these mate-
rials, elastic interactions result in a repulsion between dopant cations and vacancies [27, 34, 8].
Indeed, in the past two decades, there has been an abundance of contradictory experimen-
tal reports (mainly caused by weak scattering contrast and other experimental difficulties) of
whether vacancies prefer to bind to dopant [35, 36, 37, 38] or host cations [39, 40, 41, 42].
Recent first-principles simulations seem to have solved the controversy by showing that the re-
pulsive elastic vacancy-dopant interaction prevails over electrostatic attraction and this results
in the vacancies binding to the (smaller) host cations [8].
Since vacancies have a relative charge of 2+ and they locally distort the crystal lattice,
their distribution throughout the crystal is not random. The best techniques to investigate
these ordering tendencies are x-ray, electron and neutron diffraction. Numerous such studies
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Figure 2.3: Dopant content at which (ZrO2)1−x - (M2O3)x presents the maximum in the
conductivity vs dopant radius at 1273 K [23]. The maximum conductivity vs dopant radius is
reported as well.
[43, 7, 22, 44, 45, 46] shown that stabilised zirconia systems contain locally ordered regions
of vacancies and dopants. The presence of these lattice defects causes extensive relaxation of
the ions away from their regular fluorite lattice sites. Goff and co-workers [7] used a combina-
tion of neutron and x-ray diffraction data on a single crystal specimen. Some of their neutron
data are reported in figure 2.4. The x = 0.10 composition roughly corresponds to the maxi-
mum of the conductivity plot for YZO. The figure shows a 〈11̄0〉 plane in reciprocal space.
Sharp intense peaks are seen in the experimental data at the fcc Bragg positions 〈002〉, 〈004〉,
〈111〉, 〈113〉, 〈220〉, 〈222〉, etc.. The remainder of the intensity which appears in the pattern
is diffuse scattering and is indicative of local structural deformations. At x = 0.10 the most
intense diffuse features in the experimental data appear at 〈114〉 and 〈112〉; these are forbidden
reflections for the fluorite structure. According to the analysis of Goff et al. [7] these peaks are
a consequence of local tetragonal distortions of the fluorite structure which occur at relatively
low concentrations of Y2O3. Recall that in pure ZrO2, a tetragonal phase is more stable than
the cubic one and that Y2O3 is added to stabilise the latter. At low Y2O3 concentrations local
tetragonal distortions with random orientation occur even within a single crystal. The set of
data also show a broad, weak feature at q = 〈1.7, 1.7, 1〉 which is associated with a pattern of
lattice deformation about isolated vacancies [7].
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Figure 2.4: Neutron diffraction patterns, at room temperature, for 10% (top), 12% (middle)
and 24% (bottom) YSZ.
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As the Y2O3 concentration is increased to x = 0.12 and x = 0.24, the 〈114〉 and 〈112〉 fea-
tures disappear and the diffuse scattering becomes dominated by new features (highlighted by
arrows in figure 2.4) which may be described as belonging to a superlattice at G±〈0.4, 0.4,±0.8〉,
where G is an fcc Bragg peak position [7]. This pattern was interpreted as caused by the lattice
deformations around pairs of vacancies aligned along the 〈111〉 which are themselves ordered
along the 〈112〉 direction. This structure is consistent with the most stable arrangement of va-
cancy pairs found by Bogicevic [8] in his analysis of vacancy-ordering tendencies in YZO.
In view of the above-results, Goff et al. concluded that in (ZrO2)1−x - (Y2O3)x there are
three different types of defects within the fluorite lattice. At low yttria concentrations (x< 0.15)
there are regions of the crystal ∼ 20 Å in size which contain relatively few oxygen vacancies,
causing the lattice to undergo slight tetragonal distortion of the type observed in the tetragonal
T -ZrO2. A second kind of defect is isolated oxygen vacancies which then sometimes arrange
in pairs along the 〈111〉 fluorite directions, with a cation located between them and extensive
relaxations of the surrounding ions. As the yttria content increases, these vacancy pairs pack
together in the 〈112〉 directions to form the third kind of defect, aggregates, whose short-range
defect structure resembles the long range crystal structure of the ordered compound Zr3Y4O7.
The aggregates are typically ∼ 15 Å in diameter though both their size and number density
increases slightly with x. Quasi-elastic neutron scattering measurements [7] show that, on in-
creasing the temperature, these aggregates remain stable up to close to the melting point. On
the contrary single vacancies and vacancy pairs become mobile at T > 1000 K and give rise to
the high conductivity of the material. In light of these observations, Goff et al. [7] proposed
that the anomalous decrease in the ionic conductivity with increasing x is a consequence of the
decreasing mobility of the isolated defects, possibly due to the blockage by increasing number
of static aggregates. It is worth noticing that in this case vacancy-vacancy interactions are pro-
posed as responsible for the drop in the conductivity observed in these materials.
In summary, both vacancy-vacancy and vacancy-cation interactions have been suggested
as responsible for the observed behaviour of the conductivity. It remains to be seen, however,
how the combined effects of these ordering tendencies determines the temperature-dependent
conductivity of a given material and, in particular, how they limit the ability to increase the
conductivity by increasing the number of vacancies. Also the relative importance of these
effects is still unknown. Answering these questions will be one of the main goals of this thesis.
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Simulation studies on stabilised zirconias
A full account of all the simulation studies performed on stabilised zirconias is far beyond the
purpose of this thesis. For this reason, in this section, a brief overview of those results which
we think contributed the most to the understanding of the conduction mechanism in these ma-
terials is provided. For further reading on the subject, the reader is referred to ref. [1] and
references therein.
The first systematic studies of the behavior of the defects and their interaction with the
dopant cations are found in refs. [27, 34]. Both these works used energy minimisation, with a
shell model, to study the energetics associated with cation doping in ZrO2. The most important
result from these studies are the binding energies of a series of dopant cation - oxygen vacancy
clusters. These are reported in figure 2.5. The top figure, shows the binding energies for the





·. These energies indicate that, for
cations smaller than Sc3+ it is energetically favourable for the vacancy to be in a nearest neigh-
bour (nn) position with respect to the substitutional ion, while larger cations prefer next nearest
neighbour (nnn) positions. The crossover point, at the Sc3+ cation radius, coincides with the
minimum binding energy. Interestingly, it was noted that for Sc3+, the next next nearest neigh-
bour (nnnn) configuration exhibits a binding energy that is very similar to both the nn and nnn
configurations. This means that as the oxygen vacancy moves away from the Sc3+ ions, there
is little change in the binding energy until at least after the third neighbour position. This will
clearly improve the oxygen migration and it might explain why ZrO2 doped with Sc3+ presents
the highest ionic conductivity amongst stabilised zirconias.
If the case where an oxygen vacancy is associated with two dopant cations is considered






cluster, very similar results are obtained. These are shown in the bottom part of figure 2.5.
Once again, small cations prefer a nn configurations while big cations prefer second neighbour
vacancies. The minimum of the binding energies is found at the Sc3+ cation radius. These re-
sults rationalise the experimental findings shown in figure 2.3. Scandia-doped zirconia shows
the highest conductivity because the ionic radius of Sc3+ is very close to that of Zr4+ and this
minimises the lattice strain. In a strain-free lattice, the oxygen vacancies do not have any pref-
erential site, i.e. they do not prefer to bind to a specific cation, and this increases their mobility.
A very elegant study carried out by Bogicevic and co-workers added more insight to the
above-mentioned phenomena [8]. In fact, they examined vacancy ordering effects in stabilised
zirconias by using first-principles, zero temperature electronic structure calculations. They
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Figure 2.5: Top: Binding energies of M3+ dopant cations to an oxygen vacancy versus the
ionic radius of the cation: (), a nn configuration; (•), nnn configuration; and (H), nnnn
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found that vacancy ordering is most strongly governed by vacancy-vacancy interactions, fol-
lowed by vacancy-dopant and, weakest of all, dopant-dopant interactions. The influence of the
identity of the dopant could be understood in terms of a balance between competing electro-
static and elastic effects, which are associated with differences in the cation charges and radii.
They shown that the best way to minimise vacancy-dopant association is to choose dopants
where the strain term (i.e. the dopant ionic radius relative to that of the host cation) counteracts
the electrostatic interaction, rather than simply matching the ionic radii.
All the simulation studies described so far have been performed at zero temperature and,
in the case of the electronic structure calculations, on small systems (usually less than 100
atoms). Although the information obtained was very interesting and in some cases it helped
rationalise the experimental results, it is desirable to study bigger systems at the temperatures
of interest for their technological applications, i.e. T = 750 - 1000 C◦. This can be achieved
by performing MD simulations on these materials. Refs. [47, 48, 49, 50, 51] contain examples
of works where this was attempted. All these studies used simple pair potential (which, as it
will be shown, in the next chapters, are not accurate enough) and therefore never attempted
a systematic comparison and interpretation of the available experimental data. These works
focussed mainly on how the oxygen jump rates are influenced by the local surroundings (i.e.
vacancy-cation ordering). In fact, when looking at the diffusion pathways in these materials, it
is found that jumps only occur along the 〈100〉 direction. This implies that, during a jump, the
oxygen ion comes close to two cations, A and B. In the case of YSZ, for instance, jumps can
therefore be classified by counting how many jumps are going between two Zr4+ cations, one
Zr4+ and one Y3+, or two Y3+ cations, respectively. It is found that jumps through one Zr4+
and one Y3+, or two Y3+ cations are much more unlikely than what expected on simple statisti-
cal grounds. This seems to confirm what was found by static calculations, namely that cations
with greater ionic radii are responsible for the localisation of some of the oxygens (i.e. the
presence of some vacancy-cation binding effects). This effect is also thought to cause the drop
in the conductivity observed in these materials. Indeed, for yttria contents above 10% mol, the
decrease of the diffusion coefficient with increasing yttria content (despite the increase of the
number of oxygen vacancies) is interpreted as due to the fact that jumps close to lower-valent
stabiliser cations are more unlikely that such jumps close to zirconium ions.
The idea that cation-vacancy interactions alone are responsible for the drop in the con-
ductivity observed in this materials is almost universally accepted [52, 47, 48, 53, 49, 54, 50]
and has been generalised to other doped fluorite systems [48, 54, 50, 55]. However, as dis-
cussed above, two effects are observed experimentally and are thought to affect the conductiv-
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ity: vacancy-vacancy and vacancy-cation ordering effects. MD simulations could, in principle,
provide direct information on both effects. Vacancies can in fact be identified as explained in
section 3.5.3 of this thesis and, from these, radial distribution functions can be extracted. This
could tell us about the vacancy-vacancy interaction strength at different temperatures, about the
preference for a vacancy to bind to a certain cation species (again as a function of temperature),
etc. Unfortunately, to date, such information has not been extracted from the MD simulations
in [47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. This will be done systematically throughout this thesis.
2.1.2 Co-doping in zirconia
In the past years co-doping of zirconia has been suggested as a way to optimise these materials’
properties [56, 46]. As discussed above, scandia-doped zirconia is a very attractive electrolyte
material for fuel cells because it has the highest ionic conductivity amongst the zirconia-based
electrolytes. However, this material is very difficult to stabilise in the cubic phase over the
whole range of working temperature (300 -1200 K) [57], since a rhombohedral phase (or a
mixture of rhombohedral and cubic phases) is usually present at low temperature. Adding
small amount of Y2O3 to this material has been suggested as a way to increase chemical and
structural stability and reduce conductivity degradation.
Politova and co-workers studied the effects of co-doping on the stabilisation and ionic con-
ductivity of (Y2O3)x (Sc2O3)11−x(ZrO2)89 (x = 1-11) [56]. The addition of yttria was found
to significantly improve the phase stability of scandia-doped zirconia. Even 1 mol % of Y2O3
addition eliminates completely the rhombohedral and stabilises the cubic structure at room
temperature. The addition of yttria was also found to reduce the conductivity, although this
effect is not very strong (see figure 2.6). Politova et al. also studied ageing effects in these
materials. It is well known that if YSZ or ScSZ are annealed at the operational temperature of
a SOFC (∼ 800◦), their conductivity decreases significantly (30-40%) over time (many hun-
dreds of hours). This property is obviously undesirable because it seriously limits the average
lifetime and performances of a SOFC. Interestingly, when (Y2O3)x (Sc2O3)11−x(ZrO2)89 is
annealed for 1500 h at 800◦, the samples with x = 1,2 show a very small change in the con-
ductivity, smaller than that observed in pure YSZ or ScSZ. This can be appreciated in figure 2.7.
It seems therefore that (Y2O3)x (Sc2O3)11−x(ZrO2)89 (with x = 1,2) is a very promising
material for the electrolyte in a SOFC, due to its very high ionic conductivity, stability and
low conductivity degradation. For this reason the conduction mechanism of this system will
be studied in chapter 7. The only factor hindering its use, at the moment, is the very high
price of Sc, which makes this material very costly. However, political and economic changes
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Figure 2.6: Arrhenius dependencies of the conductivity of (Y2O3)x (Sc2O3)11−x(ZrO2)89 [56].
The rhombohedral sample (black squares) shows a sharp step in the conductivity which corre-
sponds to a rhombohedral-to-cubic phase transition.
Figure 2.7: Conductivity versus annealing time at 800◦ in (Y2O3)x (Sc2O3)11−x(ZrO2)89 [56].
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over the last decade have significantly enhanced scandia’s availability, thus rendering it worth
considering for commercial applications, even though there is still some uncertainty about its
ultimate market price [46].
2.1.3 The Y3NbO7–Zr2Y2O7 system
Doping ZrO2 with Nb5+ is perhaps not the best way to try to improve its ionic conductivity.
Nb5+ is in fact a very small ion with a higher charge than Zr4+ and significant doping levels
can only be achieved if Y3+ is added at the same time. The resulting material, a mixture of
Y2O3, ZrO2 and Nb2O5 has three very different cations and this is expected to increase the
lattice strain and therefore decrease the conductivity. Despite this, or actually, because of this,
the Y3NbO7–Zr2Y2O7 system represents an ideal testbed to probe the the role of the cation
sublattice on the conducting and structural properties.
The Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 series has been the object of a series of experimental
studies [21, 44, 22]. This material has a fixed vacancy concentration across the whole series
and this allows the study of the role of the cations without having to worry about a different
vacancy concentration. Lee et al. [21] were the first ones to study this system systematically.
They found that, although the number of vacancies is fixed, the conductivity decreases as x is
increased. The difference between the ionic conductivity of the two end members at 1273 K is
almost two orders of magnitude as can be seen in figure 2.8. Such an impressive change of the
conductivity might appear quite mysterious considering that the number of vacancies is fixed
across the series. It seems clear that the local cation environment is playing a very important
role in this phenomenon. It has also to be noted that the cations are having a much stronger in-
fluence on the conductivity than in similar cases, like (ScSZ or YSZ), where the differences are
only of a factor of 2-3 [23]. Lee and co-workers tried to relate this behaviour to the structural
information obtained from their x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. They found that the
diffraction patterns presented strong diffuse scattering features at some “forbidden” positions
and that the intensity of these peaks varied with composition. This is shown in figure 2.8. It
can be appreciated that there seems to be a strong correlation between the local disorder, given
by the intensity of the diffuse peak, and the drop in conductivity. The explanation given in their
work is that, because of electrostatic interactions, the oxygens vacancies tend to associate with
the Y3+ ions whilst the oxygens associate with Nb5+ ions. These ordering tendencies are also
believed to be responsible for the intense diffuse scattering observed in the XRD patterns [21].
It has to be noted that their explanation is in contrast with the results from computer simulation
studies on similar materials [27, 34, 8].
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Figure 2.8: Ionic conductivity (left) and relative intensity of the diffuse scattering (right)
versus the ZrO2 concentration in Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 [21].
Garcia-Martin and co-workers [44] studied the microstructure of this system by means of
selected area electron diffraction and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. They
found that these materials show modulated fluorite-type structural features which they assigned
to partial or short-range ordering of the oxygen vacancies. The modulation of the structure in
Y3NbO7 is thought to be associated with a partial or short-range pyrochlore-related ordering of
the oxygen vacancies (and perhaps the cations). A smooth transition from a pyrochlore-like to
a C-type-like diffraction pattern is observed as x is decreased. Zr2Y2O7 presents an incommen-
surately modulated fluorite structure with a weak C-type ordering. Whittle et al. [58], however,
observe the pattern as 3 peaks centred at G ± 12〈111〉 (G indicates a fluorite Bragg peak) and
interpret it as another type of pyrochlore-like modulated structure. According to Garcia-Martin
and co-workers [44], the decrease in ionic conductivity of this system is caused by the fact
that the short-range vacancy ordering of the type observed in the pyrochlore structure is more
favourable to anion mobility than the C-type arrangement, though no clear explanation of this
structure-property relationship has been provided to date.
In conclusion, although the Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 system has a fixed vacancy con-
centration across the series, it shows remarkably different structural and conducting properties
for different values of x. Also this series has never been the object of any MD study, probably
because of the intrinsic difficulty to parameterise accurate inter-atomic potentials for a ternary
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mixture of metal oxides. For these reasons, this system is an ideal testbed to study the role
that different cations have on the structure and conduction of this material. This system will
therefore be the object of a substantial part of the research work described in the next chapters
of this thesis.
2.1.4 Other oxide-ion conductors
Stabilised zirconias are probably the most promising oxide-ion conductors to be used in SOFCs.
However, in the past years other materials such as doped ceria or the perovskite-structured lan-
thanum gallates have been suggested as possible electrolytes in SOFCs [4]. The reason for this
appears clear by looking at figure 2.9. Both these materials are, in fact, better ionic conductors
than YSZ. Unfortunately they also present some serious limitations which, so far, have hin-
dered their use as electrolytes. In this section a short overview of these materials will be given.
For further reading on this subject, the reader is referred to chapter 4 in ref. [33] or to refs.
[4, 5].
Figure 2.9: Ionic conductivity versus inverse temperature for different oxide-ion conductors.
Doped ceria
Pure ceria possesses the same fluorite structure as stabilised zirconia. This crystal structure is
stable because the Ce4+ cation (R = 0.97 Å ) is much bigger than Zr4+ (R = 0.84 Å ) [59]. The
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conductivity of this material can be enhanced substituting Ce4+ with aliovalent cations. As in
the case of stabilised zirconias, the conductivity of ceria depends on the kind of dopant and on
its size. In figure 2.10 the conductivity vs dopant concentration curve is shown for ceria doped
with two different cations. A comparison with figure 2.2 will show that doped ceria is indeed a
much better conductor than YSZ.
Figure 2.10: Variation of the ionic conductivity vs dopant concentration for CaO-doped CeO2
(©) and Gd2O3-doped CeO2 (4) at 1273 K [60].
The maximum conductivity for ceria is typically observed for 10 mol % Sm2O3. Indeed
this material shows a conductivity as high as 5 x 10−3 S/cm at 800 K, which makes it attractive
for intermediate and low temperature SOFCs. Doped cerias might therefore seem an ideal
candidate for the electrolyte. In fact they have very high ionic conductivities, are cubic for
every dopant concentration (no degradation problems) and they are cheap. Unfortunately they
also present one major drawback: at lower oxygen partial pressures, as prevalent on the anode
side of a SOFC, these materials become partially reduced. This leads to electronic conductivity
in a large volume fraction of the electrolyte extending from the anode side and the overall cell
efficiency is drastically reduced. A discussion of the possible solutions for this issue can be
found in ref. [5].
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Lanthanum gallates
Perovskite-structured, lanthanum gallate, LaGaO3, has attracted considerable attention in re-
cent years as a promising alternative electrolyte for lowering the operating temperature of
SOFCs [61, 62, 5]. Increased conductivity is obtained by substituting both the trivalent lan-
thanum and gallium with divalent cations, generally strontium and magnesium, respectively:
La1−xSrxGa1−yMgyO3−x/2−y/2 (LSGM) (2.4)
A favoured composition in terms of ionic conductivity is La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O2.85. The
ionic conductivity of LSGM, although significantly higher than YSZ, is slightly less than that
of Sm2O3-doped CeO2 at 800 K. However, the potential range of operating temperatures of
LSGM is greater than Sm2O3-doped CeO2, because it does not suffer from the problems ex-
hibited by Sm2O3-doped CeO2 at higher temperatures associated with electronic conduction.
Thus there is interest in the possibility of using LSGM at temperatures around 600 - 700 ◦C,
which are currently too low to obtain adequate power densities with zirconia based SOFCs.
However, there are problems associated with the stability of certain compositions of LSGM.
It has also proved difficult to prepare pure single phase electrolytes of LSGM, and additional
phases including La4Ga2O9 and SrLaGa3O7, have been detected at the grain boundaries [5].
Such phases raise doubts over the long term durability of SOFCs with LSGM electrolytes, and
further research into this material is still required.
2.2 Applications
As mentioned above, oxide ion conducting materials (especially doped zirconias) are the sub-
ject of intensive research activity due to their technological applications in Solid Oxide Fuel
Cells (SOFCs), oxygen separation membranes, ceramic knives, thermal barrier coatings and
gas sensors, inter alia. A detailed discussion of all the technological uses for these materials is
obviously beyond the scope of this thesis. For this reason, this section will focus on the most
important use for these materials which has been the object of an intense research effort in the
past 20 years, Solid Oxide Fuel Cells, and the reader is referred to refs. [2, 3, 4, 63, 6] for
further information on the other uses.
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2.2.1 Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
Fuel cells are currently attracting tremendous interest because of their huge potential for power
generation in stationary, portable and transport applications and our increasing need for sus-
tainable energy resources. These devices are very efficient (theoretical efficiencies are close
to 100% in certain cases) and present very low emissions of sulphur and nitrogen oxides and
hydrocarbon pollutants, and significantly reduced (in some cases virtually zero) emissions of
CO2 [4].
In figure 2.11 a schematic diagram is reported which shows the operating principles of a
fuel cell. At the anode, a fuel such as hydrogen, is oxidised into protons and electrons whilst at
the cathode, oxygen is reduced to oxide species, and these then react to give water. Depending
on the nature of the electrolyte, either protons or oxide ions are transported through an ion
conducting, but electronically insulating, electrolyte, while electrons travel round an external
circuit delivering electric power. The final output of such a device is therefore water and elec-
tricity, an absolute dream considering our currently increasing need for sustainable, “green”
energy.
Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram showing the operating principles of a Fuel Cell [5].
There are at least five different types of fuel cells, differing in operating temperatures, type
of electrolyte and other factors. A summary of these can be found in ref. [5]. This section will
focus on Solid Oxide Fuel Cells only, which use a ceramic inorganic oxide as the electrolyte
(usually YSZ) and require operation at elevated temperatures, often between 1000 - 1300 K.
In figure 2.12 a schematic diagram for a SOFC is shown. In this case, a hydrocarbon (usually
natural gas) is typically used as fuel. Due to the high operating temperature and to the reforming
nature of the anode, this fuel is then split into hydrogen and carbon monoxide, by using steam
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as the oxidant, via the following chemical reaction:
CH4 + H2O→ 3 H2 + CO (2.5)
On the cathode, air is used as the oxidant. The final output in this case is the production of
water, carbon dioxide and electricity. Although the use of hydrocarbons might seem a step
backwards because it results in the production of CO2, it has to be noted that the amount pro-
duced via this route is by far smaller than via conventional power generation [5].
Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram showing the operating principles of a SOFC running on
hydrogen [5].
The theoretical maximum efficiency of a SOFC is very high, in excess of 80%. Heat is
one of the by-products but it can be used in various ways, for example in combined heat and
power CHP systems where it is used to provide heat to households, larger residential units and
industrial premises, or it can be used to drive a gas turbine to generate more electricity. Mul-
tiple cells can be connected electrically to produce larger quantities of power. This is usually
achieved using an interconnect, which can be made of either a conducting ceramic material or a
metal. The modularity of a SOFC, i.e. the fact that many small units can be combined together
to give the desired power is one of the strengths of this technology.
The advantages of this technology are that the reforming of hydrocarbons is performed in-
ternally (which makes SOFCs cost-effective), that they have very high efficiencies, especially
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Table 2.1: Pros and cons of a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell.
PROS CONS
Internal reforming Severe demand on the components
High efficiency Long start-up time
Flexibility in the choice of fuel
Tolerance to fuel impurities
No precious metal used (low cost)
Simple design
Modularity
in CHP systems (∼ 85%), that many types of hydrocarbons can be used, that they tolerate fuel
impurities, that they do not use precious metals (which, again, makes SOFC cost-effective)
and that their design is generally quite simple. The main drawback of this technology is that
the demands placed on the materials used as the electrolyte, electrodes and the interconnect
are severe. Each component must meet certain requirements and has more than one function.
All components must possess chemical and physical stability in the appropriate chemical en-
vironment (oxidising and/or reducing), be chemically compatible with the other components,
have high conductivity, and have similar thermal expansion coefficients to the other compo-
nents to avoid cracking or delamination during fabrication and operation. On top of this, it
is also important that the SOFC components are of low cost and strong and yet easy to fabri-
cate2! Another disadvantage of the SOFCs for certain applications is the length of time usually
required to heat up and cool down the system. This is a consequence of the need to use rel-
atively weak, brittle materials for some components and because of problems associated with
thermal expansion mis-matches. This restricts the use of SOFCs in applications that require
rapid temperature fluctuations, which is particularly true for transport applications, where a
rapid start-up and cool down is essential. In table 2.1 the pros and cons of this technology are
summarised. Some of the above-mentioned drawbacks could be avoided if the SOFC could be
run at lower temperatures, T < 850 K. The main advantage of this would be the use of steel
interconnects which are much cheaper than the cermets that have to be used at higher tem-
peratures. However, this requires electrolytes with ionic conductivities in the range of 0.005 -
0.01 S/cm at these temperatures, which is far beyond what can be achieved in YSZ. For this
reason, scientist have been looking for alternative electrolyte materials in the past twenty years.
2For a review of the requirements placed on each components and of the current best candidates for
these, the reader is referred to ref. [5].
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As a consequence of the above mentioned properties, SOFCs have a good potential for
large scale distributed power generation (hundreds of MW), where the heat from SOFC is used
to drive a gas turbine to produce more electricity and increase the system efficiency to levels
as high as 80%, significantly higher than any conventional electricity generation. Because
cost for this technology are still very high, a rapidly developing market for SOFC is in those
applications where there is a real need for high quality, uninterrupted power supply. Such
applications include technology companies, airports, hospital and military facilities where there
is a willingness to pay a higher price for the guarantee of high quality, uninterrupted power to
protect valuable IT, military or life-supporting equipment.
Chapter 3
Computer simulations and data
analysis
3.1 Modeling ionic materials
Although the introduction of the Car–Parrinello method [9], some 25 years ago, obviated the
need to devise an interaction potential in order to conduct a realistic molecular dynamics sim-
ulation, the introduction of a potential remains a necessary step for the investigation of many
finite temperature phenomena [64], such as ionic conduction. The principle reason is that to
examine these phenomena properly large simulation cells may be necessary and long runs re-
quired in order to equilibrate the system adequately in the presence of long relaxation times or
to gather good statistics on the property of interest. Despite the benefit of Moores law over the
intervening 25 years and the recent progress towards the holy grail of linear scaling algorithms,
a full ab initio approach is often prohibitively expensive. A subsidiary reason for the use of
potentials in simulations in which the objective is to represent a particular material realistically
is that the potential will embody some chemical insight and such calculations may then allow
a rather direct way of accounting for the different behaviors of chemically related substances.
This reason will become clearer in the later chapters where the role of the cation charges and
radii on the conductivity has been studied in depth by directly modifying the interatomic po-
tential.
In the next sections, a series of models for inter-atomic potentials, which have been used
in this thesis, will be introduced. This discussion follows, in some regards, that of Madden
and Wilson [65]. To start with, one of the simplest model available, the Rigid Ion Model, will
be introduced, which considers the ions in the solid state as un-deformable charged spheres.
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Although this model was never used in the calculations presented in this thesis, it provides a
useful comparison and starting point for the other models. The potentials used in this thesis,
on the other hand, allow the electron density to be deformed by the local environment. These
deformations are known to play an important role in the case of oxide systems and taking them
into account usually yields a much better agreement with the experimental data and a clearer
understanding of the materials properties [13].
3.1.1 The Rigid Ion Model
One of the simplest models for the interatomic interaction between ions in the solid state is
the so-called Rigid Ion Model (RIM). In this model the ions are considered as undeformable









The qiqjrij term is the Coulombic part of the potential and accounts for most of the attraction
between ions of opposite charge and most of the repulsion between like charged ions. The
Bije
−aijrij part is the short-range repulsion which accounts for the effects of the Pauli exclu-
sion principle which prevents electrons from occupying the same space simultaneously. The
Bij parameter controls the magnitude of this interaction whilst the aij parameter determines
the rate at which this interaction decays with distance. Finally, the
C6ij
r6ij
term models the disper-
sion interaction caused by temporarily induced dipoles on one ion instantaneously inducing a
dipole on another ion.
In this simple case, all the terms in the potential depend only on the distance, rij , between
two ions, which are regarded in this model to be spherical and incompressible. This potential
may be expected to work well for ions whose electron density is less sensitive to changes in the
local environment. These simple pairwise additive representations of the repulsive interactions
are, on the other hand, computationally inexpensive and allow the study of big systems (up
to tens of thousands of ions) for very long times (hundreds of nanoseconds) on a commercial
workstation. For these reasons, the RIM has been widely applied in the study of ionic materi-
als, particularly to alkali halides [66, 67], but also to many oxide systems [68, 69, 47, 49, 50].
The oxide ion has, however, an electron density that is very sensitive to changes in the local
environment [65]. A clear manifestation of this is the fact that this ion is unstable in the gas
phase but commonly occurs in condensed matter. Because of this property, the interaction of
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one ion with another cannot be expressed without reference to the environment in which each
ion is found. Consequently, the interaction potentials are expected to have an explicit many-
body character, unlike the above-mentioned RIM. For this reason, in the next sections a series
of potentials will be described, which take into account different environmental effects.
3.1.2 Beyond the RIM
Figure 3.1 shows the electron density of the ions in an AlF3 crystal [70]. It is clear that the ions
are not spherical. The F− ions, in fact, are elongated towards the neighbouring cations, thus
proving that their electron density is indeed influenced by the local environment. This effect
appears to be less important for the cations. In view of these findings, it is clear that the RIM
which considers the ions as spherical and incompressible should not work in such cases. Figure
3.1 (together with an analysis of the Wannier functions, see below) also shows that the system
is still ionic, i.e. that inter-atomic charge transfer and chemical bond formation involving the
sharing of electron pairs between atoms are not present. For this reason, it can be expected that
an extended ionic model, which allows changes (compressions and deformations) in the ionic
electron densities, might give a reliable description of the interatomic forces in these systems.
Figure 3.1: Electron density in an AlF3 crystal [70].
The first effects to take into account when making the ionic electron density environment-
dependent are compression effects (changes in the radius of the ionic charge distribution) and
dipolar and quadrupolar distortions (changes in the shape of the ionic charge distribution). It is
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important to note that these will have two consequences. Firstly, the central ion will acquire a
non-zero electric dipole and quadrupole moment, which will alter its energy through coulombic
interactions with the charges and multipoles of the other ions. Secondly, the ions may change
their shape as perceived through the short range overlap interaction with its neighbours. The
presence of two separate effects can be easily understood by looking at equation 3.1. If dis-
persion interactions, which contribute to a tiny fraction of the total energy, are neglected, then
the potential energy has two terms: a coulombic and a short-range repulsion one. If the ions
are deformed and therefore loose their sphericity, then both terms in the potential will have
to be “corrected” to take this effects into account. In the next two sections the form and the
importance of these corrections will be described in detail.
Polarisation effects
When an ion in the crystal at a relatively large distance (say, greater than next-nearest neigh-
bour separation) from the central ion is displaced off its lattice site, its effect on the potential
felt by the electrons in the central ion is simply that of the electric field (Eβ(ri)) and field-
gradient (Eγδ(ri)) at that site. There will be induced dipoles and quadrupoles given by the
usual multipole expansion [71]:
µi asα = ααβEβ(r
i) + 13BαβγδEβ(r




i)Eδ(ri) + CαβγδEγδ(ri) + ..., (3.3)
where the superscript asmeans that the moments are appropriate when the sources of the fields
are asymptotically far away from the ion i. Here α, and C are the dipole and quadrupole polar-
isabilities and B is the dipole-dipole hyperpolarisability. These quantities are usually tensorial,
but in the approximation of a spherical ion, they reduce to a single scalar [71].
If a near-neighbouring ion is displaced, there is an additional effect. Figure 3.2 shows what
happens when one of the first shell cations is displaced outwards. Beside the field and field
gradient (related to the gradient and curvature of the potential at the origin) a dent appears in
the confining potential 1. Whilst the field and field gradient tend to push the electrons away
from the displaced cation (this is the above-mentioned asymptotic contribution), this dent-in-
1The confining potential is the potential felt by an electron on the central ion caused by the charges
and electron densities of the surrounding ions [65]. This potential is responsible for compressing the
free-ion charge density into the in-crystal value. This causes the stabilisation of the oxide ion in the
solid state and the lower values observed for the ionic in-crystal polarisabilities as compared to the gas
phase values
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Figure 3.2: Origin of the asymptotic and short-range contributions to the dipole induced on an
anion in a crystal which has been distorted by an outward displacement of one of the first-shell
cations. The lower panel shows the confining potential for the undistorted crystal (dashed),
and after the distortion (solid): the floor of the potential well has acquired a gradient (the
electric field) and the wall of the confining potential has been pushed outwards. These have
opposite effects on the electron density. Note that the arrows represent the direction of electron
displacement, and are in fact therefore antiparallel to the associated dipoles [65].
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the-wall allows them more freedom to move into the space vacated by the cation. For this
reason, there is a short-range contribution to the induced dipole, which is called µi sr, which
opposes the “asymptotic” dipole caused by the electric fields. This effect has been studied in
electronic structure calculations and it was found to be substantial [72]. The dipole induced
by displacing first neighbour cations is reduced below that expected from the asymptotic term
alone by about 50 %. For induced quadrupoles this effect is even larger so that sometimes the
net quadrupole can have opposite sign to the asymptotic quadrupole.
A similar phenomenon happens to the cations when a first shell anion is displaced outwards.
If the signs of the charges on the ions in figure 3.2 are reversed, so as to make the central ion
a cation, it can be seen that, as a neighbouring anion is displaced outwards, the electronic field
generated will tend to displace the cation electrons towards the displaced anion which is also
the direction favoured by the displacement of the cation charge cloud. Again this consideration
is true of the higher oder multipoles. It is important to note that this makes the role of the cation
polarisation much more substantial than would be suggested by a simple consideration of the
relative size of the cation and anion polarisabilities [12].
Ion shape deformation
The development of the multipoles in the less symmetrical structures is a signal that the ion’s
charge cloud has been distorted from a spherical shape. The polarisation energy results from
the classical coulombic interaction of the multipoles with the charges and multipoles of other
ions. As mentioned above, this energy represents a correction to the coulombic term that has
to be added in the case of non-spherical ions. The deformation of the spherical charge den-
sity also has another manifestation, since it affects its overlap with the charge densities of the
neighbouring ions, and hence it changes the short-range repulsive interaction with them 2. This
will now be discussed.
When the ion’s spherical charge density is deformed, the most important effects to take
into account are ion compression, dipolar and quadrupolar distortions. These effects are of par-
2This effect is also contained within the shell model of the interionic interactions. The shell is the
centre of repulsive interactions and it may be displaced from the ion’s centre of mass (and the site of
its formal charge) by repulsive interaction - hence, the ion may become anisotropic [73]. A potential
difficulty with this approach is that this same displacement is closely tied, in the shell model, to the short-
range effect on the induced electric dipole, which was discussed above. Although these phenomena are
clearly linked it is believed, on the basis of a limited set of ab initio results, that the connection imposed
by the shell model is overly restrictive and that to accurately represent them, the short-range induced
dipole and the consequence of the non-spherical deformation on the short-range repulsion should be
treated as separate phenomena [65].
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ticular importance when studying systems in which the oxide ion might find itself in different
coordination environment. This has been discuss in depth by Wilson et al. in ref. [18]. A
description of these phenomena can be obtained by allowing the ionic radius to depend on the
relative position of a number of other ions. For instance, to allow for a deformation of dipole
symmetry, a vector property of each ion is introduced, which again depends upon the positions
of the other ions in the sample, as illustrated in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Representation of the ion “deformation effect” in the distorted crystal considered
in figure 3.2. In this case, the electron density ceases to be symmetrically disposed about the
anion centre - as indicated by the displaced contours in the figure. This affects the repulsive
interaction between the anion and its first neighbour cations. The vector ζi indicates the direc-
tion of the deformation and appears in the modified expression for the repulsive interactions
[65].
3.2 The form of the interaction potential
In the above section a series of effects were described (dipole and quadrupole polarisation, ion-
shape deformations etc.) which have to be taken into account if one wants to accurately model
the many-body, inter-atomic interactions of an ionic material. When studying such a system
it can be chosen to either incorporate all these effects into the potential or to select only those
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which are believed to be more important 3. For instance, when studying a system with a very
symmetrical crystal structure (like the fluorite structure), it might be decided not to include
ion-shape deformation and/or quadrupole polarisation effects because these are likely to play a
minor role (see next chapter). This therefore gives a series of models of an increasing degree
of sophistication. In the next sections, two of these models (which were used intensively in the
work reported in this thesis) will be described in detail and then all the others will be briefly
reviewed.
3.2.1 The QUadrupole-polarisable Aspherical Ion Model
This model includes polarisation effects and ion-shape deformations up to the quadrupolar or-
der. For this reason it is dubbed the QUadrupole-polarisable Aspherical Ion Model, or QUAIM.
In view of the above discussion, this interionic potential is constructed from four components,
describing charge–charge, dispersion, overlap repulsion and polarisation effects. The charge-
















ij the dipole–dipole and dipole–quadrupole dispersion coefficients, respectively.
This description takes into account the short-range corrections to the asymptotic dispersion
term (an effect mentioned above for the polarisation effects) by making use of the Tang Ton-
nies dispersion damping function (fD(rij), as reported in equation 3.8 [13].
For the short-range repulsive terms of the potential, deformable anions and rigid cations are
usually considered. The shape deformations are taken as relatively insignificant for the anion–
anion repulsions, which are therefore represented by simple Born–Mayer exponentials, but
they are substantial in the shell of nearest neighbours. This leads to the following expression
(A stands for anions, C for cation):
3It has to be remembered that adding these effects makes the calculation more expensive so that a
balance between computational speed and accuracy is needed.




























αβ and summation of repeated indices is implied. The
variable δσi characterises the deviation of the radius of oxide ion i from its default value; νiα are
a set of three variables describing the Cartesian components of a dipolar distrortion of the ion,
and κiαβ are a set of five independent variables describing the corresponding quadrupolar shape














ij2 − δαβ are the interaction tensors.
The second summation includes the self-energy terms, representing the energy required to de-
form the anion charge density, with β, ζ and κ as effective force constants. The extent of each







−−r2ij ], are Gaussians which acts as a steep
repulsion wall and account for the anion’s hard core; these extra terms are used in cases where
the ions are strongly polarised to avoid instability problems at very small anion-cation and
anion-anion separations [74]. It is worth noticing that although the short-range repulsion term
in equation 3.6 looks like a Born-Meyer term, this now has a many-body character because the
variables δσi, νiα and κ
i
αβ are influenced by the position of all the neighbouring ions.














































(ki1|−→µ i|2 + ki2µiαθiαβµiβ + ki3θiαβθiαβ + ki4|
−→µ i · −→µ i|2)
where µiα is the α component of the dipole moment of ion i, θ
i
αβ is the αβ component of the
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. αi, Bi and Ci
are the dipole, dipole-dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole polarisabilities on ion i respectively
while Tαβγδ = ∇α∇β∇δ∇γ ... 1rij are the multipole interaction tensors [75]. The instantaneous
values of these moments are obtained by minimisation of this expression. The charge-dipole
and charge-quadrupole cation-anion and anion-anion asymptotic functions include terms which
account for penetration effects at short-range by using Tang-Tonnies damping functions of the
form,



















with D and Q standing for dipolar and quadrupolar parts. While the parameters bijD and b
ij
Q
determine the range at which the overlap of the charge densities affects the induced multipoles,
the parameters cijD and c
ij
Q determine the strength of the ion response to this effect.
3.2.2 The DIPole-Polarisable Ion Model
The model described above has the drawback of being computationally very demanding. Most
of the studies presented in this thesis required long simulations (up to 10 ns), with many hun-
dreds (or thousands) of ions. For this reason, most of the times a simpler version of this model
has been used, in which the ion-shape deformation effects and quadrupolar contributions to
the polarisation part of the potential are neglected. This model, which is usually dubbed the
DIPole-Polarisable Ion Model, or DIPPIM, was found to describe successfully the systems
studied in this thesis (see next chapter).
The first two contribution to the potential (Coulombic and dispersion) are the same as
equations 3.4 and 3.5. The short term repulsive terms and the polarisation energy are, however,



















where the 1/r form was selected as this is known to give a better fit of the short-range interaction
[74] and to improve the potential’s stability. The polarisation energy is identical to equation
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Table 3.1: Different potential models.
Name Features / Description
RIM No polarisation or
(Rigid Ion Model) ion-shape deformation effects
DIPPIM Dipole polarisation effects only
(DIPole Polarisable Ion Model )
QUADPIM Dipole and quadrupole effects
(QUADrupole Polarisable Ion Model )
CIM Ion compression effects
(Compressible Ion Model)
QUAD-CIM Dipole, quadrupole and
(Quadrupole Compressible Ion Model) ion compression effects
QUAIM Dipole, quadrupole and
(Quadrupole Aspherical Ion Model) ion-shape deformation effects














New models can be obtained by systematically including/removing some of the above-mentioned
effects. For instance, if quadrupoles are believed to play an important role in the description
of the inter-atomic forces for a given system, a potential with dipoles and quadrupoles (but no
ion-shape deformation) can be used. This potential is dubbed QUADPIM. Table 3.1 reports the
most used combinations.
3.2.4 The relative importance of multipoles and ion shape defor-
mation effects.
In the above sections a series of “corrections” to the simple Rigid Ion Model were presented in
order to take into account the effects of distorting the ion’s charge. It will now be shown how
each of these different corrections influences the physics of a certain system. To this end, this
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section will follow the discussion by Wilson et al. [76] on ZrO2, a material which is key to the
purpose of this thesis.
Three crystal structures are observed in pure ZrO2 with increasing temperatures: mono-
clinic, tetragonal and cubic. Previous models of the ionic type, however, are unable to predict
the stability of the ground-state monoclinic structure of ZrO2 with respect to an orthorombic
(rutile) structure. Wilson and co-workers made a detailed investigation of the energies of a
number of phases of ZrO2 using models of increasing degree of sophistication. They used the
rigid ion model from ref. [77] and then fitted a RIM, DIPPIM, CIM, QUADPIM and QUAD-
CIM potential to ab-initio calculations, in order to evince which factors stabilise the different
structures.
Their results show that empirical potentials, like the RIM, all give the rutile structure as
the ground state, regardless of the details of the potential. This proves the limitation of such a
simple model. Adding compression effects to the potential (CIM) has the effect of stabilizing
higher coordinate structures (fluorite and monoclinic) over the 6-coordinated rutile structure.
This happens because the ion contracts as its coordination increases and this results in a reduc-
tion in the repulsive energy but an increase in the self-energy. It is therefore a more repulsive
object (with lower self-energy) at lower coordination. However the reduction in self-energy is
not offset by the gain in overlap energy. The result of this is to destabilise lower-coordination
structures; in particular the orthorhombic (rutile) structure is brought to a higher energy than
the experimentally observed monoclinic structure.
The story is, however, far from complete as this model now gives the fluorite structure as
the predicted ground state. It is only with the addition of both dipoles and quadrupoles to the
compressible ion model (QUAD-CIM) that the correct order is obtained, with the monoclinic
structure as the ground state. The stabilisation works because, in the monoclinic structure, the
anions sit in a much more asymmetric environment than in the fluorite structure. The driving
force for the formation of this structure appears to be the existence of the three-coordinate oxy-
gens sites, which are the sites that experience the largest quadrupole polarisation.
It might therefore seem that all the effects described above will be required for the study
of the conducting properties of stabilised zirconias. However, to anticipate the story below,
such a level of sophistication was not needed for the work described in this thesis. Indeed, our
calculations have been performed on stabilised fluorites only. In this case, all that was needed
was a potential which describes reliably the interaction between the ions in this structure only.
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The simpler DIPPIM potential was therefore used for most of the work described in this thesis
and this successfully reproduced all the experimental properties of interest.
3.3 Parameterizing the potentials: the force-matching
procedure.
The use of interaction potentials in simulation studies is wide-spread, and for many ionic
systems, such as molten salts and some oxide systems, the parameterisation of these poten-
tials is carried out empirically using experimental data (density, lattice energies and so on)
[66, 67, 78, 47]. This technique, however, presents some drawbacks. First of all, this does
not work in cases when experimental data for the system in study are not available. In other
words, the technique is not predictive. Also, experimental data are usually limited to a small
set of thermodynamical states. For instance parameterizing a potential for SiO2 by reference to
experimental data at ambient pressure might not be enough if one is interested in the behaviour
of this material at very high pressures, such as the ones found in the Earth’s mantle. It is for
these reasons that a more systematic approach [13] to the parameterisation of these potentials
was used, which makes use of the recent availability of high quality ab initio methods. To this
end, a technique was used, which has enjoyed much success in the development of accurate and
transferable interaction potentials for oxide systems, that of force-fitting to ab initio informa-
tion. With this technique, the optimal set of parameters for a certain system can be determined
using a force-fitting procedure, where the forces, multipole moments, and, sometimes, stress
tensor components of the whole cell, generated by the model for condensed phase reference
configurations 4 , are matched to those calculated using an ab initio technique.
The idea behind the development of potentials using a force-fitting procedure is illustrated
schematically in figure 3.4. To begin, an existing interaction potential is taken for the system
in question, which need not be entirely realistic in its representation of the interatomic inter-
actions, but should be suitable enough to generate representative arrangements of atoms or
configurations from high-temperature molecular dynamics simulations, i.e. it should give rea-
sonable densities and bond-distances 5. Ab initio calculations on these atomic configurations
are then carried out, and the information extracted about the forces, dipoles, quadrupoles etc. of
4Using condensed phase reference configurations is of paramount importance for the success of this
procedure. In fact, as discussed before, the properties of some ions change significantly from the gas
to the condensed phase, the best example of this being the fact that the oxide ions is unstable in the gas
phase while perfectly stable in the condensed one.
5Alternatively, if no interaction potential is available, one can run a short Car-Parinello molecular
dynamics simulation on the system and fit a potential to the forces and dipoles obtained from it.
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the individual ions is used in the force-fitting procedure. This new potential can be used to gen-
erate additional configurations, and the whole process may be repeated if necessary. In order to
generate accurate and transferable potentials, the ions within these configurations must sample
a wide range of environments (i.e. high temperatures and pressures and, if possible, different
crystal structures). It is hoped that by using a large number of distorted configurations, with the
ions sampling various types of coordination environment and a range of interionic separations,
it will be possible to acquire a varied data set of ab initio information on which to train the
interaction potentials. This process is followed by a testing stage, where the suitability of the
new potential is assessed. It is worth noticing that this approach uses thousands of data points
(which has to be compared with the few tens of experimental points usually available for such
materials). Each ab-initio calculation is, in fact, performed on about 100 ions and each such
calculation provides three cartesian force components, three components for the dipole and six
components for the quadrupole of each ion.
Figure 3.4: Scheme of the force-matching procedure used in this thesis.
It is not unusual, during this procedure, to constrain some of the parameters to avoid them
taking unphysical values and to limit the number of free parameters in the potential (which
sometimes exceeds 40!). Ionic polarisabilities are usually constrained to either their experi-
mental value or to the value calculated via an ab-initio technique [79, 80]. Also, the intensity
of the cation-cation and anion-anion short-range repulsion is usually set to zero, since this is
not found to influence the fit quality. More details on this procedure will be given, case by case,
in the next chapters.
In the fitting procedure the parameters are obtained by simultaneously minimizing the fol-
























In the above expression, ({χ}) represents the whole set of parameters which are to be opti-
mised while i runs over atoms and α = x, y, z. The sum over A represents the sum over all
the atomic configurations included in the fit. The quantities ζAi,α({χ}) and FAi,α({χ}) are the
multipole components (comprising the dipoles µi,α and the five independent quadrupole com-
ponents θi,αβ for each ion) and the components of the forces obtained from the MD simulation,
while ζAi,α({χ}) and FAi,α({χ}) are the same quantities as obtained from the DFT calculations.
To optimise the objective functions, a non-gradient simplex and MIGRAD method was
used, from the standard non-linear fitting package MINUIT [81]. The final values of the ob-
jective function can give an indication of the fit quality. In the case of simple systems, like
molten halides, it was found that AP ({χ}) and AF ({χ}) can assume values as low as 0.01.
Such small values are not expected for oxides systems due to the fact that electron density
deformation effects are expected to be larger in these systems. Wilson and co-workers ob-
tained AF ({χ}), AP ({χ}) ∼ 0.1 for Li2O with the QUAIM model [19]. This value is a good
reference for our future work.
3.3.1 Forces and multipole moment from Density Functional The-
ory
The ab initio methods used in this work are Density Functional Theory (DFT) techniques,
which have become popular in recent years for studies of the condensed phase [82]. Applica-
tion of the Hellman-Feynman theorem allows calculation of the ionic forces [83], which are
available from any of the standard DFT packages. In this thesis either CASTEP [84] or CPMD
[85] were used, the latter being much faster than the former (see discussion in chapter 6). Ob-
taining the ionic multipoles however, requires a little more work. The optimum Kohn-Sham
eigenvectors derived from the DFT calculations, {Ψn}n=1,N , are delocalised throughout the
simulation cell. In order to associate orbitals with individual ions, from which it is possible
to calculate ionic multipole moments, one has to switch to a localised representation of the
electron density distribution via a Wannier transformation of these eigenvectors [86]. If the
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condition of maximal localisation is enforced, a set of Wannier orbitals is obtained which pro-
vides a picture of the electron distribution around atoms involved in chemical binding or ions
polarised by the electrostatic field. In this work, maximally localised Wannier functions were





where the sum runs over all the Kohn-Sham states {Ψn}n=1,N , and the unitary matrix U was




(〈r2〉n − 〈r〉2n). (3.15)
In molecular and ionic (closed shell) systems, this transformation localises a set of valence
orbitals on each molecule and the molecular charge densities obtained from these orbitals have
been shown to give excellent values for the molecular multipoles [88], as judged by their abil-
ity to reproduce the values obtained from more conventional quantum chemical methods on
embedded clusters and their use in discussing the charge density in interacting systems. This
methodology has also been used to predict the ionic polarisabilities of a series of ionic and
molecular materials and the results were in good agreement with the experimental data [79, 80].
For each ion i of our systems, the α component of the dipole moment is calculated from





where the sum runs over those MLWFs which are close to ion i (usually 4) 6. To calculate
the ionic quadrupoles, the fact that the MLWFs are well-localised inside the periodic cell is
exploited, and the components of the quadrupole on an ion i are evaluated from the real-space






dr|wn(r)|2(3riαriβ − (ri)2δαβ)/2 (3.17)
Here the integral runs over the space within the radius rcut of ion i, and ri is the distance from
r to the nucleus of ion i, calculated with a minimum image convention.
6By this it is meant those Wannier functions which are within a certain cutoff radius from the ion’s
center. This cutoff radius is usually about 0.5 Å , in agreement with an ionic picture of the system in
which the ion’s charge distribution is strongly localised around the ion’s nucleus.
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3.4 Simulation techniques
In this section a summary of the simulation techniques used is provided. For the sake of brevity,
and since the work in this thesis did not involve the development of these methods, only a brief
discussion will be given, while pointing the reader to more detailed discussions and documen-
tation elsewhere.
The simulations presented in this thesis are molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, and use
the Leapfrog Verlet algorithm [89] to integrate numerically Newton’s equations for the motion
of classically interacting particles. Simulations in the canonical (NVT) ensemble have been
performed using the method proposed by Nosé [90, 91] and Hoover [92], with the modifica-
tions suggested by Martyna. In fact, it has been shown by Martyna et al. [93] that for systems
of low dimensionality, the dynamics produced by the Nosé-Hoover equations is not ergodic,
and that as a result, the probability distribution obtained does not correspond to the canonical
distribution. Extending the Nosé-Hoover dynamics to a chain of thermostats gives the system
a higher dimensionality which shows greater ergodicity [93]. For this reason, simulations in
the NVT ensemble have been performed using this technique [93]. Those simulations in the
NPT ensemble have used a Nosé-Hoover thermostat coupled to a barostat, applying, also in
this case, the formalism developed by Martyna et al. [94].
In order to simulate a finite system without the properties under study being dominated by
surface effects, a simulation cell is used which is replicated infinitely throughout space, and
periodic boundary conditions [89, 95] were applied. All short-range interactions, such as the
overlap repulsive interactions between ions, are truncated in real space using a simple cut-off
procedure, and are calculated with the application of the minimum image convention. The
electrostatic interactions in the models of ionic polarisation act over a much larger range of
ionic separations than the short-range terms, and must be carefully handled. The most popular
technique for treating these long-range interactions is the Ewald summation [95, 96, 97]. In this
method, the system is treated as infinite, and each particle interacts with all of the periodic im-
ages, in addition to particles of the simulation cell. The energy expression is given in terms of a
real space summation of the short-range screened interactions, and a reciprocal space summa-
tion arising from the long-range interactions. The Ewald summation method, as implemented
within our molecular dynamics code, allows a full treatment of the multipole interactions up to
the quadrupolar level. Further details of these methods may be sought elsewhere [97].
The simulation technique used for the work described in this thesis is quite fast. Most of
the simulations described in this thesis were done on systems ranging between 500 and 1000
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atoms. When a simulation on a system of about 600 atoms (with a potential which includes
dipole polarisation effect) is run on a simple commercial Intel Core Duo quad processor (2.8
GHz), then a trajectory of 1 ns can be obtained in less than a day. The advantage over a direct
ab-initio approach is evident.
3.5 Data analysis
The main output of a computer simulation are the positions and velocities of each atom at each
timestep. This information is extremely beneficial because it is not available experimentally.
Usually a first attempt to analyze such output is to visualise the atomic positions. Although
such a procedure can be helpful and give some insight on the material’s behaviour (see chapter
5), it is usually necessary to calculate other observables from these sets of coordinates. This is
needed, for instance, when a direct comparison with an experimental observable is desired.
Our MD code automatically calculates and outputs some of these observables. For exam-
ple radial distribution functions and partial structure factors are calculated on the fly. There
are some quantities, however, which need to calculated a posteriori. Total radial distribution
functions, mean squared displacements, conductivities, mobility distribution functions, diffuse
scattering and vacancy concentrations are examples of these quantities. In the next sections the
procedures by which these are calculated will be described.
3.5.1 Radial Distribution Functions
Radial distribution functions describe how the atomic density varies as a function of the dis-
tance from one particular atom. For this reason they are very important because they can can








where nij(r) is the number of particles of type j located at a distance between r and r + dr from
a particle of type i and ρj is the number density of particles of types j. As mentioned before,
these functions are calculated on the fly by our MD code and averaged over the entire length of
the simulation.
In neutron and x-ray diffraction experiments the total scattering structure factor, S(q), can
be Fourier transformed to obtain the corresponding total radial distribution function, G(r),
which is the sum of the individual partial rdfs, gij(r), weighted by the concentrations of the
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This quantity can be trivially calculated from the partial rdfs outputted by our MD code.
3.5.2 Mean squared displacements and conductivity
The simplest way of demonstrating ionic behaviour in the simulation of a certain compound is
to show that the mean squared displacements of the mobile ion (the oxide ion in this case) in-
crease linearly with time, whilst those of the immobile ion type remain approximately constant.





(x(i, t)− x(i, 0))2 + (y(i, t)− y(i, 0))2 + (z(i, t)− z(i, 0))2, (3.20)
where nj in the number of ions of species j and x(i,t), y(i,t) , z(i,t) are the cartesian components
of the position of ion i at a time t. When both curves are flat, the material is a solid with
no observable ionic diffusion, whereas if both curves are linear the material is a liquid. The












where zi is the charge on species i, ρi is the number density of species i, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature. This expression is exact only in the case of purely uncorre-
lated motion. A better value for the conductivity can be obtained, in principle, from an integral







7In the case of x-ray diffraction experiments, the neutron scattering lengths are replaced by the x-ray
form factors which are q-dependent. This was done in appendix C.
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though this quantity has very poor statistics, especially when diffusion is slow. A comparison
between the two values can give some information about the degree of correlation of the ionic
motion in a certain system. In this thesis, both approaches were used when possible.
3.5.3 Vacancy analysis
Vacancies in stabilised zirconias are responsible for the impressive values of the conductivity
observed in these materials. For this reason, the identification of vacancies is of great impor-
tance to better understand the conduction mechanism in these materials. Locating vacancies
is not, however, a simple operation. For instance, methods which study the occupancy of a
sphere centred on the ideal fluorite lattice site were found unsuccessful [98]. A better way to
locate the vacancy is the so-called vector site analysis. The idea behind this method is that
all the sites in any crystal are defined by polyhedra composed of triangular faces. In the case
of the fluorite structure, each anion is surrounded by four cations, i.e. each anion lies within
a tetrahedron whose vertices are delimited by the cation positions. If a mobile ion escapes
such a tetrahedron, the ion must pass through one of the triangular faces in order to leave that
site. Mathematically this can be defined as the moment when the scalar product of the ion’s
position vector (with respect to one of the vertices of the plane), with a vector that is normal
to the plane, changes sign. This is shown pictorially in figure 3.5. All that needs to be known
for this method to be applied to large and long simulations is the identities of the “static” ions
(in this case the cations) bordering each site, and a set of all the ion positions at various time
intervals. Assigning these vertices is the most arbitrary part of the process, since the only way
to do this will require the use of a cut-off in coordination number. However this only has to be
done once, and it is possible to use a perfect crystal coordinate file (or one from a simulation
at low temperature) to achieve this - in which case the bond lengths are all well defined and so
there should be no problem of mis-assignment. The positions of vacancies can be identified for
an instantaneous ionic configuration by finding which of the coordination tetrahedra are empty.
The position of such a vacancy will be the average position of the surrounding four cations.
Because the oxide ions may perform large amplitude vibrations about their average sites,
at the temperatures of interest for dynamical studies, a vacancy is assigned to a tetrahedral site
only if the tetrahedron has been empty for a minimum of two frames. For this reason the in-
terval between two frames becomes of critical importance. Too small an interval can lead to a
significant vacancy over-counting, as shown in figure 3.6, whereas too long an interval can lead
to under-counting because some of the oxide ions might diffuse over such a long interval. It
was therefore concluded that the ideal interval between two frames should be 50 - 100 fs. This
measure has already been used for the study of PbF2 [74, 99] and seems to identify vacancies
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Figure 3.5: An explanation of the vector site analysis principle. The four cations (gray circles)
form a tetrahedron with one anion (red circle) in the middle. If the anion is inside the tetrahe-
dron (top figure), then the scalar product of every vector, normal to one of the surfaces of the
tetrahedron, times the position vector of the anion (starting from an arbitrarily chosen cation)
is negative. When the anion is on the surface of the tetrahedron (middle figure), then the scalar
product is zero. If an anion abandons its tetrahedron (bottom figure), then the product will be
positive.
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reasonably faithfully even at high temperatures. This methodology was tested by calculating
the number of vacancies in simulations of Zr2Y2O7 at 300 K; it was found that the average
number of vacancies is ∼ 65 in good agreement with the stoichiometric value of 64. At higher
temperatures (T = 1500 K), this number goes up to 70. Thermally excited Frenkel pairs make
a small contribution to the excess observed at high temperature although an important factor is
probably a shortcoming of our way of assigning vacancies. In fact, if a tetrahedral site contains
a vacancy, it will induce a substantial distortion of surrounding tetrahedra which lowers the
reliability of the geometric criterion used to decide if the site is filled or empty, especially at
high temperatures where all the atoms are making large amplitude vibrations. There is there-
fore a tendency to assign vacancies to sites which neighbour a site containing a true vacancy,
and this is manifested in a larger than expected amplitude for the nearest-neighbour peak in the
vacancy–vacancy radial distribution function, as will be shown in the next chapters.
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Figure 3.6: Calculated number of vacancies for Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at 1200 K as a function of the
interval length between two consecutive frames. The red dashed line shows the number of
stoichiometric vacancies present in the system.
Once the vacancy positions have been identified, the radial distribution functions (rdfs) can
be calculated for a cation-vacancy and vacancy-vacancy pair. These are then averaged over the
entire run. The vacancy-cation radial distribution functions can be very useful because they
show whether there is any vacancy binding tendency, i.e. it shows if the vacancy prefer to bind
close to a certain cation species (as it is thought to be the case in YSZ). Vacancy-vacancy rdfs,
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on the other hand, can show vacancy ordering tendencies like those postulated by Goff et al.
[7].
3.5.4 Diffuse scattering calculation
The diffuse scattering contains information on the local disorder in a solid. For this reason,
ionic conductors have been studied intensively by means of either neutron [7] or electron
diffraction [43, 44, 22, 46, 58] techniques, in order to evince the local ordering tendencies
and their connection with the conduction of these materials. Calculating diffuse scattering pat-
terns from the output of a computer simulation can be very useful both to validate the reliability
of the employed potential and to gain some information on the local ordering in these materials.










where the sums run over all ions in the sample, rij is the distance between ions i and j and ai is
the scattering amplitude of the species to which i belongs (for example, the neutron scattering
length in the case of neutron scattering). The symbol 〈...〉 indicates an average over the whole
simulation. Because of the periodic boundary conditions, the accessible vectors q with a cubic
simulation cell of side L are restricted to the set 2πL (m,n, p) where m, n, and p are integers,
and this provides a limit to the resolution of the simulated pattern. If a simulation box of about
50 Å (corresponding to approximately 12,000 atoms) is used, then the resolution is 0.125 Å−1
which is comparable with the experimental resolution of 0.10 Å−1 achieved in ref. [7].
If the defects which give rise to the coherent diffuse intensity are static, then the neutron
scattering will be elastic, i.e., ω = 0, as in equation 3.24. However, if, for example, the defects
become more mobile at elevated temperature, there may be significant quasi-elastic energy
broadening in the diffuse scattering. The spectral line shape of I(q, ω) versus energy transfer
ω then contains information on the temporal nature of the correlations between diffusing ions
and the surrounding distorted lattice. This quantity can be measured experimentally and infor-
mation can be obtained on the dynamics of defect clusters [7]. In the simplest case where the
correlations decay exponentially with a lifetime τ , the spatial and temporal behaviour can be
separated, such that
I(q, t) = I(q)e−t/τ . (3.25)
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This function can be calculated from the simulation’s position file via the expression:









Plotting the above function versus time can tell whether a certain defect is mobile (if the func-
tion decays with time) or immobile (if the function does not decay) with time. The decay time
will then contain information on the mobility of the vacancies.
3.5.5 Cation effects on the Mobility Distribution Functions
A detailed investigation of the mean squared displacements of the individual anions within the
MD simulations of some of the systems studied in this thesis indicated that the anion mobility
can be very different from case to case. In Y3NbO7, for instance, some anions move very
fast throughout the crystal whereas some others are immobile (see chapter 5). Understanding
which factors are responsible for the low mobility of some anions might obviously lead to new
ways to optimise the conductivity of these materials.
To understand such a behaviour and link it with the nature of the surrounding environment,
a program was developed which divided the MD simulation into a certain number steps (usually
10) of equal length. Each anion moving a distance greater than λ (with λ equal to 1.5 times
the average mean square displacement of an anion over that interval) is assigned to be mobile.
The distance λ was usually chosen to be comparable to the nearest neighbour anion-anion
separation. Thus, it was possible to obtain the distribution of mobility for the anions in these
materials, with a maximum value of 10 and a minimum value of 0. At the same time the nature
of the surrounding cations was recorded as well. Plotting the average anion mobility vs the
average cation environment can help understand which factors hinder the conduction in such
materials. In chapter 5, it will be shown that big cations, like Y3+, create trapping sites from
which the oxide ions cannot escape and that this lowers the material’s overall conductivity.
Chapter 4
Parameterising and testing a potential
for Y3NbO7-Zr2Y2O7
Developing a potential for the Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 (YNZO) system is quite a chal-
lenging operation. This series, in fact, contains three different cation species which differ
considerably one from the other. Indeed, on one end there is Nb5+, which is a very small
cation (RNb = 0.74 Å ) with a high ionic charge, whereas at the other end there is Y3+, which
is a very big cation (RY = 1.019 Å ) with a relatively small ionic charge. The Zr4+ ion is
somewhat in between (RZr = 0.84 Å ). Since the cations are so different, it is reasonable to
assume that they will prefer different coordination environment with the smaller cations (Nb5+
and Zr4+) favouring a 6-fold and 7-fold coordination and the bigger one (Y3+) favouring a 8-
fold coordination. An indication of such a trend is found, for example, in some similar systems
[100, 46, 101]. These differences in the surrounding environment, together with the very po-
larisable nature of the oxide ion, make the development of a potential for these materials quite
difficult and challenging. It is perhaps for this reason that, up to date, no systematic attempt
has been done to study this system by means of MD simulations.
In this chapter the parameterisation of inter-atomic potentials for YNZO is described to-
gether with the subsequent tests that have been run to make sure these potentials can properly
reproduce the structural and dynamical properties of interest. QUAIM and DIPPIM poten-
tials were parameterised together with simpler models, like the RIM or the RIM with partial
charges. The pros and cons of each potential were thoroughly discussed.
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4.1 Parameterising the potentials
In this section some details will be given on the DFT calculations used to optimise the potential
and on the fitting procedure used in this specific case.
4.1.1 DFT reference calculations
Both the QUAIM and DIPPIM (as well as other) interaction models were parameterised by
force-matching to DFT calculations carried out on condensed-phase configurations, as de-
scribed in section 3.3. Starting from a Born-Mayer potential from the literature [47] for YSZ
(with the Nb-O interaction obtained by scaling the Zr-O one with respect to the ionic radius),
one atomic configuration for Y3NbO7 and one for ZrO2 were generated by running short MD
simulations on small cells (80–96 ions) at 1500 K. These two configurations were used to run
DFT reference calculations (see below) and an initial QUAIM model was fitted to the forces,
dipoles and quadrupoles. This potential was then used to generate more reference MD config-
urations, three for Y3NbO7 and three for ZrO2 at high temperatures (> 2000 K). For each of
these, the Hellman–Feynman forces acting on individual ions of the simulation cell were calcu-
lated using the planewave-DFT code CASTEP [84]. All the calculations used norm-conserving
pseudopotentials generated via the OPIUM program [102] and planewave energy cut-offs of
1000 eV and were performed using the generalised gradient approximation (GGA) according
to the Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) scheme. For the calculation of ab initio multipoles,
the Kohn–Sham orbitals are localised via a Wannier transformation to construct maximally lo-
calised Wannier functions (MLWF). From the localised orbitals, ionic dipoles and quadrupoles
were calculated as described in section 3.3.1.
4.1.2 Details on the force-matching procedure
The potential parameters are optimised by fitting the forces, dipoles and (when possible) quadrupoles
predicted by the QUAIM and DIPPIM potentials for the reference configurations to the respec-
tive results from the DFT calculations. The 6 configurations provide a total of around 2500
data points, comprising three Cartesian force components of each individual ion, three com-
ponents for the dipole and six components for the quadrupole of each ion. While most of the
potential parameters are left as free parameters in the fits, there are some exceptions. In both
the QUAIM and DIPPIM fits, the cation-cation short-range repulsion terms were set to zero.
The cations, in fact, are very small and far away one from the other, so that their electron clouds
never overlap at the pressure and temperatures of interest for these materials. In the QUAIM
fits, the parameter Bi (hyperpolarisability) was set to zero, as this was not found to significantly
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Table 4.1: Objective functions for the dipoles and forces.
Model AD AF
RIM - 5.00




affect the quality of the fit. In addition, the Ci parameter (quadrupole polarisability) was found
to be very small for the cations and therefore was set to zero. For this reason, the short-range
effects on the cation quadrupoles were also neglected.
One problem with DFT calculations is the uncontrolled representation of the dispersion
interaction. Although dispersion energies only contribute a tiny fraction to the total energy,
they have a considerable influence on transition pressures and, in particular, on the material’s
density and stress tensor. For this reason, the dispersion parameters were not included in the
fits but were added afterwards, as discussed by Madden et al. [13]. The parameters in ref. [20]
were used after rescaling with respect to the ionic polarisabilities. The Gaussian parameters
were also added after the fit, which was then rerun to check that its quality was unchanged [74].
As described above, the fits are performed by optimizing the objective functions in equa-
tions 3.12 and 3.13. Since this is the first time that such potentials are parameterised for a
system of transition metal oxides, many potential models were tried to see what the differences
are and which one works best. For this reason, table 4.1 reports the values for the objective
functions for the dipoles (when applicable) and forces for a series of different potential models.
In figure 4.1 the evolution ofAF is shown as more effects are taken into account into the model
used. For the sake of comparison, in this table were included also the values obtained from
a simple RIM model and those obtained from an RIM model in which the charges too were
fitted (partial charges). These two models are the ones which have been most used in the past
years for the study of oxide systems [68, 27, 69, 52, 47, 49, 50, 51]. A series of comments can
be readily made. First of all, the simple RIM is completely inadequate for a good description
of the inter-atomic forces in these oxide systems! This appears clear from the very high value
the objective function has in this case. As a quick test it was decided to show, in figure 4.2,
the total radial distribution function for Y3NbO7, obtained from a neutron experiment [103],
compared to the one calculated with our RIM potential, in a NVT simulation. The agreement
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of AF for different potential models. The inset shows the same figure
without the RIM (which is off the scale).
is quite poor, especially for the first two peaks, which are caused by the Y-O and Nb-O bonds.
The Nb-O distance obtained from the simulation is 2.05 Å, in poor agreement with the ex-
perimental value of 1.96 Å. Also the predicted lattice parameter for this material is about 5%
greater than the experimental value. The complete failure of the RIM to properly describe this
system comes as a surprise, since the vast majority of the studies on stabilised zirconias has
been performed by using this model [27, 52, 47, 49, 50, 51].
Next, a RIM with partial charges was tried. This represents a simple attempt at includ-
ing, on average, polarisation effects by reducing the ionic charges. This procedure seems to
work much better, given that the obtained value for AF is more than ten times smaller than for
the simple RIM. Also the obtained G(r) and lattice parameters for the Y3NbO7 system (not
shown) are in better agreement with the experimental data, though the cation-anion distance
are still quite different from the experimental values. Although this procedure is simple and
fast, it is still preferable to use formal charges. In fact, the use of full formal charges, coupled
with a physically based description of induction effects, presents the best chance of deriving
models that are truly transferable over a range of different state points and compositions. This
was proven, for instance, in the case of GeO2 (see appendices B and C). The use of partial
charges, the values of which are not physically well defined, tends to restrict the applicabil-
ity of potential models to specific statepoints. Furthermore, the use of the full formal charges
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the experimental (black points+line) [103], RIM (red line)
and DIPPIM (green line) total G(r) for Y3NbO7, at 300 K.
allows a direct comparison between the potential model and the experimental thermophysical
quantities (see next chapter).
The DIPPIM model gives a reasonably good agreement with both the DFT dipoles and
forces. This agreement with the DFT forces is also better than the one obtained with the RIM
with partial charges. As mentioned in the previous chapter, Wilson and co-workers obtained
a AF ∼ 0.1 for Li2O with a QUAIM potential. If it is considered that a much simpler model
is being used and that our system is a ternary mixture of transition metal oxides, the obtained
value can be considered quite satisfactory (see next sections for further discussion on this).
This is also confirmed by figure 4.2, which shows that this model reproduces quite well the
experimental G(r) for Y3NbO7. Figure 4.3 reports the agreement between the DFT-calculated
forces and dipoles and those predicted by the fitted potential, for a set of representative ions;
the abscissa shows the x component of the forces and dipoles, while the ordinate is simply the
ion number.
The QUADPIM potential gives only a small improvement over the DIPPIM. The QUAIM
potential, however, gives a much better agreement with the DFT forces, AF = 0.213. This is
not surprising as this model is indeed more complex than the DIPPIM. The value obtained for
AF is a bit higher than that obtained for Li2O in ref. [19]. However, considering that Li2O
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Figure 4.3: Agreement between the DFT-calculated dipoles (top panel) and forces (bottom
panel) and those predicted by a fitted DIPPIM potential model for a set of 200 representative
ions. In each panel the ordinate gives the ion number and the abscissa gives the fitted values of
the x component of the forces and dipoles as points and the DFT values as the continuous line.
is a much simpler system than YNZO, this value can be regarded as good. In the next section
it will be shown how this potential gives an excellent agreement with the structural properties
obtained for different YNZO mixtures.
The parameters obtained for the QUAIM and DIPPIM potentials are summarised in tables
4.2 and 4.3. After fitting such a complicated model with tens of parameters it is useful to
check that the derived parameters retain their physical meaning. The oxygen polarisability,
for instance, is α ∼ 14 au (for both potentials) which is in good agreement with that used
previously in a similar study [76] and that obtained by extrapolation of ab initio calculations on
other oxides [79]. In addition, the Y3+ and Zr4+ polarisabilities are in good agreement with the
value of 4.05 au in [79] (ab initio calculations) and 2.76 au (experimental dielectric properties
coupled with ab-initio calculations) [104, 105], respectively.
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Table 4.2: Parameters for the QUAIM potentials with values in a.u.. Those short-range
parameters which are equal to zero are not reported.
O-O Y-O Zr-O Nb-O
Aij 0.0 165.19 345.01 159.76
aij 5.0 1.7586 1.9590 1.7038
Bij 50000 50000 50000 50000
bij 0.85 1.2 1.2 1.3
Cij6 44 10 10 5
Cij8 853 200 200 100
bijdisp 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5
D 0.1616
ζ 1.168








































Table 4.3: Parameters for the DIPPIM potentials with values in a.u.. Those short-range
parameters which are equal to zero are not reported.
O-O Y-O Zr-O Nb-O
Aij 4.97 104.53 55.05 59.11
aij 22.99 1.389 1.144 1.137
Bij 50000 50000 50000 50000
bij 0.85 1.35 1.43 1.53
α 13.65 4.73 3.23 3.76
Cij6 44 10 10 5
Cij8 853 200 200 100
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4.2 Validation of the QUAIM and DIPPIM potentials
In this section the quality of the QUAIM and DIPPIM potentials will be assessed by comparing
model predictions to experimental data. Since no experimental data were used in the optimisa-
tion of the model parameters, a strong test for the quality of the model is whether it is able to
reproduce experimental data of physical properties of the YNZO system at different conditions
(high temperatures, different mixtures and so on).
The YNZO system has been recently the object of extensive experimental work [103]
which used a combination of impedance spectroscopy measurements of the ionic conductivity
(σ) and powder neutron diffraction studies, including analysis of the total scattering to probe
the nature of the short-range correlations between ions using reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) mod-
eling 1. These data, together those in refs. [21, 22], are an obvious testbed.
4.2.1 Structural properties of Y3NbO7-Zr2Y2O7
All the simulations on the Y3NbO7-Zr2Y2O7 system were performed using a cubic simulation
box with 4 x 4 x 4 unit cells, i.e. 256 cations and 448 oxygen ions. The cation species were
randomly distributed over the cation sublattice, since there is no experimental evidence of any
ordering [21, 22, 106]. These simulations will be labelled as d-fluorite simulations 2. The time
step used was 20 au = 0.484 fs and all the runs were performed at constant temperature and
zero-pressure (NPT ensemble). The simulations were started from a perfect fluorite structure
and the system was equilibrated at 2000 K for 50,000 steps, to allow both cations and anions
to relax in the crystal. The system was then cooled down, first to 1000 K for 10,000 steps and
then to 300 K for another 10,000 steps, before a final run of 10,000 steps was performed to
accumulate sufficient statistics for the calculation of the radial distribution functions.
QUAIM potential
First the total radial distribution functions were calculated, with the QUAIM potential , for
the Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 system, for x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0. These are re-
ported in figure 4.4 (top) and compared with the G(r)s obtained by Fourier transform of the
experimental neutron structure factor, S(q). The agreement with the experimental data looks
1As mentioned in the Introduction, this study is part of a joint research project with Dr Stefan Nor-
berg and Dr Stephen Hull, from the ISIS Neutron Facility, aiming at getting a better understanding of
the conduction mechanism in solid oxide electrolytes.
2In the next chapter this assumption will actually be reconsidered.
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excellent across the entire Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 series. This indicates that the poten-
tial is highly transferable and works for different values of x. The QUAIM model also succeeds
in reproducing the lattice parameter increase as x is decreased (see figure 4.4, bottom). The
agreement with the experimental values is within 0.5 %.
Next, a comparison is made between the partial radial distribution functions extracted from
the neutron diffraction data via bond-valence-sum-constained reverse Monte Carlo [107] and
those obtained from the simulations. In figures 4.5 and 4.6 it is shown the comparison between
the anion-anion and cation-anion rdfs. These are reported for the two end systems (Y3NbO7
and Zr2Y2O7) only, for the sake of clarity. In figure 4.5 the gO−O(r)s are compared with those
expected from a perfect fluorite structure (green curve). It is clear that both systems are quite
disordered, as proved by the big differences observed between the green curves and the exper-
imental points. The agreement between the simulated (black points) and the experimental (red
curve) rdfs is excellent, thus proving that the QUAIM potential can successfully account for
the structural disorder observed in these systems. The simulations can even reproduce small
features like, for example, the peak observed at ∼ 3.8 Å in Y3NbO7. A more extended discus-
sion of these functions and of the relationship between the observed structural disorder and the
conducting properties of these materials will be presented in the next chapter.
Figure 4.6 shows the cation-anion rdfs for the two end members. Again, the agreement with
the experimental data is excellent. The location of the first peak is observed at around 2.28,
1.96 and 2.10 Å for Y-O, Nb-O and Zr-O respectively. These differences in the bond distances
are consistent with the ionic radii reported by Shannon [59]. Interestingly, the bond distances
for Y-O and Zr-O given by the simulations imply an oxygen coordination number of between
6 and 7 whilst the Nb-O bond distance suggests an oxygen coordination number slightly lower
than 6. This will be discussed in depth in the next chapter, since it is these differences in the
local environment that cause the great differences observed in the ionic conductivity of these
materials.
A final test can be performed by calculating the angular distribution functions. In the ideal
cubic fluorite structure the cations are situated at the centre of a cube of anions and the ex-
pected O–cation–O bond angles are 70.5◦, 109.5◦ and 180◦, corresponding to anion pairs that
are nearest neighbours along the directions 〈100〉, 〈110〉, 〈111〉, respectively. Figure 4.7 plots
the angular distribution functions, AOcationO(θ), obtained from both the RMC and the MD
simulations. The cases of AOY O(θ) and AOZrO(θ) show broad peaks centred at the expected
angles, whilst the AONbO(θ) angular distributions are shifted towards bond angles distributed




























































Figure 4.4: Top: comparison between the experimental [103] and simulated total G(r) for the
Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 system, at 300 K. Bottom: comparison between the experimen-
tal lattice parameters [103] and the simulated ones for both the DIPPIM and QUAIM.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between the oxygen-oxygen rdf obtained via RMC analysis [103] and
the simulated ones for Y3NbO7 (top) and Zr2Y2O7 (bottom), at 300 K.
around 85◦ – 95◦ and 180◦. The agreement between the Reverse Monte Carlo analysed data
and the simulations is excellent. This represents an even stricter test because, while the total
scattering depends on two-particle correlations, the bond angle involves the relative position
of three particles. The Nb–O pair distribution function described above indicates, again, that
the Nb5+ is coordinated to around 6 surrounding oxygen atoms, as opposed to 7 for Y and Zr.
These observations suggest that the Nb5+ cation is attempting to adopt a distorted octahedral
geometry of surrounding anions, of the type found in several phases of Nb2O5 [108, 109]. This
will be discussed in depth in the next chapter.
In conclusion, the QUAIM potential seems to be able to reproduce the structural features
very well across the whole series. Indeed, the agreement with both the total and partial rdfs
and the bond angle distributions extracted from the neutron data is excellent. Unfortunately,
this potential has also the drawback of being computationally very expensive. Although this
approach is still much faster than a pure DFT approach, the study of relatively big systems (∼
1000 atoms) for long times (1-10 ns) is still beyond our current computing capacities. For this
reason it was decided to test the DIPIPIM potential (which is at least one order of magnitude
faster than the QUAIM) to see if this can be used reliably for the study of the conducting
properties of these systems.
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Figure 4.6: Cation-anion radial distribution functions, gij(r), as determined from RMC (black
dots) and QUAIM (solid red line) simulations at room temperature. The peak at 2.4 Å observed
in the experimental data in the Nb-O plot is probably an artifact of the RMC data analysis.


































Figure 4.7: The calculated angular distribution functions, AOY O(θ) (long dashed line),
AOZrO(θ) (short dashed line) and AONbO(θ) (solid line), from both the QUAIM (top) and
RMC (bottom) simulations. The arrows indicate the angles in degrees.
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DIPPIM potential
Figure 4.4 (bottom) reports the lattice parameters as predicted by the DIPPIM potential. The
difference with the experimental values is greater (< 1.5%) than that observed with the QUAIM
potential. This sort of difference is usually considered normal when less sophisticated poten-
tials are used [47, 110]. For this reason, the simulations with the DIPPIM potential have been
carried on in the NVT ensemble, at the experimental density. A comparison between the sim-
ulated total rdf, G(r), obtained for the YNZO system using DIPPIM potential and the experi-
mental ones is shown in figure 4.8. The agreement with the data is quite good across the whole






































Figure 4.8: Comparison between the experimental [103] and simulated total G(r) obtained
with a DIPPIM potential for the Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 system, at 300 K.
Next the partial rdfs are compared in the same way as was done with the QUAIM potential.
Figure 4.9 reports the O-O rdfs for the two end systems. The agreement with the experimental
data is very good for Y3NbO7 but less compelling in the case of Zr2Y2O7. In fact, while in
the first case the DIPPIM potential can successfully reproduce all the small features observed
between 3 and 5 Å, it fails to reproduce the small peak at 3.6 Å observed in the Zr2Y2O7 rdf.
In a way, the structure obtained with the DIPPIM potential is a bit more disordered than the ex-
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perimental one. This limitation is however expected not to be relevant at higher temperatures
(at which these materials are used in technological applications and which will be the focus
of this thesis) where these subtle features in the rdfs will be washed out by the large thermal
vibrations the ions perform at those temperatures. A visual comparison of the gO−O(r) (not
shown) obtained from a simulation at 2000 K with a DIPPIM and QUAIM potential confirms
that at high temperatures the rdfs look identical.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the oxygen-oxygen rdf obtained via RMC analysis [103]
and the simulated ones, obtained with a DIPPIM potential, for Y3NbO7 (top) and Zr2Y2O7
(bottom), at 300 K.
A final comparison was made with the cation-anion radial distribution functions obtained
with the DIPPIM potential. This is important because a good agreement with the experimental
data would imply that the model can properly reproduce the different cation-oxygen distances.
The rdfs are shown in figure 4.10. From these it can be seen that the agreement is very good
and the cation-oxygen distances are in perfect accord with the experimental values (2.28, 1.96
and 2.10 Å for Y-O, Nb-O and Zr-O respectively), unlike the case of the RIM. This perhaps
is the most important quality indication. In fact, since the main objective of this work is to
study the effects that different cations have on the conduction mechanism of this system, it is
of primary importance to be able to properly reproduce the differences in size and charge of
the cations.
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Figure 4.10: Partial radial distribution functions, gij(r), as determined from RMC (black
dots) and DIPPIM (solid red line) simulations at room temperature.
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In conclusion, both the employed models (QUAIM and DIPPIM) are able to reproduce
virtually all of the structural features of this system. The QUAIM potential, being a more
accurate model, gives a better agreement with the experimental data than the simpler DIPPIM
potential. The latter, however, is computationally less expensive and allows the study of big
systems for very long times. In the next section the ability of the DIPPIM and, whenever
possible, of the QUAIM potential to reproduce the conductivity data for the YNZO system will
be tested.
4.2.2 Conducting properties of Y3NbO7-Zr2Y2O7
All the simulations were started from the room temperature runs described above. These were
equilibrated at the required temperature for at least 100,000 steps (corresponding to ∼ 50 ps)
and then longer runs were performed to accumulate sufficient statistics for the calculation of
the mean squared displacements. All the simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble
in which the cell volume was obtained from a previous NPT run. The diffusion coefficients
were obtained from the slope of the mean squared displacement curve and from these the ionic
conductivities were calculated as described in section 3.5.2.








































Figure 4.11: Mean Squared Displacements for the different ions in Zr2Y2O7. The inset shows
a zoom of the cation mean squared displacements.
Calculations of the mean squared displacements of the ionic species in YNZO clearly
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demonstrate that the oxygen ions are mobile whilst the cations show no diffusive behaviour
(see figure 4.11). Figure 4.12 shows the log σ T as a function of the inverse temperature for
Zr2Y2O7, and compares the data obtained with the DIPPIM potential with the ionic conductiv-
ity published by Lee et al. [21] and Norberg et al. [103]. The simulations had to be performed
at high temperatures (T > 1300 K), since the slow dynamics at lower temperatures would re-
quire extremely long simulations in order to obtain a meaningful mean squared displacement
curve from which a diffusion coefficient can be extracted 3. The agreement between the exper-
imental and simulated ionic conductivities is quite good, with the differences probably caused
by the density of the sample pellets being less than 100% and/or the assumption of uncorrelated
motion of the charge carriers (as explained in section 3.5.2). An attempt was made to measure
the ionic conductivity by using equation 3.23. However, as discussed before, this methodology
is usually affected by very poor statistics, especially when conduction is quite slow, as it is
the case for T < 1500 K. For this reason, it was possible to get a reliable value of the true
conductivity from very long runs (> 1 ns) for T ≥ 1500 K. At 1500 K σ = 0.05 S/cm, which is
1.6 times smaller than the Nernst–Einstein value and in much better agreement with the exper-
imental values in [21, 103]. At higher temperatures the differences between the two methods
of calculating the conductivity become smaller. This implies that at these temperatures (T >
1500 K) correlation effects become negligible in these systems.
The inset of figure 4.12 shows the evolution, in Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7, of the ionic
conductivity at 2000 K, as x is changed. This has to be compared with figure 2.8. It can be
seen that the DIPPIM potential can semi-quantitavely reproduce the change in conductivity
observed experimentally. Y3NbO7 is in fact a much worse ionic conductor and very long sim-
ulations at high temperatures are required to get reliable mean squared displacements. This
explains why the simulations were carried out at 2000 K in this case. However, it is found that
the DIPPIM potential substantially overestimates the conductivity of Y3NbO7 at T = 1500 K.
The value obtained from the MD simulation is σ (T = 1500 K) = 0.016 S/cm to be compared
with σ (T = 1473 K) = 0.0019 S/cm. As it will be explained in the next chapter, this discrep-
ancy is not a limitation of the employed potential but it is caused by our assumption that local
cation ordering is not present in this system. Along the same line, it was also found that the
conductivity of this material depends on the cation arrangement. As discussed above, the Y3+
and Nb5+ cations are usually randomly placed on the cation sublattice. In some cases, simu-
lations on Y3NbO7 with different cation placements (but at the same temperature and density)
present some important differences in the ionic conductivity (more than 30%). The influence
3All simulations are run until each oxygen ion has moved, on average, at least one oxygen-oxygen
interatomic distance (∼ 2.6 Å). At T = 1300 K, this requires simulations a few nanosecond long, which
is approximately our current computational limit.
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T = 2000 K
Figure 4.12: Comparison between the measured conductivity data of Lee et al. [21] and
Norberg et al. [103] and the DIPPIM simulations for Zr2Y2O7. The inset shows the changes in
the MD simulated conductivity at 2000 K as a function of x in Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 .
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of the cation arrangement on the material’s conductivity will be discussed in detail in the next
chapter.
As mentioned before, it is not feasible to use the QUAIM potential to study the conductivity
of this system at the temperatures of interest. However, one simulation on Zr2Y2O7 was run at
2000 K to check that the results are consistent with those obtained with the DIPPIM potential
(which in turn are consistent with the experimental data). The Nerst-Einstein conductivities
were calculated, since at such a high temperature there is no appreciable difference with the
values obtained from integrating the charge current. The obtained value was σQUAIM = 0.29
S/cm, to be compared with σDIPPIM = 0.50 S/cm. The QUAIM potential gives lower ionic
conductivities than the DIPPIM. Since the latter tends to overestimate the conductivity, it might
seem that the QUAIM potential gives more accurate results, although further testing is required.
In conclusion, the DIPPIM potential seems to reproduce the main trends in the conductiv-
ity quite successfully. The temperature dependence of the Zr2Y2O7 conductivity compares well
with the available experimental data as does the doping dependence of Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7.
The only observed limitation (a severe overestimation of the ionic conductivity of Y3NbO7)
will be discussed in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
The conduction mechanism in
Y3NbO7-Zr2Y2O7
This first part of this chapter reports a detailed examination of the structure and ion dynamics
in the d-fluorite simulations which, as showed in the last chapter, successfully reproduce the
trends observed in the properties of the YNZO series 1. In order to clarify how these proper-
ties are affected by the cation species, the effects of modifying our first-principles interaction
potentials are considered, by equalising the cation charges and the range of the short-range re-
pulsive interactions between the cations and the oxide ions. The structure of the material is then
considered from the perspective of the vacancies and cation-vacancy and vacancy-vacancy or-
dering tendencies are found similar to those observed in the ab initio studies of other stabilised
zirconias [8]. In the final part of this chapter the initial assumption that the cations are ran-
domly distributed over the sublattice will be reconsidered and the effects, on the conductivity,
of partially ordering the cations will be considered.
5.1 Disorder and mobility in the d-fluorite structure of
Zr2Y2O7 and Y3NbO7
All the simulations described in this chapter are thoroughly equilibrated at high temperatures
(1500-2000 K) in constant pressure simulations before obtaining dynamical information from
constant volume runs at the zero-pressure volume. At these high temperatures the oxide ions
1We remind the reader that by d-fluorite simulations it is meant simulations in which the cation
species are randomly distributed over the cation sublattice.
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are diffusing on the simulation timescale but there is no significant exchange of cations (see fig-
ure 4.11). Some simulations were also quenched down to room temperature and further short
runs were conducted in order to examine structural information and compare with diffraction
data collected at the same temperature. Note that, because the ionic mobility drops sharply
as the temperature is reduced during the quench, that these runs are not fully equilibrated. To
some extent, this will also be true of experimental samples which are prepared at high temper-
ature and quenched [21, 22], though the rate of cooling is much slower than for the simulated
systems.
The discussion is started by analysing the results on the d-fluorite structure, which are
initialised by randomly distributing the cation species over the cation sublattice and randomly
assigning oxide anions to the anion lattice. Theoretical calculations show the energy scale asso-
ciated with cation ordering is very small [8, 34] in yttria-stabilised zirconias and extensive pow-
der diffraction and RMC analyses across the whole series Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO1.75
provided no strong evidence2 for cation ordering [103], in agreement with previous studies
[21]. For the sake of clarity, the following discussion will focus on the results for the end mem-
bers (x = 0 and x = 1) of the series, i.e. Zr2Y2O7 and Y3NbO7.
5.1.1 Cation-induced disorder
The disordered character of the anion sublattice can be appreciated from the oxygen-oxygen
radial distribution functions taken from the room temperature runs, gO−O(r) (see figure 4.5).
They are compared with those expected from a perfect fluorite structure with the same lattice
parameter (and with the gO−O(r) obtained from the RMC analysis of the experimental data
[103]). The first peak in gO−O(r) for Y3NbO7 is shifted by 0.13 Å from the expected posi-
tion for an ideal fluorite structure and the second peak (which indicates the distance between
two next-nearest neighboring oxygen ions) is broadened and presents a number of subsidiary
features. Zr2Y2O7 shows similar but less marked deviations from the ideal fluorite order, as
already noted from the diffuse scattering intensity [103, 21].
In the fluorite structure, the anions sit in a tetrahedral site (see figure 2.1). Because the
cation species are distributed randomly in the d-fluorite Zr2Y2O7-Y3NbO7 system, the ver-
tices of these tetrahedra may be occupied by different combinations of cations. A snapshot of
the simulation cell in Y3NbO7 can be seen in figure 5.1. The two black circles highlight those
2It has to be remembered, however, that, because of weak scattering contrast, neutron diffraction
experiments are not very sensitive to cation ordering.
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oxide ions that are surrounded by Y3+ cations only and the red squares those with a significant
number of Nb5+ ions in their coordination environment. Notice that the former are much more
tightly grouped about the lattice site than the latter. The notion that the Nb5+ cations are some-
how responsible for the disorder observed in Y3NbO7 is confirmed by the fact that the Y-O and
Nb-O distances, obtained from the RMC analysis of the neutron scattering data in reference
[103] (or analogously from our simulations), are quite different (dNb−O = 1.96 Å dY−O= 2.28
Å). In a perfect fluorite structure, the anion-cation distance is dan−cat =
√
3/4 a = 2.27 Å,
where a is the lattice parameter obtained from the RMC analysis. It is therefore evident that
the Nb+5 ions are attracting the oxygen ions very tightly, thus disrupting the perfect fluorite
order. This effect is less significant in Zr2Y2O7 because the cation charges are 3+ and 4+ in
this case and because the cation radii are more similar.
Figure 5.1: Snapshot along the z axis of the simulation box in Y3NbO7. The color code is
white, green and red for yttrium, niobium and oxygen ions respectively. The two black circles
show those oxygen ions which are surrounded by yttrium ions only, whilst the two red squares
show those which are surrounded by both niobium and yttrium ions.
5.1.2 Cation effects on anion mobility
The inhomogeneities induced by this strain lead to a significant difference in conduction mech-
anisms between Zr2Y2O7 and Y3NbO7. Figure 5.2 shows the mobility distribution functions
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(calculated as described in section 3.5.5) which analyse the probability for the oxide ions to
make a certain number of diffusive hops (by the O-O nearest-neighbour separation) during the
course of the simulations at 1500 K. In Y3NbO7 a large fraction of anions (about 1/4 of the
total number) do not hop at all during the whole simulation whereas a few anions possess a
high mobility. The former make no contribution to the conductivity. Zr2Y2O7, on the other
hand, has a more homogeneous behaviour with fewer immobile oxygen ions and a probability
distribution which peaks about the average mobility of 2-3, with relatively few outliers. Further
examination (see below) shows that the immobile oxide ions in Y3NbO7 are in tetrahedral sites
where all the vertices are occupied by Y3+ cations.
















Figure 5.2: Number of ions with certain mobility against the mobility itself for Y3NbO7 (solid
line), Zr2Y2O7 (dashed line), equal-charge Y3NbO7 (dotted line) and equal-radius Y3NbO7
(dot-dashed line).
As a consequence, the conductivity in Y3NbO7 exhibits an “aging” effect, especially at
low temperatures. The average mobility, shortly after initialising the simulation with randomly
placed oxide ions, is high, but drops over a substantial period of time (∼1 ns) presumably be-
cause, on this time scale, oxide ions find initially empty Y3+-rich sites and become trapped
there. This can be seen in figure 5.3, where both the diffusion coefficient and the number of
trapped oxide ions are plotted as a function of the length of the simulation. It is evident that
after a certain amount of time (∼ 1 ns), twice as many oxide ions are trapped than at the start
of the simulation and that this decreases the diffusion coefficient by a factor of 3 - 4.
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Another consequence is that different initial configurations give different mean diffusion
coefficients even after very long runs. This is probably caused by the variation in the numbers
of different types of tetrahedral sites in the initialisations. Both of these effects make a reli-
able determination of the conductivity difficult for Y3NbO7 in the temperature range (< 1500
K) where experimental measurements have been made. As discussed in the previous chap-
ter, our best efforts (mean squared displacement extracted from a 10 ns long simulation) give
a conductivity (σNE = 0.016 Ω−1cm−1 at 1500 K of about an order of magnitude larger
than measured [103, 21]. This value is considerably lower than the one obtained for Zr2Y2O7
(σNE = 0.08 Ω−1cm−1), which agrees with the experimental trend [103]. For Zr2Y2O7
neither of these effects is observed and reliable conductivity values can be obtained down to
the highest temperatures at which measurements are available. In this case, as shown in the
previous chapter, the slope of conductivity versus inverse temperature agrees very well with
experiment and the actual values of the conductivity at temperatures below 1500 K are only
slightly larger than experiment (by a factor of less than 2 for the data in [21]).
Figure 5.3: Aging effect on the Y3NbO7 conductivity. The red curve shows the number of
trapped oxide ions (out of a total number of 448 oxide ions in the simulation) for different
lengths of the simulation, whilst the black one shows the calculated diffusion coefficient for
that simulation.
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5.2 The effects of cation charges and sizes on the mate-
rial’s properties
The simulations on the Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO1.75 series in the d-fluorite structure give
the same trend of decreasing conductivity and increasing disorder with increasing x that is
seen experimentally. In this section it will be attempted to distinguish the effects of cation size
and charge by comparing the results, obtained with modified interaction potentials, with the
realistic models.
5.2.1 The effect of the cation charge
In order to examine the role of the high charge of the Nb5+ cation in causing these effects,
simulations have been carried out on the x = 1 system in which both the “Nb” and “Y” ions
are assigned a charge of 3.5+ (which maintains charge neutrality for this stoichiometry). This
system will be called equal-charge Y3NbO7. All other aspects of the interaction potentials
were kept the same as in the runs described above. Starting from a previous high temperature
simulation on Y3NbO7, the cation charges were equalised. All the simulations were equili-
brated at constant pressure for 100,000 steps, during which the velocities were rescaled several
times to keep the system at the required (high) temperatures for conductivity studies, and then
longer (constant volume) runs were made to study the properties of this material. Some shorter
simulations were also run at room temperature to study the static structure and obtain the radial
distribution functions.
In figure 5.4 the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution functions are shown for room temper-
ature equal-charge Y3NbO7 , Y3NbO7 itself, and a perfect fluorite structure with a matched
lattice constant. It is clear that equalizing the cation charges increases the order of the ox-
ide ion sublattice 3. The gO−O(r) for the equal-charge system shows a first peak close to the
ideal fluorite position and a single prominent second peak, though still not as intense as in the
ideal case. It is also found that the cation-anion distances change significantly, dY−O = 2.23
Å and dNb−O = 2.19 Å. This is another sign that the system has become more ordered, as
these become closer to the ideal cation-anion distance in this system, given, in this case, by
√
3/4 aequal−charge = 2.27 Å. A comparison between figure 5.4 and figure 4.5 shows that
equal-charge Y3NbO7 is also more ordered than Zr2Y2O7 which is consistent with the fact
that Zr2Y2O7 still has two cations with different charges (4+ and 3+).
3A movie can be found online at http://www.iop.org/EJ/mmedia/0953-8984/21/40/405403 which
shows how Y3NbO7 becomes more ordered as soon as the cation charges are equalised.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between the oxygen-oxygen g(r) for Y3NbO7 (red dotted line), equal-
charge Y3NbO7 (black solid line) and a perfect fluorite structure (green dashed line).
Figure 5.2 shows that equalizing the cation charges (dotted line) greatly reduces the num-
ber of immobile oxide ions, relative to Y3NbO7. In fact, the distribution comes to resemble that
for Zr2Y2O7 quite closely and is indicative of a homogeneous pattern of diffusion. The mean
squared displacement for the oxide ions in equal-charge Y3NbO7 was calculated at 1500 K and
2000 K and the respective diffusion coefficients are reported in table 5.1. From this it can be
seen that equal-charge Y3NbO7 is more conducting than Y3NbO7. Interestingly equal-charge
Y3NbO7 has a lower diffusion coefficient than Zr2Y2O7, whereas it was just shown that the
latter system has a more disordered oxide ion lattice. This suggests that there is some other
factor at work besides the charge-induced strain in the lattice.
In order to see how the dopant cation charge induces the disorder and affects the ionic mo-
bility, the mobility distribution functions were calculated as above, but this time the identities
of the four cations surrounding the anion were also monitored . As anticipated, the anions
with no mobility (about 1/4 of the total number, see figure 5.2) are in sites with a much higher
Y3+ content than expected (≈ 3.65 as opposed to the average of 3 Y3+ and 1 Nb5+ which is
expected from the Y3NbO7 stoichiometry) and the higher the mobility the higher the content
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Figure 5.5: Anion mobility as a function of the average tetrahedron volume for equal-charge
(dashed line), equal-radius (dot-dashed line), equal-charge&radius Y3NbO7 (circles+line),
Y3NbO7 (solid line) and Zr2Y2O7 (dots).
Table 5.1: Diffusion coefficients extracted from the MD simulations performed on
different materials at 1500 and 2000 K.
Material 106 ×DO (cm 2 s−1)
Y3NbO7 0.924




Zr2Y2O7 0.44 T = 1500 K
Equal-radius Y3NbO7 0.37
Equal-charge&radius Y3NbO7 2.6
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of Nb5+ ions in the tetrahedron surrounding the anion. This effect seems to be associated with
the volume of the coordination tetrahedron (obtained from the volume of the tetrahedron with
the four closest cations at its vertices). The Coulombic repulsion between two Nb5+ ions is
almost three times stronger than that between the Y3+ cations and from the cation-cation radial
distribution functions it is found that the nearest-neighbour cation-cation separations are dY−Y
= 3.69 Å and dNb−Nb = 3.86 Å (the ideal fluorite value being a/
√
(2) = 3.78 Å) so that the
coordination tetrahedra are strained to an extent which depends on their Nb5+ content with
the Nb5+-rich ones significantly larger than the average. The anion mobility is plotted against
the average volume of the surrounding tetrahedra in figure 5.5 (solid line). Alternatively, the
mobility against the average number of Nb5+ ions in the coordination shell could have been
plotted and this would have shown a very similar curve. Note, firstly, that the tetrahedral vol-
umes for Y3NbO7 span an appreciable range, from 6.4 to 7.5 Å3 and secondly, that the anion
mobility is a strongly increasing function of the tetrahedron volume. This observation therefore
explains the paradox that although highly charged Nb5+ cations attract oxide ions strongly they
promote local mobility but reduce the overall conductivity by straining the cation sub-lattice
resulting in the formation of oxide ion trapping sites. The same analysis was also carried on
for Zr2Y2O7 (dotted curve) and for equal-charge Y3NbO7 (dashed curve) and the results are
shown in figure 5.5. In these cases, the range of tetrahedron volumes is much narrower than
for Y3NbO7 (< 0.2 Å3) suggesting a much less strained cation lattice and the dependence of
the anion mobility on the tetrahedral volume is barely discernable.
5.2.2 The effect of the cation size
Proceeding by analogy with the equal-charge study, the effects of equalizing the cation radii
in Y3NbO7 can also be studied. The short-range repulsion terms in our potentials model the
repulsion between two ions and therefore are intrinsically related to the extent of the valence
electron density around the ion. Figure 5.6 shows the short-range repulsion terms for the Y-O,
Nb-O and Zr-O interactions (recall that these were generated with the ab initio force-fitting
strategy). It can be seen that the range of these potentials is consistent with the fact that Y3+
is the largest ion, Nb5+ the smallest, with Zr4+ of intermediate size. To generate an equal-
radius model for Y3NbO7 the Zr-O short-range interaction parameters were used for the Y-O
and Nb-O terms, but the Y3+ and Nb5+ ions keep their formal charges 4. Simulations are run
as previously described for the equal-charge case.
4Note that the Y-O and Nb-O nearest-neighbour separations which result from these simulations will
differ, because of the stronger Coulombic attraction to the Nb5+ ion. From an empirical perspective, i.e.
the way that the ionic radius is normally assigned [59], the ions do not appear as of equal size; rather
they have been treated as if the electron density distributions around the ions are of equal size in the
potential model.














Figure 5.6: Short-range repulsion parts of the potential for the Y-O (solid line), Nb-O (dotted
line) and Zr-O (dot-dashed line) terms.
The partial radial distribution functions for equal-radius Y3NbO7 look quite similar to the
ones obtained for Y3NbO7 itself (figure 4.5) and, for this reason, these are not shown separately.
Despite the equal radius potential construction, even the anion-cation distances are comparable
(dNb−O = 1.93 Å, dY−O = 2.29 Å) to those of the parent compound. This confirms that the
observed disorder is caused by the different cation charges in Y3NbO7 and that the different
ranges of the repulsive cation-anion interactions do not play an important role on this. Given
this similarity in structure, it is not surprising that the equal-radius system shows a wide range
of tetrahedral volumes like Y3NbO7 itself and figure 5.5 (dot-dashed line) shows that, again,
the oxide ion mobility tracks the tetrahedral volume like the parent compound. This leads to
the inhomogeneous distribution of hopping probabilities, as shown in figure 5.2 (dot-dashed
line) with a substantial fraction of immobile ions.
In Table 5.1 the average diffusion coefficient is reported as obtained from a simulation
at 1500 K on equal-radius Y3NbO7 and compared with equal-charge Y3NbO7, Y3NbO7 and
Zr2Y2O7 at the same temperature. Interestingly, the equal-radius material is more conducting
than both equal-charge Y3NbO7 and Y3NbO7 though not as conducting as Zr2Y2O7. That
equal-radius Y3NbO7 is more conducting than Y3NbO7 itself is probably to be expected, what
is more surprising is that it is also more conducting the equal-charge system which, as shown
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before, has the kind of homogeneous distribution of mobilities seen in the highly conducting
Zr2Y2O7 system. This is probably a consequence of using the Zr-O short-range interaction
parameters for the Y-O and Nb-O terms. As mentioned above, these are softer than the ones
for the Y-O interaction but harder than the Nb-O ones. However, since in this system there
are three times more Y3+ ions than Nb5+ ions, this means that, on average, the anion-cation
short-range repulsion in this system is softer and this greatly enhances the anion mobility. A
similar phenomenon was observed in the case of GeO2 where rescaling the short-range interac-
tion terms by a factor of 1.6 enhances the oxide-ion diffusivity by several orders of magnitude
( see ref. [111] which is also reported in appendix B).
As a final model system, both the cation radii and charges are equalised simultaneously
(i.e. the Zr-O potential is used for all short-range interactions and all the cation charges are set
equal to 3.5). As might be expected this gives a small distribution of tetrahedral volume sizes
(figure 5.5, line with circles) and virtually no oxide ion trapping. This material is an incredibly
good ionic conductor with a conductivity of σNE ≈ 0.6 Ω−1cm−1 at 1500 K, a value higher
than the one found in the best yttria-stabilised zirconias (σ ≈ 0.6 Ω−1cm−1 at 1667 K for 8%
YSZ [25]).
5.3 Vacancy ordering effects
So far the relationship between disorder and mobility has been studied by examining the ionic
positions and the effect of making particular changes in the interaction potential. This study
was motivated by reference to the properties of the vacancies and the way they are ordered by
their interactions with the ions. Their effect is, of course, implicit in the properties which have
been examined so far, but an examination of the simulation trajectories will now be performed
by considering the vacancies explicitly.
5.3.1 Vacancy interactions
In section 3.5.3 it was explained how vacancies are identified and how the ion-vacancy and
vacancy-vacancy radial distribution functions can be obtained. Integration of these can be used
to define coordination numbers. For example, integrating the Y3+-vacancy rdf, gY−V(r), from
zero out to the position, rc, of first minimum of the gY−O(r) gives the average number of
vacancies in the first coordination shell of a Y3+ ion. In figure 5.7 the cation-vacancy radial
distribution functions are reported for Y3NbO7 and equal-charge Y3NbO7 at 1500 K. From
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this figure the tendency of the vacancies to bind to the small Nb5+ ions is clear5 for Y3NbO7.
This tendency is strongly reduced when the cation charges are equalised.



















Figure 5.7: Yttrium-Vacancy (solid line) and Niobium-Vacancy (dashed line) radial distribu-
tion functions in d-fluorite structured Y3NbO7 (top) and equal-charge Y3NbO7 (bottom).
In table 5.2 are reported the number of vacancies around the different cations compared to
the number which would be expected if the vacancies occupied sites randomly. It is clear from
the table that vacancies bind very strongly to Nb5+ ions in d-fluorite Y3NbO7 and less strongly
to Zr4+ in Zr2Y2O7. Considering the Coulombic effects, the vacancies (which have a relative
charge of 2+) would be expected to bind more strongly to the cation with the lowest charge,
i.e. Y3+ in both materials [21]. The fact that the contrary happens is therefore indicative of the
importance of strain effects which are strong enough to outweigh the Coulombic interactions
[8] at these temperatures, i.e. the vacancies prefer to bind to the smallest cations, despite their
higher charges. This was recently confirmed by solid state NMR studies [101] on similar sys-
5Note that this is in perfect agreement with what was observed in the previous section with the
mobility distribution functions. The fact that vacancies prefer to be nearest neighbours to the Nb5+
cations and next nearest neighbours with the Y3+ cations is perfectly equivalent to saying that the Y3+
cations trap the oxide ions in their lattice sites. This equivalency will be used significantly in the next
chapters, as it it much easier to the cation-vacancy radial distribution functions.
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Table 5.2: Cation-Vacancy relative coordination numbers extracted from our MD
simulations at 1500 K.
Material nY−V nNb−V nZr−V
RANDOM 1 1 1
Y3NbO7 0.81 1.53
Zr2Y2O7 0.79 1.21
Equal-charge Y3NbO7 0.92 1.23
tems.
This analysis can now be extended to examine the vacancy-vacancy ordering by integrating
gV−V(r) between limits which bound the different coordination shells around an anion site in
an ideal fluorite lattice. The first such shell gives the probability of finding a pair of vacancies
as nearest-neighbours (i.e. along the 〈100〉 direction of the fluorite lattice) whereas the second
shell relates to vacancy pairs along 〈110〉 and the third to 〈111〉. These probabilities may
be compared with what would be expected if the vacancies were randomly distributed on the
simple cubic anion lattice and the ratios are given in table 5.3 for simulations at 1500 K. As
discussed in section 3.5.3, it is likely that the way that vacancies are identified leads to an
overestimate of the number of vacancy nearest-neighbours, especially if the studied system is
very disordered. Nevertheless, it can be seen that there is a specific ordering tendency, with
〈111〉 vacancy pairs appearing with a higher frequency than would be expected for a random
distribution, and nearest-neighbour pairs being lower. This order is in accord with Bogicevic’s
[8] examination of the energetics of vacancy ordering in lightly doped yttria-stabilised zirconia.
The observed tendency is, however, not as strong as might be expected from the calculations in
that paper. This is probably due to the fact that our calculations have been performed at high
temperatures where the ordering is opposed by entropic effects. It is also interesting to notice
that the vacancy ordering tendency is found to decrease as temperature is raised and completely
disappears at 2000 K. Finally, this tendency seems to be slightly stronger in Zr2Y2O7 than
in Y3NbO7 which might seem at first counterintuitive considering that Zr2Y2O7 is a better
conductor than Y3NbO7. This apparent contradiction will be explained in the next section.
5.3.2 Effects of vacancy interactions on the diffuse scattering
The vacancy ordering influences the diffuse scattering observed in diffraction studies, and it is
useful to compare the consequences of the degree of vacancy ordering found in the simulations
with those seen experimentally. Our simulations have reproduced extremely well the struc-
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Table 5.3: Relative population of the anion vacancy pairs expected from a random
distribution of vacancies within a cubic fluorite lattice, compared with those extracted
from our MD simulations at 1500 K.
Material 〈100〉 〈110〉 〈111〉
RANDOM 0.231 0.461 0.308
Y3NbO7 0.116 0.396 0.487
Zr2Y2O7 0.087 0.318 0.594
tures derived from the analysis of the total (i.e. Bragg plus diffuse) powder diffraction [103]
in these systems. However, several Small Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) studies [43, 22]
have shown intense diffuse peaks for Y3NbO7 at particular positions in reciprocal space. This
suggests that the vacancy ordering effects might be considerably stronger and of longer range
than is indicated by the propensities shown in tables 5.2 and 5.3. In order to compare with
these experimental studies the diffuse scattering has been calculated from the ionic configura-
tions available from the simulations.
It was decided to calculate the electron diffraction pattern of Y3NbO7 and Zr2Y2O7 along
the 〈11̄0〉 zone axis . This is found to be the most informative pattern in the experimental stud-
ies [43, 22, 58] and, for this reason, the experimental electron diffraction patterns for Y3NbO7
and Zr2Y2O7 are reported in figure 5.8. In the experimental patterns of Y3NbO7, a pair of
intense and closely-spaced diffuse peaks is seen at G± 12〈111〉, where G is a reciprocal lattice
vector of the fluorite-type lattice. In fact, the two peaks correspond to a ring of diffuse scatter-
ing centred at these positions which is projected down into the 〈11̄0〉 plane. The G ± 12〈111〉
positions correspond to the location of Bragg peaks in the pyrochlore structure and the diffuse
scattering seen in Y3NbO7 indicates a pattern of vacancy pairs along the 〈111〉 direction which
form strings along 〈110〉, as in the pyrochlore structure, but of finite range.
An ideal pyrochlore structure type, A2B2O7, is a superstructure of the fluorite (MX2)
structure and is based upon a 2 x 2 x 2 unit cell with Fd3̄m symmetry (figure 5.9 shows the
differences between a fluorite and a pyrochlore structure [1, 58].) The cation superstructure





2 , with respect to the origin. The A and B cations are, respectively, found at
the 16c (eight-coordinated) and 16d (six-coordinated) sites whereas the anions are distributed
between two tetrahedrally coordinated positions: 48f [O(1)] and 8a [O(2)]. There is another
tetrahedral site potentially available for the anions, 8b, which is systematically vacant in fully
ordered pyrochlores.
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Figure 5.8: Experimental electron diffraction pattern along the 〈11̄0〉 zone axis for Y3NbO7
(top) and Y2Zr2O7 (bottom) [22].
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Figure 5.9: Images of the crystal structures of fluorite (left) and pyrochlore (right), projected
along the 〈100〉 direction. Large red spheres are oxygen, green spheres represent a large cation
and blue spheres a smaller cation. The black dots indicate the unoccupied 8b anion positions
[58].
In Zr2Y2O7 the diffuse scattering is considerably weaker and the pattern of peaks is some-
what different. It appears as streaks along 〈001〉 in the studies by Irvine et al. [22] (see figure
5.8) and taken as indicative of C-phase ordering of vacancies (i.e. vacancy pairs along 〈110〉).
Whittle et al. [58], however, observe the pattern as 3 peaks centred at G± 12〈111〉 and interpret
it as another type of pyrochlore-like modulated structure.
The top part of figure 5.10 shows the electron diffraction pattern for Y3NbO7 calculated
from our MD data (obtained from a simulation on 11,000 atoms, i.e. 10 x 10 x 10 unit cells).
This simulation was 100 ps long. It was started at 2000 K and the temperature was then low-
ered down to 300 K with a cooling rate lower than 50 K ps−1. The pattern does not show the
diffuse spots at G ± 12〈111〉 which have been observed in the experimental SAED patterns
[43, 22, 58]. The calculated patterns show some diffuse signal at some of these positions but
this appears weaker and less sharply peaked than in the experimental studies. This finding
was confirmed in longer MD simulations on smaller cells. A similar comparison was made
(see next chapters) with the diffuse neutron scattering [7] derived from single-crystal studies
of (ZrO2)1−x-(Y2O3)x for 0.1 < x < 0.25 and this was very successful, thus indicating that
the disagreement with the experimental data is probably not a limitation of the way the diffuse
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scattering has been calculated or, more generally, of the employed model.
For Y3NbO7 a starting configuration was prepared for an MD run in which the cations
were distributed randomly over the cation sublattice but in which the oxide ions were placed as
if in a pyrochlore structure, to give the associated vacancy-ordered structure. In simulations at
1500 K, this initial configuration rapidly evolved to one in which the extent of vacancy order-
ing had relaxed to that seen in the previous d-fluorite simulations. It therefore does not appear
that it is possible to reproduce the evidence for vacancy ordering from the SAED studies with
simulations based upon the d-fluorite structure with randomly disposed cations.
In summary then, the d-fluorite simulations reproduce the experimentally observed trends
in disorder and conductivity and have enabled us to account for the way that these properties
are affected by the cation size and charge. However, there is a suggestion that these simulations
overestimate the conductivities, especially on the Nb-rich side of the composition range. Fur-
thermore, although the simulations demonstrate vacancy ordering tendencies similar to those
which have been found in more lightly doped zirconias these are not sufficiently strong to re-
produce the SAED patterns. This leads us to reconsider one of the underlying assumptions
of the work described so far, namely that the different cation species are randomly distributed
throughout the lattice.
5.4 Local cation ordering effects
Our simulation studies of Y3NbO7 in the d-fluorite structure have shown lattice distortions
induced by the Nb5+ ions, especially when two or more Nb5+ ions are found as cation nearest-
neighbours (the nearest neighbour Nb5+-Nb5+ distance is 3.86 Å as opposed to the ideal
cation-cation distance in a fluorite structure, a/
√
(2) = 3.78 Å). The strength of this effect
would suggest that the system will try to adapt by ordering the Nb5+ ions so as to minimise the
strain. Furthermore, the O-Nb-O bond angle distributions extracted from the MD and RMC-
generated configurations (see figure 4.7) suggest a tendency towards octahedral local anion
co-ordination of the Nb5+ sites [103]. Motivated by these considerations and by our inability
to reproduce the SAED patterns in Y3NbO7, it was decided to examine the consequences of lo-
cal cation ordering in this system. Note that local (rather than long-ranged) ordering presents a
significant problem for simulation studies because they necessarily involve periodic replication
of a simulation cell which may be too small to allow for the decay of the structural correla-
tions. Nevertheless, Miida et al. [43] estimate the correlation length of the order responsible
for the diffuse rings in the SAED pattern to be ∼22 Å which is the range of 4 fluorite unit cells
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Figure 5.10: Electron diffraction pattern along the 〈11̄0〉 zone axis obtained from the MD
data for d-fluorite (top) and locally cation-ordered (bottom) Y3NbO7.
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(the majority of our d-fluorite simulations involved 4 unit cells along each cartesian direction,
though the 11,000 atom MD cells used in the initial comparison with SAED involved 10). Fur-
thermore, in the calculations to be described below, the cation ordering is imposed upon the
system, using intuition and also the insight from the SAED studies to guess a structure which
will minimise the lattice strain. In future work a Monte Carlo cation-swapping algorithm will
be used to set up the system in a less biased way [112].
The natural stoichiometry for a pyrochlore-structured oxide is A2B2O7 where B is a
smaller cation which prefers octahedral coordination and A a larger one which prefers 8 oxide
neighbours. It has been noticed above that there is a tendency for the smaller Nb5+ and Zr4+
ions to preferentially bind to vacancies and hence reduce their coordination number relative
to Y3+, and adoption of the pyrochlore arrangement would allow this tendency to be accom-
modated. Opposing this tendency may be long range strain effects, such as that noted above
involving Nb5+ in particular, and entropy, since the adoption of the pyrochlore structure in-
volves ordering both the cation and anion sublattices with respect to d-fluorite. Chao Jiang et
al. [113] estimate the configurational entropy as
∆Sideal =− 4kB[x ln x+ (1− x) ln(1− x) (5.1)
+ 2y ln y + 2(1− y) ln(1− y)]
where x is stoichiometric ratio of cations (12 for Zr2Y2O7 and
1
4 for Y3NbO7 ) and y the
fraction of vacancies to oxide ions in the unit cell 18 . This gives configurational entropies of
4.986×10−4 eV/K and 4.534×10−4 eV/K for Zr2Y2O7 and Y3NbO7, respectively. Zr2Y2O7
has the appropriate stoichiometry to adopt the pyrochlore structure but the radius ratio of the
cations is not sufficiently large to allow a stable, long-range ordered structure to form [113] -
certainly not at the temperatures at which the solid-state synthesis is carried out. The situation
must be very marginal however, as Hf2Y2O7 does form a pyrochlore [58, 113], and the Hf4+
ion is only slightly smaller than Zr4+ (note that Chao Jiang et al. [113] suggest that “covalent”
effects may play a role, alongside ion size, in this comparison). Some local pyrochlore-like
ordering in Zr2Y2O7 does therefore, seem plausible. The stoichiometry of Y3NbO7 is not that
of a pyrochlore, but that does not rule out a pattern of local cation and vacancy ordering which
is pyrochlore-like. Note that Irvine et al. [22] consider cation-ordering in Y3NbO7 likely and
Miida [43] has interpreted the SAED patterns by proposing modulated structures in which there
is some local ordering of both vacancies and cations. The RMC-interpreted powder neutron
studies [103] showed no evidence for cation ordering in either Zr2Y2O7 or Y3NbO7, but it
must be noted that the neutron scattering lengths of Y3+, Zr4+, and Nb5+ are very similar and
therefore it is unlikely that any evidence of cation ordering can be obtained with this technique.
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5.4.1 Partially-ordered Y3NbO7
As mentioned above, Y3NbO7 does not have the correct stoichiometry to adopt a pyrochlore
structure. However, it seems reasonable to assume that the smaller Nb5+ ions will prefer to
occupy the octahedrally-coordinated B sites and therefore the cations were arranged so that all
the Nb5+ ions randomly occupy half of the B sites with the Y3+ occupying the remaining B
sites as well as all the A sites. As a consequence of the random assignment of cations to the B
sites the system does not exhibit “long”-range cation order within the simulation cell (though,
because of the simulation boundary conditions, the system is periodic). The oxide ions were
placed in the O[1] and O[2] positions.
A simulation on this material was run in the same way as explained above on a sys-
tem with 11,000 atoms. The obtained electron diffraction spectrum is shown in figure 5.10.
It can be appreciated that this pattern shows peaks at GF ± 12〈111〉, in reasonable agree-
ment with the experimental data. The reason why a single peak only is observed (instead
of two separate ones) is that, because of the periodic boundary conditions, in reality there are
some long-range order in the cation positions. The internal energies of the partially cation-
ordered Y3NbO7 and d-fluorite were computed at low temperatures (T = 100 K). This was
done by slowly cooling a well-equilibrated high temperature run. These runs contained 704
atoms (four fluorite unit cells in each direction). It was found that the locally-ordered mate-
rial has an energy which is lower by about ∆E ≈ 56 kJ/mol = 0.58 eV/molecule 6 than the
d-fluorite material, confirming that some degree of cation ordering is indeed favoured on en-
ergetic grounds. From this the order-disorder transition temperature can be calculated, as in
[113], TO−D ≈ ∆E/∆Sideal = 1160 K, where ∆ideal is given by equation 5.1. This value
goes up to TO−D ≈ 1460 K if it is assumed that only 2/3 of the vacancies are ordered, i.e. if
y = 1/12 in equation 5.1. Considering that this material is usually synthesised at 1700-1800 K
[103, 43, 22], it seems plausible that a certain degree of cation-ordering is observed depending
upon how the sample is cooled back to ambient conditions.
Interestingly, it is found that the locally-ordered material is a much poorer ionic conductor
than the d-fluorite Y3NbO7. It is estimated 7 that cation-ordered Y3NbO7 has a conductivity
of σNE ≤ 0.002 Ω−1cm−1 at 1500 K, approximately an order of magnitude lower than
6This value is found to depend weakly on the cooling rate and on the system history.
7The error associated with this number is large because the corresponding mean squared displace-
ment curve is very noisy due to the low mobility of the anions.
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Table 5.4: Cation-Vacancy relative coordination numbers extracted from our MD
simulations at 1500 K, including the simulations ordered cations.
Material nY−V nNb−V nZr−V
RANDOM 1 1 1
Y3NbO7 0.81 1.53
Zr2Y2O7 0.79 1.21
Equal-charge Y3NbO7 0.92 1.23
Partially ordered Y3NbO7 0.72 1.85
Pyrochlore Zr2Y2O7 0.15 1.85
Table 5.5: Relative population of the anion vacancy pairs expected from a random
distribution of vacancies within a cubic fluorite lattice, compared with those extracted
from our MD simulations at 1500 K, including those simulations with ordered cations.
Material 〈100〉 〈110〉 〈111〉
RANDOM 0.231 0.461 0.308
Y3NbO7 0.116 0.396 0.487
Zr2Y2O7 0.087 0.318 0.594
Partially ordered Y3NbO7 0.081 0.219 0.699
Pyrochlore Zr2Y2O7 0.038 0.076 0.885
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the d-fluorite simulations at the same temperature and in much better agreement with the ex-
perimental data. The reason for this much lower value of the conductivity is that a partial
cation ordering increases the Nb5+-vacancy association (see table 5.4) as well as the vacancy-
vacancy pairing along the 〈111〉 direction (see table 5.5) and both factors hinder the vacancy
mobility and therefore reduce the overall conductivity. It is worth noting that now prtially-
oredered Y3NbO7 presents a stronger vacancy ordering tendency along the 〈111〉 direction
then d-fluorite Zr2Y2O7, as expected.
5.4.2 Cation-ordering in Zr2Y2O7
Cation ordering in Zr2Y2O7, on the other hand, seems to be a less important issue. It has to
be remembered that the tendency for Zr4+ to preferentially bind vacancies, relative to Y3+, is
considerably lower than for Nb5+ in Y3NbO7, and the strain associated with the different local
cation configurations is much less pronounced in this system. The experimental SAED studies
show slightly different diffuse scattering patterns [22, 58], suggesting that lattice modulations
in this material depend on the details of sample preparation. In all cases, the diffuse features
are less intense and sharply peaked than in Y3NbO7 (see figure 5.8). Whittle and co-workers
[58] have estimated a correlation length of ≈ 11 Å for the local order which is much smaller
than in Y3NbO7.
Since Zr2Y2O7 has the correct stoichiometry for a pyrochlore, simulations starting from a
fully pyrochlore-ordered configuration (i.e. a long-ranged ordered structure) were run. The in-
ternal energy of this system at 100 K is slightly lower (∆E = 49.5 kJ/mol, a value in reasonable
agreement with the trends observed in reference [113]) than that of a d-fluorite configuration
obtained by cooling down a high temperature run and, considering that the ordered system has
a lower entropy, it would seem that this structure is unlikely to become stable at higher temper-
atures (the estimated TO−D is ≈1030 K). The ordered system was also simulated at 1500 K to
calculate the conductivity (note that there is no cation site exchange at this temperature, so that
the system cannot relax to a d-fluorite structure on the simulation timescale). The conductivity
is found to be very small (at least two orders of magnitude lower than the experimental value).
An analysis of the vacancy-vacancy and cation-vacancy rdfs confirms that in pyrochlore struc-
tured Zr2Y2O7 there is a strong pairing of the vacancies along the 〈111〉 direction and that
these bind very strongly to the Zr4+ cations (see table 5.4 and 5.5) which explains the very
small ionic conductivity shown by this sample. This strong reduction in the Zr2Y2O7 con-
ductivity (and the fact that d-fluorite simulations give an almost perfect agreement with the
measured values), together with the information obtained on the energetics of the pyrochlore
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phase, seem to indicate that cation ordering effects are not strong in this material.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, d-fluorite simulations, with a disordered cation sublattice (which were shown
to reproduce very closely the neutron powder diffraction data, see previous chapter), were
initially examined, and these already allow us to account for a substantial part of the exper-
imentally observed trends in the conductivity and degree of disorder between Y3NbO7 and
Zr2Y2O7. The difference between the two systems can be attributed to differences in cation
size and to the different degree of strain imposed on the lattice by the highly charged cations -
this creates oxide trapping sites in Y3NbO7 and gives an inhomogeneous character to the dif-
fusive dynamics. Although both systems exhibit a tendency to order vacancies so that there is a
likelihood of finding the vacancies close to the smaller cation, the vacancy ordering effects are
not sufficiently strong to give rise to the diffuse scattering features which have been observed
in small-area electron diffraction studies. The fact that the observed trends are recovered from
these d-fluorite simulations implies that they are primarily associated with the mean cation
composition and traceable to the direct influence of ion size and charge, with any influence of
intermediate-range vacancy structuring an additional feature.
Because the d-fluorite simulations failed to reproduce the diffuse scattering seen in SAED
studies, the possible effects of partial cation ordering (based upon the pattern suggested by the
pyrochlore crystal structure) were considered. Our results in this context are only indicative as
only the properties of “by-hand” ordered systems were examined. Nevertheless, in Y3NbO7 it
was possible to postulate a structure for which the diffuse scattering was in qualitative accord
with the SAED diffuse scattering patterns and which was energetically favoured with respect
to d-fluorite. In this structure the tendency of vacancies to bind to the smaller cation was
considerably enhanced relative to d-fluorite and the conductivity was reduced by an order of
magnitude, bringing it much closer to the experimental value. For Zr2Y2O7 it was not possible
to postulate a partially ordered structure which would significantly improve upon the d-fluorite
calculations across the full range of observations (including the SAED). In Zr2Y2O7 the cal-
culated conductivity in the d-fluorite structure is already close to the experimental value and
the agreement with the powder diffraction is very good. The SAED studies indicate that the
intermediate-range order is in any case weaker in this case and our own studies on d-fluorite
show that the tendency for vacancies to associate with the smaller cation (the driving force for
pyrochlore-like ordering) is considerably reduced relative to Y3NbO7. In this case a fully or-
dered pyrochlore is slightly favoured energetically over the d-fluorite structure but the entropy
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cost is high enough that the latter, more disordered structure, will be more stable above ≈1000
K.
As indicated above, the finding that partial cation ordering has an influence on the mate-
rial’s properties presents a challenge for MD simulation because, at the temperatures at which
one might hope to equilibrate the system with respect to cation positioning, the ordering ten-
dency has disappeared for entropic reasons. However, the cation ordering also presents a chal-
lenge for comparing experimental results. The materials are synthesised at high temperatures
but then cooled (according to different protocols in different studies): as the temperature is re-
duced the cation mobility will be drastically reduced so that the degree of cation ordering found
in low temperature studies will depart from the thermodynamic equilibrium value to varying
extents.
Chapter 6
A potential for YSZ and ScSZ
The previous two chapters of this thesis focussed on the study of the conduction mechanism
in Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7. This material was an ideal test-bed to probe the effects that
different cations have on the conductivity and its study evinced the role that the cation’s charge
and radius play on the conductivity. However, that systems is not of technological interest be-
cause its conductivity is too low (for every value of x) for it to be used as the electrolyte in
a SOFC. For this reason it was decided to turn to the study of more technologically attractive
systems, like YSZ, ScSZ or a mixture of these, Zr0.8Sc0.2(1−y)Y0.2y O1.9 (ZYSO). The latter
is considered one of the most promising candidates for the electrolyte in a SOFC [56, 46], as it
combines the very high ionic conductivity of ScSZ with improved stability properties given by
the presence of a small percentage of Y2O3 (see section 2.1.2).
In this chapter the parameterisation of new inter-atomic potentials for these system will be
briefly described and then these will be tested against a series of experimental data, as was done
in chapter 4. In the next chapter these potentials will then be used to study the conduction mech-
anism in these systems and to underline the role of the vacancy-cation and vacancy-vacancy
interactions on the material’s conductivity.
6.1 The parameterisation of a potential for Sc2O3 and
Y2O3 stabilised zirconias
In this section the parameterisation of a potential for YSZ and ScSZ will be described. The
procedure was quite similar to that described in chapter 4 although in this case only a DIPPIM
potential was parameterised, since this was found to be sufficiently good to reproduce all the
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experimental properties of interest.
6.1.1 DFT reference calculations
The potential obtained in chapter 4 was used to generate an atomic configuration for ScZr3O1.875
(with the Sc-O interaction obtained by scaling the parameters from the Zr-O interaction with
respect to the ionic radius). This configuration was used to run DFT reference calculations (see
below) and an initial DIPPIM model was fitted to the forces and dipoles. After that, by com-
bining this result with the parameters in chapter 4, an approximate potential was obtained for
Sc2O3 - Y2O3 - ZrO2 mixtures. This potential was then used to generate more reference MD
configurations on a 2 x 2 x 2 unit cells simulation box (92 ions), two for ScZr3O1.875 and two
YZr3O1.875 at high temperatures (3000 - 3500 K). For each of these, the Hellman–Feynman
forces acting on individual ions of the simulation cell were calculated using the planewave-
DFT code CPMD [85]. This package was found to be at least 20 times faster than CASTEP
(both for the single point calculation and the Wannier analysis) and equally accurate (see figure
6.1) [114]. All the calculations used Goedecker norm-conserving pseudopotentials (as taken
Figure 6.1: Comparison between the forces and dipoles for an oxide system as calculated with
CPMD and CASTEP, with the same exchange-correlation functional and pseudopotentials.
from the online psudopotential repository [85]) and planewave energy cut-offs of 1360 eV and
were performed using the local density approximation (LDA). For the calculation of ab ini-
tio multipoles, the Kohn–Sham orbitals are localised via a Wannier transformation to construct
maximally localised Wannier functions (MLWF). From the localised orbitals, ionic dipoles and
quadrupoles were calculated as described in section 3.3.1.
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6.1.2 Details on the force-matching procedure
The potential parameters are optimised by fitting the forces and dipoles predicted by the DIP-
PIM potentials for the reference configurations to the respective results from the DFT calcu-
lations. The 4 configurations provide a total of around 2200 data points, comprising three
Cartesian force components of each individual ion and three components for the dipole. As
described in the previous chapter, some parameters are usually constrained. In this case, the
cation-cation and anion-anion short range repulsion terms were set to zero, as this made no
difference at all to the fit quality.
One problem with DFT calculations is the uncontrolled representation of the dispersion
interaction. Although dispersion energies only contribute a tiny fraction to the total energy,
they have a considerable influence on transition pressures and, in particular, on the material
density and stress tensor. In this case an alternative procedure was used to try to compensate
for this shortcoming. In fact, since it was found that the DFT calculations tend to overestimate
the unit cell parameters for these materials, by approximately 1.5 %, it was decided to rescale
the ionic positions before starting the fit, so that the material retains the correct density. The
fit was then started, but this time the dispersion parameters were included and fixed from the
start. The resulting potential yields a much better agreement (less then 1% difference) with the
experimental densities than that obtained in chapter 4.
The agreement between the DFT and MD values is much closer than the one obtained for
YNZO. The objective functions are χF = 0.193 and χD = 0.155. These values are smaller
than those obtained with the QUAIM potential in the case of YNZO. This means that in ZYSO
quadrupoles and ion shape deformation effects are less important and this is probably caused
by the absence of Nb5+ ions in these materials. In fact, such a highly charged cation might
cause greater ion shape deformations on the oxide ion, due to its strong coulombic interaction
with it. The fact that the values of the objective functions for YSZ and ScSZ are smaller is also
in agreement with ref. [8], where they show that, in YSZ and ScSZ, the total electronic contri-
bution to the defect interactions is strongly dominated by simple point-charge electrostatics.
Table 6.1 reports the parameters obtained for these potentials. A comparison with table 4.3
shows that the parameters for the Zr-O and Y-O interactions are quite similar to the previous
ones, as expected. The oxygen polarisability too is in good agreement with that previously
used in a similar study [76] and that obtained by extrapolation of ab initio calculations on other
oxides [79].
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Table 6.1: Parameters for the DIPPIM potentials with values in a.u..Those short-range
parameters which are equal to zero are not reported.
O-O Y-O Zr-O Sc-O
Aij 0.00 83.11 65.50 59.19
aij 5.00 1.294 1.206 1.275
Bij 50000 50000 50000 50000
bij 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.50
α 14.33 1.90 2.33 1.20
Cij6 66 15 7 7
Cij8 1200 300 150 150
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6.2 Validation of the potential
In this section the quality of the DIPPIM potential will be assessed by comparing model pre-
dictions to experimental data. Since no experimental data were used in the optimisation of the
model parameters, a strong test for the quality of the model is whether it is able to reproduce
experimental data of physical properties of ScSZ and YSZ at different conditions (high tem-
peratures, different mixtures and vacancy concentrations, etc.).
Also in this case, as a result of an on-going collaboration with Dr Stephen Hull and Dr
Stefan Norberg at the ISIS Facility and with Prof. John Irvine at the University of St. An-
drews, a wealth of yet-to-be-published neutron and impedance spectroscopy data on the ZYSO
system could be accessed. These data together with those already available in the literature on
stabilised zirconias [25, 26, 23, 7] will be an ideal test-bed for the potential’s quality.
6.2.1 Structural properties
Most of the simulations on the YSZO system were performed using a cubic simulation box with
4 x 4 x 4 unit cells, i.e. 256 cations and a variable number of oxygen ions, according to the
dopant concentration. The cation species were randomly distributed over the cation sublattice.
In the previous chapter, it was concluded that local cation ordering, as observed in Y3NbO7,
was much less important in Y2Zr2O7 and it is presumed that this remains true at other composi-
tions as well as in ScSZ (where the site mismatch between Sc3+ and Zr4+ is even smaller than
in the Y3+ and Zr4+ case [59]), so that a random distribution of cations is appropriate. This
will be confirmed, later on, by the fact that these simulations can successfully reproduce the
diffuse peaks observed in the neutron diffraction patterns by Goff and co-workers [7]. The time
step used was 41.342 au = 1.0 fs and all the runs were performed at constant temperature and
zero-pressure (NPT ensemble). The simulations were started from a perfect fluorite structure
and the system was equilibrated at 2000 K for 50,000 steps, to allow both cations and anions to
relax in the crystal. The system was then cooled down to 300 K via temperature ramping. The
cooling rate was approximately 1.7 × 1013 Ks−1. A final run of 10,000 steps was performed
to accumulate sufficient statistics for the calculation of the radial distribution functions.
Figure 6.2 shows the total radial distribution functions obtained from a neutron scattering
experimental on the YSZO system, for a series of different dopant concentrations. The y = 0
material is not reported because this is not fully stabilised at room temperature, but is a mixture
of fluorite-like and orthorhombic-like domains [56, 46, 24]. The agreement with the experi-
mental data is very good across different dopant cation concentrations, once again showing the
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between the experimental [24] (black dots) and simulated (red lines)
total G(r) for the YSZO system, at 300 K.
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transferability of the used model. The lattice parameters (not shown) are within 1% the exper-
imental values. The only shortcoming seems to be the fact that the second peak in the G(r),
which should be mostly the O-O nearest neighbour peak, is a bit sharper than the experimental
one. This will be discussed below.
In figure 6.3 the partial radial distribution functions are reported for two materials, Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9
and Zr0.8Sc0.16Y0.04O1.9, compared to the ones obtained by bond-valence-sum-constrained
RMC data analysis [107, 24]. The agreement with the experimental data is excellent. The
cation-anion distances in Zr0.8Sc0.16Y0.04O1.9 are 2.13, 2.18 and 2.32 Å for the Zr-O, Sc-O
and Y-O pair, respectively. The potential is indeed able to reproduce the difference in the
cations, with the Y3+ being significantly bigger than Sc3+ and Zr4+. Again, a closer inspec-
tion of the O-O rdfs, shows that the peak obtained by the MD simulations is a bit sharper
than the experimental one. This seems to imply that the O-O interaction in our potential is
slightly harder than in the real material. More sophisticated potentials were parameterised, like
the QUAIM potential, but no change was found in the O-O rdf. To see whether this was a
shortcoming of our potential or not, a short Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation was
performed on Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9, using CPMD and the same exchange-correlation functional and
pseudopotentials used for the fitting calculations. This simulation was started from a previous
MD run using our potential and it was then equilibrated at 3000 K for 10 ps, before being
cooled down to 300 K. A subsequent run of 5 ps was then performed at room temperature to
accumulate enough statistics for the calculation of rdfs. The O-O rdf obtained from this sim-
ulation is shown in figure 6.4 together with the MD and RMC-analysed experimental data. It
can be seen that both the DFT and classical MD simulations tend to give a sharper peak than
observed experimentally. Different functionals (GGA, LDA) and pseudopotentials were tried,
but no improvement was found. Since our potentials are obtained by fitting to DFT data, it is
not possible to solve this shortcoming. However, it is believed that this should not influence
our results very much, especially at high temperature, as suggested by the good agreement with
the conducting properties of these materials (see below).
Next, it was decided to attempt to reproduce the single crystal neutron diffraction patterns
for YSZ reported in ref. [7]. This should represent an even more stringent test for the quality
of our potentials. In fact, reproducing the data from Goff et al., which shows diffuse scattering
peaks caused by vacancy ordering tendencies, is the only way to test, although indirectly, the
ability of our potential to correctly reproduce the vacancy behaviour. Unlike when studying
Y3NbO7, it is expected that, in this case, no problem should be encountered with cation order-
ing, since these tendencies should be very weak for these materials. For this reason the neutron
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between the g(r)s obtained from the RMC analysis (black dots) and
the MD simulations (thick red line) for Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 (top) and Zr0.8Sc0.16Y0.04O1.9 (bottom).
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the gO−O(r) from the DFT calculation (blue line), MD calculation
(red line) and experiment (black dots), as obtained via RMC analysis [24].
diffraction patterns was calculated as explained in section 3.5.4. The calculation was done for
different YSZs on a 6 x 6 x 6 unit cells simulation box. This yields a reciprocal space reso-
lution of 2πL ∼ 0.2 Å
−1, which is twice as low as the one obtained by Goff et al. [7]. These
simulations were started at 1800 K and then slowly cooled down to 800 K with a cooling rate
of 1012 K s−1. In this temperature range, oxygen ion diffusion is observed while, below 800
K, no diffusion can be seen on the available timescale. For this reason the simulations at low
dopant content (x = 0.9) were further quenched down to room temperature (300 K). Although
this should not influence the vacancy ordering this will increase the tetragonal distortions in the
sample (see discussion in chapter 2). The patterns are reported in figure 6.5 for three different
dopant concentrations and are compared with the experimental data from ref. [7].
The x = 0.09 (T = 300 K) composition corresponds to the maximum of the conductivity
plot for YSZ. The figure shows a 〈11̄0〉 plane in reciprocal space. Sharp intense peaks are
seen in the experimental data at the fcc Bragg positions 〈002〉, 〈004〉, 〈111〉, 〈113〉, 〈220〉,
〈222〉, etc.; in the simulation data the Bragg peaks are centred on the same q values but are
broader because of the lower resolution of our calculations as compared with the experimental
data. The remainder of the intensity which appears in the pattern is diffuse scattering and is
indicative of local structural deformations. At x = 0.09 the most intense diffuse features in
the experimental data appear at 〈114〉 and 〈112〉; these are forbidden reflections for the fluo-
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rite structure. According to the analysis of Goff et al. these peaks are a consequence of local
tetragonal distortions of the fluorite structure which occur at relatively low concentrations of
Y2O3. Recall, in fact, that in pure ZrO2, a tetragonal phase is more stable than the cubic one
and that Y2O3 is added to stabilise the latter. At low Y2O3 concentrations local tetragonal
distortions with random orientation occur even within a single crystal. Comparison with the
MD data shows that the same diffuse features are present in the simulation data, together with
other features which are comparatively weak in the experimental data. This indicates that the
tendency to local tetragonal distortion is reproduced in the simulated system: the differences in
the intensity distribution and the widths of the diffuse features compared to experiment may be
attributed to the small size of our simulation cell which sets a limit to the range of correlation
of the tetragonal deformation which can be accommodated and thus leads to broader, weaker
diffuse features. Both sets of data also show a broad, weak feature at q = (1.7, 1.7, 1) which
is associated with a pattern of lattice deformation about isolated vacancies [7].
As the Y2O3 concentration is increased to x = 0.13 and x = 0.24 (T = 800 K), the 〈114〉
and 〈112〉 features disappear and the diffuse scattering becomes dominated by new features
(highlighted by the arrows in the bottom part of figure 6.5) which may be described as belong-
ing to a superlattice at G ± 〈0.4, 0.4,±0.8〉, where G is an fcc Bragg peak position [7]. This
pattern has been interpreted as caused by small aggregates of divacancy clusters (vacancies
paired along the 〈111〉 direction) packed along the 〈112〉 direction, as found in the Zr3Y4O12
compound. These aggregates are typically 15 Å in diameter [7]. This structure is consistent
with the most stable arrangement of vacancy pairs found by Bogicevic [8] in his analysis of
vacancy-ordering tendencies in YSZ. In the next chapter it will be shown that vacancies do
indeed prefer to arrange as pairs along the 〈111〉 direction in these materials, thus confirming
the interpretation by Goff and co-workers [7]. Comparison with the simulation data shows that
the signature of this particular vacancy-vacancy ordering has been reproduced in the simula-
tion. Interestingly, since our simulations at x = 0.13 and x = 0.24 were run at T = 800 K,
this means that these ordering effects are still present at high temperature and that therefore
they will affect the conducting properties of these materials at the temperatures of interest for
technological applications (see discussion in the next chapter).
In conclusion the obtained DIPPIM potential seems to reproduce very well the experi-
mental structural data. The agreement with the rdfs obtained from neutron powder diffraction
experiments [24] is very good for different dopant concentrations. Also the single crystal neu-
tron diffraction patterns from [7], which are more sensitive to longer range ordering tendencies
of the vacancies, are well reproduced. In the next section, the ability of this model to reproduce
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Figure 6.5: Experimental (left) and computed (right) neutron diffraction patterns for 9 %
(top), 13 % (middle) and 24 % (bottom) YSZ. The MD data was obtained at 300 K for 9% YSZ
and at 800 K for 13 and 24 % YSZ.
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the conducting properties of these materials will be tested.
6.2.2 Conducting properties
All the simulations were started from the room temperature runs described above. These were
equilibrated at the required temperature for at least 100,000 steps (corresponding to ∼ 100 ps)
and then longer runs were performed to accumulate sufficient statistics for the calculation of
the mean squared displacements. Since these materials are, on average, more conducting than
those studied in the previous chapters, it was possible to get a reliable estimate of the conduc-
tivity for temperatures as low as T = 1000 K. All the simulations were performed in the NVT
ensemble in which the cell volume was obtained from a previous NPT run at the same tempera-
ture. The diffusion coefficients were obtained from the slope of the mean squared displacement
curve and from these the ionic conductivities were calculated as described in section 3.5.2. In
some cases, the conductivities were also calculated using equation 3.23. These were found to
be identical (within the statistical error) to the Nernst-Einstein conductivities for lightly doped
samples (x < 0.15). For higher dopant concentrations, greater differences, of the order of 20
- 30 % were observed. Since in no case were the differences very important and since, in this
thesis, the main interest is in the trends more than in the absolute values, it was decided to
report the Nernst-Einstein conductivities only in the remainder of this chapter.
In figure 6.6 the calculated conductivities are shown for the Zr0.8Sc0.2(1−y)Y0.2y O1.9 sys-
tem as a function of y at 1200 K. The experimental trend of increasing conductivity as a func-
tion of increasing content of Sc2O3 is correctly reproduced, as shown by the comparison with
the data at T = 1158 K from [24]. Also the absolute values are in reasonable agreement with
the experimental data, if the difference in temperature is taken into account. It has to be noticed
that, as in the previous case (see chapter 5), it is observed that the conductivity of this material
shows a weak dependence (∼ 10%) on the cation arrangement, especially for the Y3+-rich
compositions. This is consistent with what was found in the previous chapters. For this reason
it was always made sure that the cations were randomly distributed over the sublattice.
Our MD results can now be compared with the available experimental data on (Y2O3)x-
(ZrO2)1−x and (Sc2O3)x-(ZrO2)1−x. As was explained in chapter 2, the conductivity in these
materials does not increases indefinitely with the number of vacancies but shows a maximum
at a dopant concentration, x, of approximately 8 - 13 %. Since most of the remainder of this
thesis will be dedicated to trying to explain which factors are responsible for this maximum,
it is necessary to test our potentials at different dopant concentrations before any conclusion
can be drawn on the conduction mechanism of these materials. Figure 6.7 shows the calcu-
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Figure 6.6: Conductivity isotherm (red line) at 1200 K for the Zr0.8Sc0.2(1−y)Y0.2y O1.9 sys-
tem. The experimental data (black dots) at 1158 K from [24] are reported as a comparison.
lated conductivities for both YSZ and ScSZ as a function of dopant concentration at 1670 K.
For YSZ, the experimental values from ref. [25, 26] are also reported. The agreement with
the experimental data looks promising. Both curves show a peak in the conductivity at 8-9 %
and 12-13 % for YSZ and ScSZ respectively, in good agreement with the experimental data.
The MD data on YSZ are also in reasonable quantitative agreement although the rise in con-
ductivity shown by our simulation data is smaller than that of the experimental data. This is
probably caused by the small systems studied in this thesis, which do not allow the forma-
tion of grain boundaries and tetragonal domains. Also, as discussed before, for x > 0.15, the
Nernst-Einstein conductivities tend to be higher than those obtained using equation 3.23 and
this can also explain the differences in high-x region of the plot.
The conductivities shown above were calculated from simulations in which the cubic flu-
orite symmetry was enforced. This was done by using an isotropic barostat. As described in
chapter 2, YSZ and ScSZ are not cubic at low temperatures and dopant concentrations. For this
reason, when the same curves as those shown in figure 6.7 are calculated at lower temperatures,
a slightly different behaviour is observed (see figure 6.8). The maximum has, in fact, shifted to
lower dopant concentrations (approximately 6 % and 8 % for YSZ and ScSZ respectively) and
the curve’s shape looks very similar to that of Gd2O3-doped ZrO2 (see figure 2.2, a material
which, due to Gd’s big ionic radius, is cubic for almost all compositions). A shift of the maxi-
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Figure 6.7: MD conductivities vs doping (x) for YSZ (red curve) and ScSZ (black curve) at
1670 K. The experimental data from [25, 26] for YSZ at the same temperature are also reported.
mum’s position as the temperature is lowered is also observed experimentally [25, 26], though
not as strong as that indicated by the comparison of figure 6.8 with figure 6.7.
The observed features in the curves in figure 6.8 are mainly caused by the fact that the real
material is not fully cubic at these temperatures and dopant concentrations, so that the simu-
lations tend to overestimate, at low x, the conductivity of these materials. To prove this, the
cubic fluorite symmetry was relaxed in a simulation on 4% ScSZ and the simulation box was
allowed to change its shape, by using an anisotropic barostat. The simulation quickly turned
to a non-cubic symmetry which looked like a monoclinic structure. The conductivity obtained
for monoclinic 4 % ScSZ is shown in figure 6.8 as a green diamond. It can be appreciated
that this is indeed much lower (more than ten times!) than the conductivity obtained from a
cubic simulation. Though it would be tempting to just relax the cubic symmetry for all dopant
concentrations and calculate the resulting conductivity, this operation cannot be performed in
practice, because a simple DIPPIM potential is not accurate enough to reproduce the correct
order of the different crystal phases in pure ZrO2, as discussed in chapter 3 and in ref. [76]. For
this reason, when studying, in the next chapter, the conducting mechanism of these materials,
it will have to be kept in mind that the conductivity obtained for lightly doped, cubic YSZ and
SSZ are reliable only at high temperatures. It still has to be noted that this does not affect at all
highly doped zirconias, i.e. all those materials with more than 8 - 10 % of dopant, since these
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Figure 6.8: MD conductivities vs doping (x) for YSZ (red curve) and ScSZ (black curve) at
1250 K.
are fully stabilised at every temperature.
A final test to our model can be reproducing the quasielastic neutron data from ref. [7].
I(q,t) was calculated as explained in section 3.5.4, from a simulation at 1800 K on 13 % YSZ.
These are the same conditions as found in the experimental work by Goff and co-workers [7].
The three q values were taken, in agreement with those from ref. [7], as those points corre-
sponding to isolated vacancies (mobile) and clusters of vacancy pairs (immobile). It can be
appreciated that only at q = 1.67, 1.67, 1, the intensity I(q,t) (which is caused by the presence
of isolated, mobile vacancies) decays to zero, in good agreement with the experimental evi-
dence. On the other hand, the functions at the other two q vectors do not decay as a function
of time, proving that the diffuse scattering observed at those positions in reciprocal space is
caused by defect aggregates which are immobile on the time-scale studied. By fitting the curve
obtained at q = 1.67, 1.67, 1 with an exponential decay as in equation 3.25, an estimate for
τ , the single vacancy lifetime, can be obtained. A value of τMD = 1.7 ps is obtained from
our MD simulations to be compared with the experimental value1 of τEXP = 1.3 ps. The
agreement is very good.
1This value is obtained by extracting the characteristic energy transfer, E, from figure 8 in ref. [7].
Assuming this is of the order of 0.5 meV, then the vacancy lifetime is τ = ~E =
6.582×10−16
0.5×10−3 ≈ 1.3 ps.
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Figure 6.9: Time scan at constant q through the quasielastic neutron diffuse scattering from
13 % YSZ at 1800 K.
In conclusion, DIPPIM potentials were parameterised and tested for mixtures of YSZ and
ScSZ. These were used to reproduce a series of experimental data: neutron powder diffraction,
neutron single-crystal diffraction, impedance spectroscopy and quasielastic neutron scattering
experiments. In all cases, the agreement between the simulations and the experimental data was
good. When the agreement was not ideal, this was usually caused by some of the underlying
assumptions (imposing a cubic structure, small system size) and not by a limitation of the
used model. For these reasons, in the next chapter, these potentials will be used to study the
conduction mechanism and the defect interactions in these materials.
Chapter 7
The conduction mechanism in
stabilised zirconias
This chapter will start by reporting our study of the conduction mechanism in Zr0.8Sc0.2(1−y)Y0.2y
O1.9 (ZYSO). The main focus of this part will be to understand why the Sc3+-rich samples are
much more conducting than the Y3+-rich ones and which factors are responsible for this. This
will be achieved by studying the relative importance of vacancy-vacancy and vacancy-cation
ordering tendencies and the effects that different cations might have on these. The second part
of this chapter will then examine the conduction mechanism in YSZ and ScSZ. The main fo-
cus, in this case, will be on understanding the anomalous trend of the conductivity as a function
of the dopant concentration. Cation-vacancy and vacancy-vacancy ordering tendencies will be
studied in depth as a possible cause of the observed drop in the conductivity and an attempt
will be made to identify which of these factors ultimately limits the conductivity of these ma-
terials. Another goal of our investigation will be to find whether there is any scope for further
improving their conducting properties by simply doping them with a more suitable choice of
cation species.
7.1 The conduction mechanism in Zr0.8Sc0.2(1−y)Y0.2y O1.9
All the simulations described in this chapter were thoroughly equilibrated at high temperatures
(1000-2000 K) in constant pressure (isotropic barostat) simulations for about 100 ps before
obtaining dynamical information from constant volume runs at the zero-pressure volume. At
these high temperatures the oxide ions are diffusing on the simulation timescale but there is no
significant exchange of cations (see figure 4.11). As described before, different cation species
are randomly placed on the cation sublattice, as there should be no cation ordering in these ma-
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terials. Some simulations were also cooled down to room temperature and further short runs
were conducted in order to examine structural information and compare with diffraction data
collected at the same temperature.
7.1.1 Cation-vacancy interactions
In figure 7.1 the oxygen-oxygen and cation-oxygen radial distribution functions are reported
for Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 and Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at room temperature 1. It can be appreciated that the
oxygen-oxygen rdfs for the two materials are quite similar, although the one for Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9
is sharper and more structured, thus indicating that this material has a more ordered oxide ion
distribution. This difference can be easily understood by looking at the bottom part of figure
7.1 where the cation-anion rdfs for these materials are shown. The Y-O rdf presents a maxi-
mum at a much higher distance than the Zr-O and Sc-O functions 2. This is perfectly consistent
with the fact that Y3+ has a greater ionic radius than the other cations [59]. This difference
in the cation-oxygen bond distances causes the observed disorder in Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 and is still
observed at temperatures as high as 1500 K, proving that these effects are significant at the
temperatures at which the ionic conductivity of these materials is usually measured. On the
other hand, in Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 the cation-anion bond distances are similar and this system re-
sembles very closely an ideal fluorite structure.
The quickest way to see if the vacancies prefer to bind to a certain cation, thus lowering the
overall conductivity, is to calculate the vacancy-cation rdfs, as was done in chapter 5. These are
shown in figure 7.2 for Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 and Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at 1500 K. It can be readily seen that,
even at such a high temperature, there is a very strong binding tendency of the vacancies next
to the Zr4+ ions in Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9, whilst there is virtually no such preference in Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9
This behaviour can also be tested by calculating the anion-cation coordination numbers from
the anion-cation rdfs. This was done for the simulation at 1500 K on Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 and it was
found that nY−O = 7.65 and nZr−O = 7.35, which has to be compared with the stoichiometric
value of 7.59. Y3+ cations tends to have more oxide ions around them than expected from the
sample’s stoichiometry whereas Zr4+ cations tend to do the contrary. This is consistent with
1Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 is very hard to synthesise in the cubic phase and it is usually found as a mixture of
fluorite and orthorhombic domains. In this case, it was forced to the cubic phase by constraining the
simulation box. This was done for clarity’s sake, as it is much easier to study the two end materials.
Also this does not create any problem when studying the conducting properties because this material
becomes fully cubic at T = 800 K [46].
2As mentioned in the previous chapter, the cation-anion bond distances are 2.13, 2.18 and 2.32 Å for
the Zr-O, Sc-O and Y-O pair, respectively, in good agreement with the RMC data [24]
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Figure 7.1: Comparison between the simulated O-O and cation-O rdfs for Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 and
Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at room temperature.
Y3+’s tendency to be eight-coordinated and Zr4+’s tendency to be seven-coordinated. These
tendencies are equivalent to saying that vacancies prefer to bind to the Zr4+ ion. Incidentally,
this analysis also confirms the reliability of the methodology described in section 3.5.3.
The tendency for vacancies to be nearest neighbour to the small cations and next nearest
neighbour to bigger cations had already been shown and its implications discussed in refs.
[27, 34]. However these studies were zero-temperature energy calculations and therefore con-
tained no information as to how important these effects are at high temperatures. Figure 7.3
shows the temperature dependence of these tendencies for T = 1000, 1100, 1200, 1500 and
2000 K. The cation-vacancy binding tendency increases when the temperature is lowered, as
expected. It worth noting that the solid curve shows the rdfs for T = 1000 K, which is approx-
imately the temperature at which a solid oxide fuel cell with an YSZ electrolyte is used. At
this temperature about twice as many vacancies bind to the smaller Zr4+ cations than to the
bigger Y3+ ones (see table 7.1), thus proving that these effects are indeed very strong at the
temperatures of interest for technological applications. The vacancy-cation ordering tendencies
are also summarised in table 7.1 where the percentage number of vacancies close to a certain
cation species are reported for Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at different temperatures. Interestingly, even at
2000 K there is still a certain preference for the vacancies to bind next to the Zr4+ ions.
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Figure 7.2: Cation-vacancy radial distribution functions for Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 (top) and
Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 (bottom) at 1500 K.














Figure 7.3: Cation-vacancy radial distribution functions for Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at 1000 K (solid
line), 1100 K (dotted line), 1200 K (dashed line), 1500 K (dot-dashed line) and 2000 K (double-
dot-dashed line). Red curves are the Zr-Vac and black curves are the Y-Vac radial distribution
functions.
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Table 7.1: Percentage number of vacancies close to a certain cation as extracted from
our MD simulations on Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at different temperatures.
Temperature nY−V (%) nZr−V (%)
1000 K 29 71
1100 K 30 70
1200 K 31 69
1500 K 34 66
2000 K 41 59
The data reported in table 7.1 can be used to estimate the difference in energy between the
two vacancy-cation arrangements. Indeed, if it is assumed that the ratio between nY−V and
nZr−V has an exponential behaviour (like in a van’t Hoff equation [115]), i.e.
nY−V
nZr−V




where A0 is a constant, kB Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature in Kelvin, then the en-
ergy difference, EZr−Y can be extrapolated from our data. This is reported in figure 7.4 where
the logarithm of nZr−VnY−V is plotted against the inverse temperature. A linear fit is shown as well.
The fact that the data can be fitted with a straight line quite successfully confirms the validity
of the above assumption. The energy difference obtained via this procedure is EZr−Y = 0.09
eV. This is value is in reasonably good agreement with those obtained by Bogicevic et al.. In
the next section, the same analysis will be performed to study the vacancy-vacancy energetics.
It appears clear from the above discussion that cation-vacancy interactions are quite strong
in the Y3+-rich side of the ZYSO series whereas they are absent in the Sc3+-rich side. This
would explain very well the differences in the conductivity of these materials: vacancies in
Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 do not have any preference for a certain cation species and this lowers the mi-
gration energy and makes their motion easier [34]. However, it would be interesting to study
vacancy-vacancy interactions (which have been suggested by Goff et al. as another factor af-
fecting the conductivity of these materials) in these materials to see if these too contribute to
the observed changes in the conductivity of the ZYSO system. This is done below.
7.1.2 Vacancy-vacancy interactions
In figure 7.5 the vacancy-vacancy radial distribution functions are reported for Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9
and Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at 1500 K, together with the function one would expect if vacancies were
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Figure 7.4: Black dots (curve = fit): logarithm of the ratio between the number of vacancies
close to a Zr4+, n1 = nZr−V , and those close to an Y3+ cation, n2 = nY−V , in Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9
versus inverse temperature. Red squares (curve = fit): logarithm of the ratio between the num-
ber of 〈110〉 (n2) and 〈111〉 (n1) vacancy pairs, in Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 versus inverse temperature.
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randomly distributed 3. The rdfs have all been rescaled so that the lattice parameters are the
same. It can be readily appreciated that vacancies in the ZYSO system are not randomly dis-
tributed but they prefer to arrange along specific directions, in this case along the 〈111〉 fluorite
lattice direction, as observed before in the case of Y3NbO7 and Zr2Y2O7. It is interesting to
note that occupancy of a pair of positions separated by the 〈111〉 vector results in a substantial
lattice distortion, as seen in the position of the corresponding peak in gV ac−V ac(r) compared
to the g(r) obtained from a random distribution. It is also clear that the vacancy-vacancy corre-
lations extend well beyond the first unit cell (see figure 7.6) and, indeed, the rdf only begins to
match that of the random distribution for separations larger than 9 Å. The 〈200〉 position seems
particularly unfavourable, but there is an enhanced occupation of the 〈210〉 and 〈211〉 positions
which suggests that the pairs of vacancies are themselves beginning to order. It is well known
that at the Y4Zr3O12 composition, corresponding to x = 0.4, the YSZ system forms a com-
pound which can be described as based on the fluorite structure with ordered 〈111〉 vacancy
pairs in positions which are themselves ordered along the 〈112〉 direction and this appears to
be the tendency which is being picked up in gV ac−V ac(r) even at considerably smaller x val-
ues. The fact that vacancy-vacancy ordering tendencies are so long-ranged is consistent with
the fact that these are caused, at least in part, by the coulombic repulsion between vacancies [8].
The relative population of the anion vacancy pairs along the 〈100〉, 〈110〉 and 〈111〉 flu-
orite lattice directions are reported in tables 7.2 and 7.3 for the two compounds at different
temperatures. A series of observations can be made. Firstly, in both materials, vacancy or-
dering shows a strong dependence on temperature, analogous to what was observed for the
cation-vacancy ordering. While at 1500 - 2000 K there is only a weak preference for a 〈111〉
alignment and 〈100〉, 〈110〉 vacancy pairs are present as well, at lower temperatures this trend
becomes stronger, with, for instance, almost no 〈100〉 vacancy pairs at 1000 K (the operational
temperature for SOFCs). Secondly, by comparing table 5.5 with tables 7.2 and 7.3, it can be
seen that the strength of the vacancy ordering at 1500 K is not very different from that observed
in Y3NbO7 and Zr2Y2O7. Finally, the last observation is that there is not a big difference be-
tween the vacancy ordering tendencies in Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 and in Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9. In both cases
there is a strong preference for vacancy pairs along the 〈111〉 direction whilst the 〈100〉 and
〈110〉 directions are unfavoured. Also, in both cases these tendencies become stronger as the
temperature is lowered. The only difference between these two materials is that Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9
3The vacancy-vacancy radial distribution functions shown in figure 7.5 are very sharply peaked. This
is a consequence of the way locate the vacancy positions. As explained in section 3.5.3, the position
of a vacancy is evaluated as the average position of the four surrounding cations. Since the cations are
not diffusing at these temperatures and do not perform long vibrations around their lattice position, the
resulting vacancy positions are usually quite close one to the other and this results in a very sharp rdf.
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Figure 7.5: Vacancy-vacancy radial distribution functions Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 and Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at
1500 K, together with the function one would expect if vacancies were randomly distributed.
















Figure 7.6: Vacancy-vacancy radial distribution functions Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 and Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at
1500 K, together with the function one would expect if vacancies were randomly distributed.
This figure shows a greater r range than the previous one.
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Table 7.2: Relative population of the anion vacancy pairs expected from a random
distribution of vacancies within a cubic fluorite lattice, compared with those extracted
from our MD simulations on Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 at 1000, 1100, 1200, 1500 and 2000 K.
Temperature 〈100〉 〈110〉 〈111〉
RANDOM 0.231 0.461 0.308
1000 K 0.060 0.104 0.835
1100 K 0.160 0.178 0.662
1200 K 0.167 0.186 0.647
1500 K 0.239 0.231 0.529
2000 K 0.243 0.299 0.456
Table 7.3: Relative population of the anion vacancy pairs expected from a random
distribution of vacancies within a cubic fluorite lattice, compared with those extracted
from our MD simulations on Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 at 1000, 1100, 1200, 1500 and 2000 K.
Temperature 〈100〉 〈110〉 〈111〉
RANDOM 0.231 0.461 0.308
1000 K 0.011 0.207 0.769
1100 K 0.056 0.207 0.736
1200 K 0.129 0.248 0.622
1500 K 0.190 0.246 0.497
2000 K 0.276 0.329 0.394
systematically presents fewer 〈100〉 and more 〈110〉 vacancy pairs than Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9.
The last observation can be caused by a limitation of our way of assigning the vacancies,
which was discussed in section 3.5.3. In fact, if a tetrahedral site contains a vacancy, this will
induce a substantial distortion of the surrounding tetrahedra which lowers the reliability of the
geometric criterion used to decide if the site is filled or empty, especially at high temperatures
or in disordered systems, where all the atoms are making large amplitude vibrations. There
is therefore a tendency to assign vacancies to sites which neighbour a site containing a true
vacancy, and this is manifested in a larger than expected amplitude for the nearest-neighbour
peak in the vacancy–vacancy radial distribution function. This seems indeed to be the case
for Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9. As discussed above, this material has a more disordered structure than
Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9, because Y3+ introduces a larger-than-expected cation-anion bond distance.
This results in our program assigning more vacancies than expected. For instance, at 1200
K, an average of 28.3 vacancies (to be compared with the stoichiometric value of 26) are found
in Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 whilst only 27.3 are found in Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 at the same temperature. This
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difference is probably responsible for the slightly higher number of 〈100〉 vacancy pairs found
in Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 (see table 7.2).
Despite this limitation, an analysis (similar to the one performed above for cation-vacancy
ordering) can be made to obtain an estimate of the energy difference between the 〈110〉 and
〈111〉 vacancy pairs. In fact, the relative population of these two pairs does not seem to be
strongly affected by the above-mentioned limitation. For this reason, it can be written that
〈110〉
〈111〉




and the data in table 7.2 can be used. The resulting curve for Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9 is shown in figure
7.4, together with a linear fit. The obtained energy difference in this case isE〈111〉−〈110〉 = 0.23
eV. This value is in good agreement with those obtained by Bogicevic et al. [8]. It is worth
noting that this value is almost three times greater than the one obtained for cation-vacancy
ordering, thus implying that defect ordering in this material is most strongly governed by
vacancy-vacancy interactions, in agreement with ref. [8]. The same operation can be repeated
for Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9 and in this case E〈111〉−〈110〉 = 0.20 eV. The values obtained for both ma-
terials are indeed very similar and this seems to confirm our observation that vacancy-vacancy
ordering tendencies are not strongly affected by the dopant cation species.
In conclusion, vacancy-vacancy interactions are very strong in these materials. An analysis
of the vacancy-vacancy rdfs reported in figures 7.5 and 7.6 has shown that vacancies tend
to order and that their arrangement differs significantly from a random distribution over the
fluorite lattice. A comparison of these tendencies at 1500 K for Zr0.8Y0.2O1.9, Zr0.8Sc0.2O1.9,
and even Y3NbO7 and Zr2Y2O7, shows that these are quite similar in all these systems and
this therefore seems to imply that the dopant cation species does not have a strong influence
over these. This was confirmed by the fact that the energy differences between 〈110〉 and 〈111〉
vacancy pairs in these two materials are very similar. It therefore seems that vacancy-vacancy
interactions are more an intrinsic effect in these materials which is hardly influenced by any
external factor (see also discussion in the next section). For this reason, it can be concluded that
the differences in conductivity in the ZYSO system between Sc3+-rich and Y3+-rich samples
can be ascribed to the different cation-vacancy interactions, in agreement with the results from
the zero-temperature studies in refs. [27, 34, 8].
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7.2 Defect ordering in YSZ and ScSZ at different dopant
concentrations
The previous section of this chapter dealt with the study of the conduction mechanism in the
Zr0.8Sc0.2(1−y)Y0.2y O1.9 system. In this system the number of vacancies was fixed and the
cation composition was varied across the series, in a similar fashion to Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7.
Both vacancy-vacancy and cation-vacancy ordering effects were observed in this system and
their effect on the conductivity was discussed. Our focus is now turned to YSZ and ScSZ and
to the evolution of the cation-vacancy and vacancy-vacancy ordering tendencies as the vacancy
concentration is changed. In the next section this information will then be used to better under-
stand the conduction mechanism in these materials and to explain what causes the anomalous
behaviour of the ionic conductivity of these materials.
In figure 7.7 the cation-vacancy radial distribution functions are reported for YSZ and ScSZ
for different dopant (vacancy) concentrations at 1250 K. It was chosen to show the concentra-
tion at which the maximum in the conductivity is observed (9% and 13% for YSZ and ScSZ,
respectively) and then two higher concentrations (18% and 24%). The rdfs for YSZ show that
there is a preference for vacancies to be nearest neighbours to the small Zr4+ cations. This is in
agreement with what was found in the previous section for ZYSO. Interestingly, these binding
tendencies become weaker as the dopant cation concentration is increased. This is probably
caused by the fact that, as more Y2O3 is added, the number of dopant cations increases (as
well as the number of vacancies) and it becomes more difficult for the vacancies to completely
avoid the Y3+ cations. In ScSZ, on the other hand, the vacancies have almost no preference
to bind to a certain cation species, for all the studied dopant concentrations, as shown in figure
7.7, which is in agreement with our previous conclusions (see figure 7.2 and table 7.1). This
preference becomes even weaker as the dopant concentration is increased.
Figure 7.8 shows the vacancy-vacancy radial distribution functions for both YSZ and ScSZ
at 1250 K for the same dopant concentrations as in figure 7.7. As done before, the rdf obtained
from a random distribution of the vacancies on the fluorite lattice is shown as well. The func-
tions look very similar to the ones shown in figure 7.6. Tables 7.4 and 7.5 report the relative
populations of the first three vacancy pairs for both YSZ and ScSZ. A series of observations
can be made. First of all, in both materials there is a strong preference for 〈111〉 pairs for all
the dopant concentrations studied and, consequentially, 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 pairs are unfavoured.
This is in perfect agreement with what was found in the previous section. The relative popu-
lations of the 〈111〉 and 〈110〉 pairs seems to remain unchanged as the dopant concentration is
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Figure 7.7: Cation-vacancy radial distribution functions for YSZ (top) and ScSZ (bottom) for
different dopant concentrations at 1250 K. The red curves are the Zr-Vac rdfs while the black
curves represent the dopant cation-vacancy rdfs.
changed, whilst 〈100〉 pairs seem to become less favoured as x is increased. This might how-
ever be related to the above-mentioned limitation of the way vacancies are identified. Finally,
at each dopant concentration, the relative population of different vacancy pairs are quite similar
in YSZ and ScSZ, which, again, seems to indicate that these are not strongly affected by the
cation species.
The above results seem to confirm what was found for the ZYSO system. Vacancies pre-
fer to bind to the smaller cation, Zr4+, in YSZ and this tendency is present at each dopant
concentration. This tendency however almost disappears in ScSZ, because Sc3+ has a similar
Table 7.4: Relative population of the anion vacancy pairs expected from a random
distribution of vacancies within a cubic fluorite lattice, compared with those extracted
from our MD simulations on YSZ at 1250 K for different dopant concentrations.
Dopant concentration 〈100〉 〈110〉 〈111〉
RANDOM 0.231 0.461 0.308
9.25% 0.118 0.141 0.741
18% 0.081 0.229 0.700
24% 0.044 0.239 0.762
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Figure 7.8: Vacancy-vacancy radial distribution functions for (Y2O3)x - (ZrO2)1−x (top) and
(Sc2O3)x - (ZrO2)1−x (bottom) at 1250 K.
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Table 7.5: Relative population of the anion vacancy pairs expected from a random
distribution of vacancies within a cubic fluorite lattice, compared with those extracted
from our MD simulations on ScSZ at 1250 K for different dopant concentrations.
Temperature 〈100〉 〈110〉 〈111〉
RANDOM 0.231 0.461 0.308
13% 0.068 0.242 0.689
18% 0.042 0.242 0.712
24% 0.023 0.241 0.735
radius to Zr4+. Vacancy-vacancy ordering tendencies, on the other hand, are present in both
materials and their strength does not seem to change significantly as the dopant concentration
or the cation species is changed. In view of these results it would be quite useful to be able to
decouple these two effects, by studying, for instance, a system in which only vacancy-vacancy
interactions are present. This would allow to separate, quite clearly, the effects that these two
interactions have on the properties of these materials. This will be done below by studying a
material in which the two cation species have the same radius and charge, in a similar fashion
to what was done in chapter 5.
7.2.1 Ideal ZrO2
In this section, in addition to the “realistic” potentials used above, “ideal” model systems are
also constructed (which will be referred to as i-YSZx) which contain the same concentration of
vacancies as (Y2O3)x - (ZrO2)1−x with the same x value. In i-YSZx all the cations carry the
same charge, such that the total cation charge balances that of the O2− ions present in the sim-
ulation, and all cations have the same short-range interaction potentials as the Zr4+ ions in the
original potential 4. This idealised system allows to eliminate the effects of differing charges
and lattice strain induced by having host and dopant cations and gives an idealised reference
system in which, by construction, the cation-vacancy ordering effects are absent.
Simulations on i-YSZx were run in the same way as in the case of YSZ and ScSZ, by first
equilibrating the simulation in an NPT ensemble for 100 ps and then by running longer simu-
lations in the NVT ensemble. In figure 7.9 the cation-vacancy radial distribution functions are
reported for this material at different vacancy concentrations. As expected there is virtually no
4It has to be noted that this material has a slightly different potential for each vacancy concentration,
since the cation charge changes according to the vacancy concentration, x. For this reason, this mate-
rial will be called i-YSZx, where the subscript is meant to remind the reader of the differences in the
potential.
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Table 7.6: Relative population of the anion vacancy pairs expected from a random
distribution of vacancies within a cubic fluorite lattice, compared with those extracted
from our MD simulations on i-YSZx at 1250 K for different dopant concentrations.
Dopant concentration 〈100〉 〈110〉 〈111〉
RANDOM 0.231 0.461 0.308
9.25% 0.096 0.239 0.664
18% 0.042 0.244 0.713
24% 0.024 0.248 0.728
preference for vacancies to bind to a certain cation, since the cations have the same charge and
short-range repulsion terms in the potential 5. Next the vacancy-vacancy rdfs are calculated
and shown in figure 7.10 for three different vacancy concentrations, at 1250 K. The relative
population of the first three vacancy pairs are reported in figure 7.6. A comparison with the
values reported in tables 7.4 and 7.4, shows that the vacancy-vacancy ordering tendencies in
i-YSZx are very similar to those observed in ScSZ and YSZ. The values obtained for i-YSZx
agree within 5% with those for ScSZ and within 10% for YSZ (if the 9.25% concentration is
excluded). The consequences of this must not be underestimated. It has been found that, even
if the differences in the cation charges and sizes are removed, i-YSZx still presents the same
kind of vacancy-vacancy ordering tendencies observed in the “real” materials. This proves
that vacancy-vacancy interactions are an intrinsic feature of the fluorite lattice and therefore
are only weakly affected by the cation species. Figure 7.11 reports the ionic conductivities
obtained for i-YSZx at 1250 K for different vacancy concentrations. These are compared with
the values obtained for the “real” materials, YSZ and ScSZ. Interestingly, i-YSZx presents a
maximum of the conductivity at the same vacancy concentration for which the maximum is
observed in ScSZ, i.e. ∼ 13%. Also the shape of the curve is also very similar to that obtained
for ScSZ. The consequences of all these findings will be discussed in the next section.
5It has to be noted that the polarisation terms for the two cations are still different. These were
not equalised because they were not expected to have a great influence on the properties of interest,
since the cation polarisabilities are very small in these materials. This is confirmed by the fact that the
cation-vacancy rdfs (as well as the cation-anion bond distances) look almost identical for the two cation
species. The polarisation energy term is, however, expected to have a greater influence in the case of
more polarisable cations, such as in Bi2O3 or PbF2 [98].
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Figure 7.9: Cation-vacancy radial distribution functions for i-YSZx for different dopant con-
centrations at 1250 K. The red curves are the “Zr”-Vac rdfs while the black curves represent
the “Y”-Vac ones.


















Figure 7.10: Vacancy-vacancy radial distribution functions for i-YSZx at 1250 K, for different
dopant concentrations.
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Figure 7.11: Conductivity versus vacancy concentration for i-YSZx , YSZ and ScSZ at 1670
K. The data for i-YSZx has been rescaled by a factor of 0.8 to facilitate the comparison. That
i-YSZx has a slightly higher conductivity, at each x, than ScSZ is probably a consequence of the
potential which has, on average, a less repulsive short-range interactions (see the discussion
in chapter 5).
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7.3 The conduction mechanism in YSZ and ScSZ
As mentioned in chapter 2 and discussed many times throughout this thesis, when ZrO2 is
doped with aliovalent cations, like Y3+, Sc3+ or Ca2+, its conductivity increases, at first, as
a result of the increasing number of vacancies in the system. In the case of an independent
vacancy-hopping mechanism, i.e. if a single vacancy could hop to the next site irrespectively
of what the other vacancies are doing, the conductivity should behave like σ ∼ c(1− c), where
c is the vacancy concentration. If this was the case, the conductivity should present a peak at
c = 0.5, as shown in figure 7.12. However, in reality, this does not happen. The conductiv-
ity in stabilised zirconias presents, indeed, a well-known peak but for a much lower dopant
concentration (indicated by the red arrow in figure 7.12) of about 8 % (c ∼ 0.04) in the case
of Y3+ and 13 % (c ∼ 0.055) for Sc3+ (see also figure 2.2) [1]. As discussed in chapter 2,
the reasons for such an anomalous behaviour of the conductivity are not well understood and
the new information which obtained, in this work, on the vacancy-vacancy and cation-vacancy
interactions will now be used to shed some light on this issue. Our final goal will be to try to
answer the following question: What causes the anomalous behaviour of the conductivity of
these materials?
A lot of effort has been made, in the past two decades, to answer this question. In the case
of YSZ, it is generally accepted that adding Y3+ ions has two competing effects: on the one
hand, adding more dopant will increase the number of vacancies and therefore increase the
mobility of the remaining anions; on the other hand, since the migration barrier of an oxygen
crossing a Y-Zr or Y-Y edge is much higher than in the case of a Zr-Zr edge (because Y3+
is a bigger cation than Zr4+), adding more dopant will increase the fraction of cation edges
associated with high migration energy barriers, thus effectively reducing the overall number of
mobile oxygens. Alternatively 6 this can be seen from a vacancy perspective: vacancies prefer
to be nearest neighbours to small cations (Zr4+ in this case) and next nearest neighbour to big
cations like Y3+. For this reason they tend to bind to the smaller cations and this reduces their
overall mobility. If the oxygen diffusion coefficient, D, is expressed as




where D0 is a pre-exponential factor, T the temperature in Kelvin, kB Boltzmann constant and
∆Hm is the oxygen migration enthalpy, increasing the number of vacancies will increase D0
6This equivalency was shown in chapter 5 where the tendency for Y3+ cations to trap the oxide ions
was first shown explicitly by calculating the mobility distribution functions and the effects that different
cations had on them and then implicitly by calculating the cation-vacancy radial distribution functions
for these material, which shown that vacancies preferred to bind to the Nb5+ cations.
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whereas increasing the number of Y-Zr or Y-Y edges (or analogously the increasing cation-
vacancy binding) will increase the migration enthalpy, ∆Hm. The resulting diffusion coeffi-
cient, D, will present a peak for a certain dopant concentration, which is indeed smaller that
shown in figure 7.12. The idea that this effect alone is responsible for the drop in the conduc-
tivity observed in this materials is almost universally accepted [52, 47, 48, 53, 49, 54, 50] and
has been generalised to other doped fluorite systems [48, 54, 50, 55].
Figure 7.12: Conductivity as a function of the vacancy concentration in the uncorrelated
motion approximation. The red arrow shows approximately the region where the maximum of
the conductivity is observed in YSZ and ScSZ.
In view of the results obtained in this thesis, this explanation is now going to be challenged.
In fact, although an increasing migration enthalpy, caused by the strain induced by the bigger
dopant cations, might eventually lower the conductivity, this effect alone cannot explain the
drop in conductivity observed in these materials. Our results on ScSZ (together with the ex-
perimental data from the literature) serve as a perfect example of this. In this system, in fact,
the ionic radius of Sc3+ is very similar (almost identical) to that of Zr4+ [59] and therefore
vacancies do not have any strong preference to bind to a certain cation (as shown in figure 7.7).
However, a similar drop in conductivity is observed at a only slightly higher dopant concen-
tration (see figure 2.2). If the drop in conductivity was caused only by the increasing number
of cation edges associated with high migration energy barriers, i.e. by vacancy-cation ordering
effects, then ScSZ should behave like an ideal conductor and show a σ ∼ c(1− c) dependence
of the conductivity versus vacancy concentration, like the one shown in figure 7.12. A look at
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figure 2.2 shows that this is indeed not the case. Furthermore it has to be noticed that, more
generally, the position of the maximum of the conductivity versus dopant concentration is only
weakly influenced by the dopant cation radius (see, for instance, figure 2.3), which again seems
to show that cation-vacancy interactions do not affect the maximum’s position very much.
It seems clear from the above discussions that other factors too are responsible for the drop
in the conductivity of these materials and it seems almost surprising that, so far, little effort has
been done to study and understand these (with the exception of refs. [7, 8, 28]). In the previ-
ous sections it was shown that two factors seem to affect the conductivity of these materials,
namely cation-vacancy and vacancy-vacancy interactions. Vacancy-vacancy interaction might,
therefore, be the missing ingredient and explain the above-mentioned (apparent) contradiction.
This hypothesis is soon confirmed by the behaviour of the conductivity observed for i-YSZx in
figure 7.11. Indeed, in this material, vacancy-vacancy ordering tendencies, similar to those in
YSZ and ScSZ, are still observed while, since the two cation species have the same radius and
charge, any preference for a vacancy to bind to a certain cation is removed. The conductivity
of this material, however, still presents a drop at a dopant concentration of approximately 13%
(the same value observed in ScSZ). This proves, quite clearly, that the drop in the conduc-
tivity observed in these materials is mainly caused by the vacancy-vacancy interaction. This
effect leads to an ordering of the vacancies which correlates their motion and therefore re-
duces the overall conductivity, as explained in ref. [28]. That vacancy-vacancy interactions
have a stronger influence on the conducting properties of these materials is also confirmed by
our analysis of the energetics of different defect ordering tendencies in Zr0.8Sc0.2(1−y)Y0.2y
O1.9, which shown that the energy difference associated with two different vacancy-vacancy
arrangements is almost three times higher than that associated to two different cation-vacancy
arrangements.
Our results also show that vacancy-vacancy is an intrinsic effect and therefore a “prop-
erty” of the fluorite lattice. This is proven by the fact that these ordering tendencies are quite
similar in all the materials studied (see tables 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6), which indicates that
these are not strongly affected by the dopant cation species. Vacancy-vacancy interaction are
caused by the fact that vacancies are charged and distort the lattice [8]. As more and more
vacancies are introduced in the material, these will start interacting with each other and will
try to minimise these interactions by ordering over the fluorite lattice. Unlike cation-vacancy
interactions, which can be reduced by choosing a suitable dopant cation, which matches the
radius of Zr4+, vacancy-vacancy interactions cannot be minimised in such a way. A conse-
quence of this behaviour is that ScSZ is probably the stabilised zirconia with the highest ionic
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conductivity achievable. Indeed, in these materials, two independent effects combine to hinder
the conductivity, namely vacancy-vacancy and cation-vacancy interactions. Since the former
is intrinsic and cannot be avoided, only the latter can be minimised by choosing a convenient
dopant cation. It therefore appears clear that the highest conductivity can be achieved in those
materials in which cation-vacancy interactions are negligible, and it was demonstrated earlier
in this chapter, that ScSZ satisfies this requirement (see figures 7.2, 7.7 and table 7.1). This
is also confirmed by figure 7.11. In this figure, the conductivity of YSZ shows a peak at 9%
dopant concentration whereas i-YSZx and ScSZ present the maximum in the conductivity at
13%. The reason for this difference is that, while both cation-vacancy and vacancy-vacancy
interactions are responsible for the drop in conductivity in YSZ, in i-YSZx and ScSZ it is only
the latter which is responsible for that and therefore the maximum is observed at a slightly
higher concentration. The fact that i-YSZx and ScSZ show the maximum at the same concen-
tration proves, again, that the highest conductivity will be observed in ScSZ and that there is
no other cation choice which could yield a higher value. Incidentally this also explains the
weak dependence of the maximum’s position on the dopant cation’s radius shown in figure 2.3.
Dopants with bigger radii (Y3+, Dy3+, Gd3+) will indeed increase the cation-vacancy inter-
action and therefore slightly lower the maximum’s position, but will not influence very much
the vacancy-vacancy interactions, which is the main cause of the anomalous behaviour of the
conductivity of these materials.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
Over the course of this thesis, it has been shown how extended ionic models, in which addi-
tional degrees of freedom allow a compact representation of many-body contributions to the
interaction energy, can be parameterised using ab initio force-fitting techniques, and success-
fully applied to a wide range of ionic oxide materials. Interaction models have been developed
for ZrO2 - Y2O3 - Nb2O5 ternary mixtures, and the level of complexity needed to accurately
model these materials has been assessed. For these materials it was shown that the QUAIM
potential, which takes into account polarisation and ion-shape deformation energies up to the
quadrupolar level, gives an excellent agreement with the structural properties extracted from
the neutron scattering data. This model is however computationally very expensive. For these
mixtures it was shown that by using potentials whose only source of many-body effects is
that of anion and cation dipole polarisation (DIPPIM), it is still possible to accurately predict
experimental observables such as the neutron scattering data and high temperature ionic con-
ductivities for different compositions. Other models, like the popular Rigid Ion Model, usually
in the Born-Meyer form, were found inadequate for the an accurate description of the inter-
ionic forces and therefore for the study of these systems (see also appendices B and C, where
a similar issue is found for GeO2).
The conduction mechanism in the Zr0.5−0.5xY0.5+0.25xNb0.25xO7 system was investigated,
using the DIPPIM and QUAIM models, by examining simulations with a disordered cation sub-
lattice (d-fluorite simulations). These already allowed us to account for a substantial part of the
experimentally observed trends in the conductivity and and in the degree of disorder between
the two end members, Y3NbO7 and Zr2Y2O7. The differences in the conductivity and struc-
tural properties between the two systems can be attributed to differences in cation size and to
the different degree of strain imposed on the lattice by the highly charged cations - this creates
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oxide trapping sites in Y3NbO7 and gives an inhomogeneous character to the diffusive dynam-
ics. The vacancy ordering tendencies of these systems were studied and it was found that both
systems exhibit a tendency to order vacancies so that there is a likelihood of finding the vacan-
cies close to the smaller cation. This tendency was found to be quite strong at temperatures as
high as 1500 K, thus implying that this effect will be important at the operating temperature of
a SOFC. Vacancies also interact with each other and, therefore, pairs along the 〈111〉 direction
are strongly preferred to pairs along the 〈110〉 and 〈100〉 directions. However, the vacancy
ordering effects are not sufficiently strong to give rise to the diffuse scattering features which
have been observed in small-area electron diffraction studies. For this reason, the possible
effects of partial cation ordering, based upon the pattern suggested by the pyrochlore crystal
structure, were considered. Our results in this context are only indicative as only the properties
of “by-hand” ordered systems were examined. Nevertheless, in Y3NbO7 it was possible to
postulate a structure for which the diffuse scattering was in qualitative accord with the SAED
diffuse scattering patterns and which was energetically favoured with respect to d-fluorite. In
this structure the tendency of vacancies to bind to the smaller cation was considerably enhanced
relative to d-fluorite and the conductivity was reduced by an order of magnitude, bringing it
much closer to the experimental value. For Zr2Y2O7 it was not possible to postulate a partially
ordered structure which would significantly improve upon the d-fluorite calculations across the
full range of observations (including the SAED). In Zr2Y2O7 the calculated conductivity in
the d-fluorite structure is already close to the experimental value and the agreement with the
powder diffraction is very good. The SAED studies indicate that the intermediate-range order
is in any case weaker in this case and our own studies on d-fluorite show that the tendency for
vacancies to associate with the smaller cation (the driving force for pyrochlore-like ordering)
is considerably reduced relative to Y3NbO7. In this case a fully ordered pyrochlore is slightly
favoured energetically over the d-fluorite structure but the entropy cost is high enough that the
latter, more disordered structure, will be more stable above ≈1000 K.
The second part of this thesis focussed upon a slightly different series of materials, namely
ZrO2 - Y2O3 - Sc2O3 ternary mixtures. Interatomic potentials were parameterised for these
systems, similarly to what was done in the case of ZrO2 - Y2O3 - Nb2O5 mixtures. A DIP-
PIM potential was found to reproduce rather well the experimental data on the structure (neu-
tron powder and single-crystal diffraction data) and the conductivity (impedance spectroscopy
and neutron quasielastic measurements), across a wide temperature and composition range.
This model was then used to see how vacancy-vacancy and cation-vacancy interactions af-
fect the conducting properties of these materials. The first material to be considered was
Zr0.8Sc0.2−xYxO1.9. It was found that in this case it is the tendency of vacancies to bind to
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the smaller cation in the Y3+-rich samples which causes their lower conductivity as opposed to
the case of Sc3+-rich samples which present little, almost zero, vacancy-cation binding prefer-
ences and therefore have a higher ionic conductivity. These effects are present up to the highest
temperature studied (2000 K), although their strength decreases as temperature is increased.
Vacancies were also found to order in these materials and form pairs along the 〈111〉 direction.
This tendency was found to depend strongly on the temperature but not on the cation species.
An analysis of the energetics of different cation-vacancy and vacancy-vacancy arrangements
in these materials shown that defect ordering is most strongly dominated by vacancy-vacancy
ordering.
Finally, the last part of this thesis concentrated on the conduction mechanism of YSZ and
ScSZ. The main goal was to understand what causes the anomalous behaviour of the conduc-
tivity observed in these materials. Cation-vacancy and vacancy-vacancy rdfs were calculated
for these two materials at different dopant concentrations. It was found that YSZ presents a
certain degree of vacancy-cation ordering and that this tends to diminish as the dopant concen-
tration is increased whereas in ScSZ this ordering is negligible at every concentration. Vacancy
ordering effects are, on the other hand, present in both systems for all the dopant concentrations
studied. As observed before, vacancies preferably pair up along the 〈111〉 direction and these
tendencies are quite similar for both YSZ and ScSZ. In order to separate these two effects, it
was then decided to run simulations on an “ideal” model system (i-YSZx), in which all the
cations carry the same charge and have the same short-range interaction potentials as the Zr4+
ions in the original potential. In this system, vacancy-cation ordering effects are not observed
because the cations are virtually indistinguishable. The vacancy-vacancy rdfs are very similar
to those observed for “real” YSZ and ScSZ, thus confirming their intrinsic nature and the fact
that they are not influenced by the cation species. A plot of the conductivity of i-YSZx versus
the vacancy concentration shows a very similar behaviour to that of ScSZ, with a peak at ap-
proximately 13% of dopant concentration. This proves that vacancy-vacancy interactions are
what is ultimately responsible for the drop in conductivity observed in these materials and, at
the same time, that ScSZ is the stabilised zirconia with the highest conductivity ever achiev-
able, since it is the only material which minimises the cation-vacancy interactions.
The consequences of these finding are not to be underestimated. The first one is that there
is no hope to significantly improve the conductivity of these materials by simple choosing a
more suitable cation species (or a combination of these) than Sc3+. Co-doping, i.e. doping
zirconia with more than one cation, has been recently proposed as a way to improve the mate-
rial’s properties [56, 46]. Although this operation improves the stability of ZrO2 and reduces
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degradation problems [56], in view of the above findings, it is not believed that it might im-
prove the conductivity of these materials as well. Adding more than one cation species will,
in fact, increase the preference for vacancies to bind to a certain cation and therefore lower the
overall conductivity. Also, more generally, since it was found that vacancy-vacancy ordering is
mainly an intrinsic effect, this implies that there is not way to shift the peak in the conductivity
towards higher dopant concentrations, thus obtaining a curve like the one in figure 7.12. These
considerations should also apply to similar materials, such as doped CeO2.
This does not mean, however, that there is no hope of further improving the conducting
properties of these materials. Indeed, there are some factors that have not been taken into ac-
count in this thesis. The first of these factors is the cation’s polarisability. This was neglected
in the present work because Sc3+, Y3+, Zr4+ and Nb5+ are not very highly polarisable cations.
However, cations like Bi3+ and Pb2+ present polarisabilities as high as 17 a.u. [74], i.e. compa-
rable to that of the oxide ion, and these might have a positive influence on the conductivity, as it
is the case in PbF2 [74] and Bi2O3 [116]. Another field which lately has been considered very
promising is that of “nanoionics” in which nanoscale hetero-layered structures were shown as
means for significantly increasing the transport properties [117, 118, 119, 120]. For example,
it has been shown recently that (Y2O3-ZrO2) / SrTiO3 hetero-interfaces present a much higher
(by a few orders of magnitude) ionic conductivity than bulk YSZ [121] and this was interpreted
in terms of the positive effects that the lattice mismatch-induced strain has on the conductivity
[122].
In conclusion, our results can be summarised this way: in a bulk, fluorite-structured ionic
conductor, in which the cation species are randomly distributed over the cation sublattice and
present a much lower polarisability than the oxide ion, the conductivity is mainly limited by
the vacancy-vacancy interaction and then by the cation-vacancy interaction. Since the former
is an intrinsic property of the fluorite structure, the only way to maximise the conductivity is
to reduce the latter by choosing dopant cations which are similar to the host cation (as in the
case of ScSZ or Gd2O3-CeO2). Alternatively, the conducting properties of this material might
be optimised by dropping some of the above constraints (fluorite structure, cations with low
polarisability and bulk system) which lead, respectively, to perovskite conductors, Bi2O3, and
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Abstract
The construction of a reliable potential for GeO2, from first-principles, is described. The ob-
tained potential, which includes dipole polarisation effects, is able to reproduce all the studied
properties (structural, dynamical and vibrational) to a high degree of precision with a single
set of parameters. In particular, the infrared spectrum was obtained with the expression pro-
posed for the dielectric function of polarisable ionic solutions by Weis et al. [J.M. Caillol,
D. Levesque and J.J. Weis, J. Chem. Phys., 91, 5544 (1989)]. The agreement with the experi-
mental spectrum is very good, with three main bands that are associated to tetrahedral modes
of the GeO2 network. Finally, we give a comparison with a simpler pair-additive potential.
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B.1 Introduction
In the vitreous and liquid states, at ambient pressure, germania (GeO2) (a close structural ana-
log of silica (SiO2)) forms a tetrahedrally coordinated three-dimensional network [123]. Be-
cause of its lower abundance, its usage in practical applications is much less widespread than
for the SiO2. Still, GeO2 is used in several fields, mainly related to optical technologies. For
example, a mixture of SiO2 and GeO2 allows precise control of the refractive index in optical
fibres and waveguides. It is of interest to develop simulation methods to allow a detailed exam-
ination of the local structure in such mixtures and to predict the infrared spectrum, since this
determines the long wavelength limit for their use as optical fibres.
The essential similarity between the structures of glassy GeO2, SiO2 and BeF2 was made
clear by the study of vibrational properties by Galeener and co-workers [124] who showed that
the inelastic neutron, infrared and Raman spectra of the different materials were closely related.
More recent infrared studies of GeO2 have also been reported [125, 126]. Recently a full set
of partial structure factors were determined in this system by using the method of isotopic sub-
stitution in neutron diffraction experiments [127, 128]. The results show that the tetrahedral
network structure is based on corner sharing Ge(O1/2)4 tetrahedra with a Ge-O average dis-
tance of 1.73 Å and with a mean inter-tetrahedral Ge-O-Ge angle of 132◦. They also show that
the topological and chemical ordering in the network display two characteristic length scales
at distances greater than the nearest neighbour.
Several molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been undertaken to study the struc-
tural and vibrational properties of the disordered phases of GeO2. Classical MD simulations
were performed on glassy and liquid GeO2 [129, 130], using pairwise additive potentials with
partial charges developed by Oeffner and Elliott (OE) for modeling the α-quartz and rutilelike
phases of GeO2 [69]. More recently, first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) of glassy
GeO2 have also been reported [131, 132]. In principle, the amount of empirical information
needed to set up a first-principles calculation is minimal and it would normally be the method
of choice to study the physico-chemical properties of condensed phase systems. However, it is
computationally very expensive compared to classical molecular dynamics, which is a major
drawback when dealing with glassy systems. Classical and FPMD simulations were also com-
pared one with each other in a combined study [133] for temperatures above 2530 K. In this
study apparent inconsistencies between the properties predicted by the classical simulations of
different authors are noted. In reality, two different parameter sets were proposed by OE: an
original one, which was fitted from an ab initio energy surface, and a so-called rescaled one,
which was developed from the previous one in order to give a better reproduction of the vibra-
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tional properties. For example, the partial charge of the germanium ion was shifted from 1.5 e
in the original potential to 0.94174 e in the rescaled potential. The apparent inconsistencies
arise because different classical potentials were being used. Our objective is a single potential
which will give a good description of structure and dynamics and allow long simulations on
systems of many atoms.
The structure of the simulated system can directly be compared with the neutron / X-ray
diffraction experiments. Both classical and FPMD simulation provide structure factors which
are in rather good agreement with experiments. For the classical molecular dynamics, the
most noticeable difference is a shift to high q-values of the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP),
which was observed with both versions of the OE potential [129, 130]. As this peak is asso-
ciated to medium range distances [127], this means that the Ge-O-Ge bond angle is too large
and the topology of the tetrahedral network is not correctly described. The FPMD simulations
provide a diffraction pattern with improved agreement [132], but the small size / timescales
explored lead to large statistical uncertainties, mainly in the region of this FSDP. The vibra-
tional properties can also be straightforwardly calculated. The vibrational density of states
(VDOS) was estimated from FPMD and classical MD using the rescaled OE potential, with
an overall reasonable agreement with the available experimental data extracted from inelastic
neutron scattering experiments. The infrared absorption spectrum, which originates from the
polarisation fluctuations associated with motion of the atomic charges, has only been reported
from the FPMD simulation. The agreement with experiment [124] was overall good, despite a
small shift of the peaks towards lower frequencies.
The dynamical properties which involve structural rearrangements are out of reach of the
FPMD. The only studies on GeO2 employ classical MD, and were aimed at determining the
diffusion coefficients in the liquid state [129, 133]. Hawlitzky et al. [133] observed important
differences between their values and those obtained by Micoulaut et al. [129]; their hypothesis
for rationalizing this discrepancy was inadequate equilibration in the latter. In fact, as noted
above, it is due to the use of the two different OE potentials in these studies. Indeed, in simula-
tions performed with the rescaled OE potential the fluidity of the system is enhanced by more
than one order of magnitude compared to the results obtained with the original OE potential.
In this work we describe the parameterisation of a new classical MD interaction poten-
tial for GeO2, by using some techniques we have developed for halides and oxides [13, 20],
which is entirely based on first-principles electronic structure calculations. In order to provide
an accurate, transferable description of the interactions, these potentials include dipole polar-
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isation effects and the ions carry full valence charges. The various structural, dynamical and
vibrational properties are then compared with the corresponding experimental results. In future
work we will use such potentials to study mixtures and the effect of pressure on glassy GeO2.
B.2 Interaction potential development
The interaction model used in this work is related to that used in previous work [74, 99], with
a couple of minor differences. The model (known as DIPPIM) includes a pair potential, to-
gether with an account of the polarisation effects which result from the induction of dipoles on
the O2− ions. The parameters for these potentials were obtained by force-matching them to
first-principles reference data [13]. Such an approach was successfully applied in the case of
other oxide materials [20]. Tangney and Scandolo [134] also used a similar interaction model
to study silica, in which all the parameters including partial charges on the ions were fitted
against first-principles data. Here we use formal ionic charges (Ge4+, O2−) which should en-
sure a better transferability. In the next paragraphs we will give a brief description of the model
used, the first-principles reference calculations and the force-matching procedure.
B.2.1 The DIPole-Polarisable Ion Model (DIPPIM)
The interatomic potential is constructed from four components: charge-charge, dispersion,







where qi is the formal charge on ion i. The dispersion interactions include dipole-dipole and
dipole-quadrupole terms












Here Cij6 and C
ij
8 are the dipole-dipole and dipole-quadrupole dispersion coefficients, respec-
tively, and the f ijn are the Tang-Tonnies dispersion damping function, which describe short-
range corrections to the asymptotic dispersion term. The short range repulsive terms are ap-
proximately exponential in the region of physical interionic separations. The full expression
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where the second term is a Gaussian which acts as a steep repulsive wall and accounts for the
anion hard core; these extra terms are used in cases where the ions are strongly polarised to
avoid instability problems at very small anion-cation separations [74]. The polarisation part of
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Here αi is the polarisability of ion i, µi are the dipoles and T
(1), T(2) are the charge-dipole
and dipole-dipole interaction tensors:
T (1)α (r) = −rα/r3 T
(2)
αβ (r) = (3rαrβ − r
2δαβ)/r5. (B.5)
The instantaneous values of these moments are obtained by minimisation of this expression
with respect to the dipoles of all ions at each MD timestep. This ensures that we regain the
condition that the dipole induced by an electrical field E is αE and that the dipole values are
mutually consistent. The short-range induction effects on the dipoles are taken into account by
the Tang-Toennies damping functions:







The parameters dij determine the range at which the overlap of the charge densities affects the
induced dipoles, the parameters cij determine the strength of the ion response to this effect. It
is important to notice that anion-anion damping terms have been taken into account, contrary
to what was done in [74]. The addition of anion-anion damping terms was found to greatly
improve the ability to match the first-principles data.
B.2.2 The DFT reference calculations
The parameters in the interaction potential are determined by matching the dipoles and forces
on the ions calculated from first-principles on condensed phase ionic configurations [13, 20].
Starting from the empirical pair potential in [129], we obtained atomic configurations for GeO2
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by running short MD simulations on small cells (150 ions); a total of two liquid configurations
were obtained for GeO2; for each of these, the Hellman-Feynman forces acting on individ-
ual ions of the simulation cell were calculated using planewave-DFT code CPMD [85]. In
all the calculations we used norm-conserving pseudopotentials and planewave energy cut-offs
of 1360 eV ; all calculations were performed using the generalised gradient approximation
(GGA) according to the Perdew, Burke and Ernzernhof (PBE) scheme. For the calculation of
first-principles dipoles, the Kohn-Sham orbitals are localised via a Wannier transformation to
construct maximally localised Wannier functions (MLWF) and the dipoles determined from
the positions of the centres of the Wannier functions associated with each ion [88].
B.2.3 Fitting procedure
The potential parameters are optimised by fitting the forces and dipoles, obtained with the
DIPPIM potentials for the reference configurations, to the respective results from the DFT
calculations; the 2 configurations provide a total of about 1800 data points to fit, comprising
three Cartesian force components of each individual ion and three components for the dipoles.
While most of the potential parameters are left as free parameters in the fits, there are some
exceptions. The O2− polarisability, for instance, was fixed to αO2− = 11 a.u., i.e. the value
Salmon et al obtained experimentally in [127]. This value for the oxide polarisability is also
compatible with the range of values obtained for this quantity in several magmatic melts from
first-principles calculations [135]. One problem in DFT calculations is the uncontrolled rep-
resentation of the dispersion interaction. Although dispersion only contributes a tiny fraction
to the total energy, it has a considerable influence on phase transition pressures and on the
material density and stress tensor. For this reason, we decided not to include the dispersion
parameters in the fits as discussed in [13] and to add them afterwards. We used the parameters
in [103] for the oxygen terms and rescaled these by the Ge polarisability for the anion-cation
terms. The Gaussian parameters too were added after the fit and then the comparison with the
first-principles data was run again to check that its quality remained unchanged.
In Figure B.1 we report the agreement between the DFT calculated forces and dipoles and
those predicted by the fitted potential, for a set of representative ions; the abscissa shows the x
component of the forces and dipoles, while the ordinate is simply the ion number. The quality
of the representation is quite good and comparable with the one obtained in [136]; this can be
regarded as a very good result, considering the simplicity of the model (both ion shape defor-
mation effects and quadrupoles are not taken into account in the present model [13, 20]). The
parameters obtained for the DIPPIM potential are summarised in Table B.1.
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Figure B.1: Agreement between the DFT calculated dipoles (top panel) and forces (bottom
panel) and those predicted by a fitted DIPPIM potential model for a set of 50 representative
ions. In each panel the ordinate gives the ion number and the abscissa gives the DFT values of
the x component of the forces and dipoles as points and the fitted values as the continuous line.
B.3 Simulation details
We performed MD simulations in the NV T ensemble through the use of the Nosé-Hoover
chain thermostat method [90, 93]. The simulation cell contained 288 oxide and 144 germa-
nium ions, and its volume was set to 6856 Å3 in order to match the experimental density at
300 K, which is 3.66 g.cm−3. We used a time step of 1 fs to integrate the equations of mo-
tion and the minimisation of the polarisation energy was carried out with a conjugate gradient
method. The system was studied in both the liquid and amorphous phases.
For the amorphous phase, the system was first equilibrated for 2 ns at the temperature of
4500 K. We have then cooled down the system with a cooling rate of 3.33×1011 K.s−1, by
rescaling the velocities and decreasing the target temperature of the thermostat in order to re-
duce the temperature by 50 K every 150000 MD steps. Finally, a 5 ns long simulation was
undertaken at 300 K, from which we computed all the data presented in this article. This pro-
cedure was performed with two different potentials, the DIPPIM, and the original OE, which
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Table B.1: Parameters in the repulsive, polarisation and dispersive parts of the DIPPIM
potential. All values are in atomic units. The oxide ion polarisability was set to 11 au.
O-O O-Ge Ge-Ge
Aij 17.78 40.89 2958
aij 3.893 1.186 5.96
Bij 50000 50000 0
bij 1.1 1.75 /
Cij6 44 4 0
Cij8 853 50 0
cij6 1.0 1.0 /
cij8 1.0 1.0 /
dij6 1.0 1.5 /
dij8 1.0 1.5 /
dijpol 2.208 1.977 /
cijpol 1.770 1.709 /
has extensively been used in the literature [69]. A simulation at 300 K was also performed with
the rescaled OE potential (with one of the configurations obtained from simulations with the
original OE potential as a starting configuration) for the study of the vibrational properties.
For the liquid, a series of long simulations with the DIPPIM potential at the temperatures
of 3600 K, 3800 K, 4000 K, 4200 K, 4400 K, 4500 K, 4600 K, 4800 K and 5000 K was un-
dertaken. In all the cases, an equilibration run was performed so that the slower species, Ge,
moved on average, at least a distance of 5.5 Å; a subsequent run of the same length was made
to accumulate enough statistics for the mean-squared displacements curves. At these tem-
peratures, the runs were between 100,000 and 1,000,000 steps. Both the original and rescaled
OE potentials were also used within the same simulation conditions at a temperature of 3600 K.
B.4 Static structure
Neutron diffraction experiments with the isotope substitution technique allowed Salmon to de-
termine very precisely the full set of partial radial distribution functions (RDF) [127]. These
provide a good check of the validity of the potential.
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Figure B.2: Radial distribution functions obtained from the 300 K simulations with the DIP-
PIM and original OE interaction potentials. These are compared to the experimental ones
obtained from neutron diffraction experiments [127].
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The experimental RDFs are given in figure B.2, together with the ones obtained from our
simulations at 300 K involving the DIPPIM and the original OE potential; it can be readily ob-
served that our DIPPIM potential gives a closer match with the experimental data than the OE
potential, for which all the characteristic first-neighbour distances are slightly overestimated.
Concerning the shape of the function, the peaks obtained for the Ge-Ge and Ge-O partials are
too sharp but it has be be remembered that other factors, such as system size and cooling rate,
also play a role in this aspect of the comparison. The O-O partial RDF is almost in perfect
agreement with the experimental one, this is very important since the O2− anions constitute
2/3 of the atoms of the system and their packing arrangement determines the arrangement of
the tetrahedral network. The OE potential gives a reasonable description of the static structure
(though significantly poorer than the DIPPIM one); one might therefore be tempted to use this
potential, due to its simpler form and faster computational time; we will see in the next sec-
tions that a reasonable reproduction of the structure might not be sufficient for it to be capable
of predicting the dynamical and vibrational properties.
B.5 Dynamics
In this section we will calculate diffusion coefficients for the liquid and compare them both
with those obtained with the OE potentials and with the experimental values. The diffusion
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The mean squared displacement curves were evaluated from a series of long simulations at
temperatures between 3600 K and 5000 K; these are shown on a log-log scale on figure B.3.
No plateau is observed even at the lowest temperature, which shows that the system remains
liquid in the range of the study.
The diffusion coefficients were extracted using equation B.7; these are reported in figure
B.4 and compared with those obtained with the OE and rescaled OE potentials. Figure B.4
shows many interesting features: first of all, our DIPPIM potential gives approximately the
same value for the diffusion coefficients as the original OE potential. Hawlitzky et al[133]
used this potential to calculate the diffusion coefficients and showed that the obtained values
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Figure B.3: Time dependence of the mean squared displacement curves for both the oxygen
and germanium ions. The temperatures ranges between 3600 K and 5000 K.
Figure B.4: Diffusion coefficients obtained with a DIPPIM potential at different temperatures;
data points obtained with both the original and rescaled OE potentials at 3600 K are also
presented.
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are in good agreement with the experimental ones obtained by converting viscosity data; we
can therefore conclude that our DIPPIM potential gives a good agreement with the experi-
mental data as well. A direct comparison with experimental data might be done by using the
only published datum (DO = 7 × 10−10 cm2s−1) on the oxygen diffusion constant [137], at
T=1440 K. However, such a low diffusion coefficient would involve an impossibly long simu-
lation run.
It is also interesting to see that the rescaled OE potential yields too fluid a melt if com-
pared with the original OE and DIPPIM potentials and with experimental data. This potential
was used by Micoulaut et al.[129] and they indeed obtained diffusion coefficients which were
more than one order of magnitude larger than the values obtained by Hawlitzky et al. [133]
(who incorrectly explained this discrepancy in terms of lack of equilibration of the simula-
tions, it is obvious here that the real reason was the difference between the two potentials). The
so-called rescaled potential was obtained by taking the normal OE potential and rescaling the
ionic charges, the van der Waals coefficient and the repulsive parameters in order to get a better
agreement with the experimental vibrational spectrum for the crystal. To do this the parame-
ters which are responsible for the strength of the the O-O and O-Ge short range repulsion were
lowered by a factor of approximately 2.5; as a consequence, these ions can diffuse much more
easily in a softer environment.
B.6 Infrared spectrum
The infrared spectra of ionic melts with polyvalent cations exhibit discrete bands attributable to
the vibrational motion of the local coordination complexes around the cations. They originate
from the polarisation fluctuations associated with motion of the ionic charges. The inclusion
of polarisation effects for the oxide ions in our model may influence the predicted spectrum
in two ways [138]. First, the interactions of the oxide ion dipoles may alter the local structure
of the network and the strength of the bonds, which may introduce a shift of the vibrational
frequencies. Second, the induced dipoles will themselves be responsible for absorption, as they
too contribute to the total polarisation fluctuations.
The absorption coefficient in the presence of these extra moments is calculated from the
imaginary part of the total dielectric function [n(ν)α(ν) = 2πν=(ε(ν))], which can be deter-
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Figure B.5: Imaginary part of the dielectric function, calculated for simulations carried out
with the DIPPIM potential, compared to FPMD simulation [131] and experimental results
[124, 125].
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J(t) is the charge current J(t) =
∑N




Figure B.5 shows the imaginary part of the total dielectric function calculated for sim-
ulations carried out with the DIPPIM potential, compared to the one obtained from FPMD
simulations [131, 132] and from several experiments [124, 125] (the spectrum proposed by
Kamitsos et al. shows the absorption coefficient, here we transformed it into the dielectric
function to facilitate comparisons). Three main bands are observed on the spectra, in good
agreement with the other studies. The corresponding characteristic peak frequencies for the
absorption spectra are summarised in table B.2. The agreement is very satisfactory; the fre-
quencies obtained match very closely to the various experimental results (even though these
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Table B.2: Characteristic frequencies of the imaginary part of the dielectric function as
obtained from the DIPPIM model, compared to previous FPMD simulations [131, 132] and to
experimental results [124, 125, 126]. All the frequencies are given in cm−1.
DIPPIM 300 601 894
FPMD[131] 244 498 787
Exp. 1[124] 280 567 858
Exp. 2[125] 315 585 915
Exp. 3[126] 560 870
show a significant scatter), while the FPMD simulation seems to systematically underestimate
them. The relative intensities of the bands is also in good agreement with experiment, though
the highest frequency band at around 894 cm−1 is not intense enough in our spectrum.
The importance of polarisation effects in determining the relative intensities of the bands
can be demonstrated by separating the various contributions to the absorption spectrum. In
the case of glassy silica [138] and beryllium fluoride [17], it was observed that the interfer-
ence between the induced dipoles and permanent charge contributions to the total polarisation,
contained in the 〈M · J〉ν cross term, is responsible for the changes of the relative intensities.
Figure B.6 shows the decomposition of the absorption spectrum in the case of glassy GeO2.
The two main contributions are the charge fluctuation and the cross term; both show bands at
the same intensities. Note that the cross-term strongly reduces the intensity of the two low
frequency bands relative to that which would be obtained from the charge fluctuations alone,
whereas for the high-frequency band the cancellation is much weaker. For the high frequency
band the relationship of the charge-charge and cross-terms is different to that found previously
for SiO2 and BeF2[138, 17]. In the latter cases, the charge-charge and cross-terms had the same
sign, so that the net band intensity was slightly larger than that predicted by the charge-charge
term alone. This difference in the behaviour of the calculated spectra might arise from the
inclusion of an anion-anion damping term in the polarisation part of the interaction potential
here, which was not the case for the previous studies.
We can now attempt to associate these IR frequencies with the vibrational modes of the sys-
tem. The upper part of figure B.7 shows the vibrational density of states (VDOS) of each ion.
Some of these features can be associated to the vibrations of the GeO4 tetrahedra by comparing
them with the tetrahedral-VDOS as obtained from the correlation functions of the velocities of
various local tetrahedral symmetry coordinates. The latter would correspond to the velocities
of GeO4 normal modes, if the tetrahedra were isolated (i.e. not mechanically linked in a net-
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Figure B.6: Decomposition of the total IR absorption spectrum in its three component parts.
work). For a tetrahedral molecule, vibrational normal coordinates ν1 (A1, symmetric stretch),
ν2 (E, bend), ν3 (F2, asymmetric stretch) and ν4 (F2, bend) are expected [141]. We may obtain








where i labels the Ge of a tetrahedral complex, and iα the four oxide anions at the vertices. v‖iα
is the projection of the relative velocity of iα along the i→ iα bond, i.e.
v
‖
iα = (viα − vi) · (riα − ri). (B.12)
Similar expressions may be written down for the velocities of the other symmetry coordinates





e2πıνt〈vAi (t) · vAi (0)〉dt. (B.13)
Were the network to vibrate as a collection of isolated tetrahedra, the spectra of each
tetrahedral-VDOS would exhibit a single peak corresponding to the characteristic frequency
of the corresponding normal mode of vibration. The four tetrahedral-VDOS are shown on the
lower part of figure B.7, it is clear that it is not the case here. Each spectra consists in the super-
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Figure B.7: The vibrational densities of states, for the DIPPIM, of both type of ions (top
panel), and their projections in terms of the A (symmetric stretch), F2 (asymmetric stretch), E
(bend), and F2 (bend) modes of the Ge04 tetrahedra (bottom panel).
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position of several bands, which shows the existence of some important coupling between the
symmetry coordinates. It is therefore difficult to assign the IR features to the different modes.
In particular, all of the three bands observed in the IR spectrum appear in the tetrahedral-
VDOS of the bending E and F2 modes. The other F2 modes, which is associated to some kind
of stretching of the tetrahedra, only exhibits the medium and high frequency modes. Finally,
the A1 stretching spectrum exhibits two bands at frequencies centered on the values of 510 and
970 cm−1, which do not appear on the IR spectrum. Such a mode of this symmetry is indeed
not expected to be IR active for an isolated tetrahedral molecule, since it corresponds to the
symmetric breathing mode. Coming back to the total VDOS of each ion, the low frequency
vibrations are not associated to any of the tetrahedral modes. In fact these are due to some slow
collective bending of two tetrahedra linked by a bridging oxide anion [142], so that they would
not appear in the DOS of a single tetrahedron.
The vibrational properties of the system as obtained with the original and rescaled OE inter-
action potentials have also been computed. As these potentials do not include any polarisation
effect, it is only possible to compare the charge-charge current contributions to the IR absorp-
tion spectrum with the one obtained with the DIPPIM potential. The obtained spectra are given
on figure B.8. Unsurprisingly, the original OE potential seem to fail completely in describing
the vibrational properties of GeO2; this is the reason why the rescaled OE potential had to be
developed. For that potential, the agreement is better, in particular for both the small and high
frequency bands. Concerning the medium frequency band, observed at around 604 cm−1 for
the DIPPIM potential, it does not appear for the rescaled OE potential. Instead there appears a
shoulder to the small frequency band, for frequencies ranging from 400 to 500 cm−1. As these
bands were associated to the F2 stretching and bending modes on the tetrahedral-VDOS, this
means that these modes are not correctly depicted by the rescaled OE potential.
B.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, the obtained potential seem to reproduce all the studied properties (structural,
dynamical and vibrational) to a high degree of precision. Since there was no reference at all
to any experimental data in the parameterisation of this potential, this represents a strong test
of the model reliability. The study of pressurised germania is among our top priorities for
future work. The potential is of a similar form to that introduced to describe silicates [143];
since these potentials have proved to be transferable, we will be able, in the future, to focus on
GeO2-SiO2 mixtures as well. These mixtures, as already mentioned in the introduction, attract
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Figure B.8: Comparison of the charge-charge current contributions to the infrared spectrum
obtained with the three different potentials (the two OE curves were rescaled with a factor
q2O/4, where qO is the partial charge carried by the oxide ion in the corresponding potential.
great interest as they are widely used in optical fibers and waveguides.
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Abstract
In this work we study the high pressure behaviour of liquid and glassy GeO2 by means of
molecular dynamics simulations. The interaction potential, which includes dipole polarisation
effects, is able to reproduce the experimental data on glassy germania to a high degree of
precision. Our simulations show that the various experimental studies agree well one with
each other, even if the initial interpretations that were made of them did not. The proportion of
the various GeOn polyhedra is determined as a function of the pressure: a smooth transition
from tetrahedral to octahedral network is observed. Finally, the study of high-pressure, liquid
germania confirms that this material presents an anomalous behaviour of the diffusivity as
observed in analog systems such as silica and water. The importance of penta-coordinated
germanium ions for such behaviour is stressed.
xxi
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C.1 Introduction
Germania (GeO2), along with silica and beryllium fluoride, is a “strong” glass-former [144]
characterised by a tetrahedral network structure at ambient conditions in the amorphous phase [124].
Its structure is based on corner-sharing Ge(O1/2)4 tetrahedra (the 1/2 index means that each
O2− ion is shared by two Ge4+), with a Ge-O average distance of 1.73 Å and a mean inter-
tetrahedral Ge-O-Ge angle of 132◦ [123, 128]. There is considerable interest in the behaviour
of such tetrahedrally coordinated glasses under pressure. In the associated crystalline materials
high-pressure transitions are observed between four- and six-coordinate structures. Pressure-
induced structural changes in the amorphous phases have been linked to anomalous behaviour
in the elastic, viscous and thermal properties and to the phenomenon of polyamorphism [145].
In amorphous silica itself, the major structural transition occurs at relatively high pressures
(∼25 GPa) where direct structural studies remain difficult [146]. However, because of the
larger cation / anion radius ratio in germania relative to silica, the transition occurs in a pres-
sure domain now accessible to structural studies. Despite this, a clear picture of the nature of
the pressure-induced structural changes in germania is yet to emerge from the studies which
have been performed so far. We have therefore performed computer simulations in an attempt
to clarify the relationship of the information emerging from the different experiments.
High-pressure structural studies have been made using EXAFS spectroscopy [147, 148,
149, 150] and X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments [151, 152]. All the experimental
studies agreed on the existence of a structural change in the pressure range 3-15 GPa, associated
with an increase in the Ge-O separation. Vaccari et al., for example, showed, from EXAFS
studies, that this distance switched from 1.74 Å (at 0 GPa) to 1.82 Å (at 13 GPa). On the
other hand, the literature is very contradictory about the character of a change in coordination
number. The first study to address this issue is that of Itie et al. [147] who performed x-ray
absorption measurements up to 23.2 GPa and found that the Ge coordination changes from
fourfold to sixfold at pressure between 7 and 9 GPa. Vaccari et al., on the other hand, proposed
a progressive shift in the coordination number, and found no evidence of a fully six-coordinate
structure, even at the highest pressure of their study (13 ∼ GPa). Very recent XAFS and
EXAFS studies [149, 150] extended the studied pressure range to 53 and 44 GPa respectively
and postulated that a complete 6-fold coordination of the Ge ions is only reached at pressures
as high as 25-30 GPa. The ability of EXAFS to provide very accurate first-neighbour distances
is well established, but so is its limitation for the determination of coordination numbers in
amorphous materials [153, 154], due mainly to the low q-range caused by the diamond Bragg
diffraction. Only an average coordination number can be extracted, with an important error bar
which depends crucially on assumptions about the shape of the radial distribution functions at
larger separations, and to estimate proportions of different coordination polyhedra in a material
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from EXAFS alone is not normally considered reliable.
In principle neutron diffraction, when employing the isotopic substitution method, gives
access to all the partial structure factors, and hence to the corresponding partial radial distri-
bution functions (RDF) which contain all the structural information. In the case of GeO2, this
programme has been fulfilled only at ambient pressure by Salmon et al. [155], and at elevated
pressures only total X-ray and neutron diffraction patterns are available. A first attempt to
study the high pressure system by these means was reported by Guthrie et al [151]: unfortu-
nately, the data were too noisy to extract good RDFs. However, a very sharp transition from
a tetrahedral to an octahedral structure was proposed, with a small range of pressure in which
the system is characterised by five-fold coordination around Ge4+ ions. Very recently, Drewitt
et al. have performed new neutron diffraction measurements up to 8.6 GPa and obtained data
of very high quality [152]. Their results show a gradual change of the intermediate range order
with increasing density as manifested by an increase in position and reduction in height of the
first sharp diffraction peak in the total structure factor. From their data there is no evidence
in support of an abrupt transformation of the network structure over the investigated pressure
range, in agreement with the most recent EXAFS experiments [148, 149, 152].
Computer simulations could help in resolving the observed differences since they can pro-
vide a detailed picture of the structure of a system. Unfortunately, to date, all the molecular
dynamics (MD) calculations involving pressurised germania have been performed with pair
potentials of limited accuracy [156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 130, 162, 163]. For example, for
the most commonly used potential, developed by Oeffner and Elliot [69], two different param-
eter sets were proposed: an original one, which was fitted from an ab initio energy surface, and
a so-called rescaled one, which was developed from the previous one in order to give a better
reproduction of the vibrational properties. For this reason, some apparent inconsistencies have
arisen in the literature because different classical potentials were being used [156, 133, 130].
Finally, since the OE potential is not able to reproduce with a single set of parameters all the
ambient pressure properties of amorphous germania, it is also reasonable to suspect that it
might fail when studying the pressure behaviour of this material. This might explain the dis-
agreement with the experimental trends found in some papers in the literature. For instance,
in ref. [163], the Ge-O bond distance is found to remain constant in the 3-25 GPa pressure
interval, whilst in ref. [159] the Ge-O coordination number is found to increase continuously
from the lowest pressure (1GPa), both trends being in strong contrast with the experimental
evidence [147, 151, 148].
We recently introduced a new interaction potential, which includes many-body polarisation
effects, and succeeded in reproducing the structural and vibrational properties of glassy germa-
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nia at ambient pressure as well as the dynamical properties of liquid germania in the 3600-5000
K temperature range [111], with a single set of parameters. This potential was parameterised
with reference to extensive Density Functional Theory (DFT) electronic structure calculations
(which have proved as a successful tool to study this system [164]) on condensed-phase con-
figurations. Also, similarly constructed potentials have been shown to provide an excellent,
transferable description of a number of complex oxides [103, 20]. The aim of this paper is
to show how the use of this potential together with a direct comparison with the available ex-
perimental data, can improve our understanding of the behavior of glassy germania at high
pressure. In the end, we will emphasise that the various experimental studies are in accord,
even if the initial interpretations that were made of them did not.
Once the question of structure is resolved, it is of interest to study the influence of structural
changes on the physical properties of the system. A well-known effect is the existence of
dynamical anomaly in silica-based systems when the pressure increases [145]. Unlike most
other systems which, under compression, tend to show a decreasing mobility of the species, in
liquid silica the diffusion coefficients increase until they reach a maximum for a given pressure,
and then decrease. This anomaly was linked to the existence of pentacoordinated species [165].
The only evidence for such a behaviour in liquid germania was provided by Sharma et al. who
showed a decrease of the viscosity with pressure, though the pressure range of this study was
very limited (0-1 GPa) [166]. There are also some simulations studies on high-pressure liquid
germania but, unfortunately, the results are contradictory. Hoang et al. [158] do indeed observe
an anomalous behaviour of the diffusivity in GeO2. However Hung and co-workers [160], who
also studied this system by means of classical molecular dynamics, found no evidence of such
a phenomenon, but again both of these studies involved classical pairwise additive interaction
potentials of limited accuracy. To address this issue we have therefore studied the structural
and dynamical properties of liquid germania, at a temperature of 4000 K, on a wide range of
pressures.
C.2 Simulation details
The interaction potential used in this study has already been described elsewhere [111]. The
ionic species carry their valence charges (Ge4+ and O2−), and the polarisation effects that
result from the induction of dipoles on the oxide ions are accounted for. The parameters of the
interaction potential for germania were obtained from the application of a force- and dipole-
matching procedure aimed at reproducing a large set of first-principles (DFT) reference data
[13] on the condensed phase. One potential deficiency follows from the fact that the parent
DFT calculations do not accurately represent the dispersion interactions between the ions. In
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the present case, the dispersion interaction parameters are not determining during the fitting
procedure, but added afterwards.
To obtain structural properties in the glassy state, we performed MD simulations in the
NPT ensemble using the method introduced by Martyna et al. [94]. When dynamical proper-
ties were computed, the system was simulated in the NV T ensemble using the Nosé-Hoover
chain thermostat method [93]. A relaxation time of 10 ps was used for the thermostats and
the barostats. The simulations on glassy GeO2 (T = 300 K) were performed on a simulation
cell containing 432 atoms whereas the NVT simulation cells on liquid germania (T = 4000 K)
contained 600 atoms. We used a time step of 1 fs to integrate the equations of motion, and min-
imisation of the polarisation energy was carried out at each time step using a conjugate gradient
method. All simulations were equilibrated for at least 0.5 ns and then a subsequent run of 0.5 ns
was made to accumulate enough statistics. Details on the generation of a compressed glassy
state will be reported below.
C.3 Compressing a glass: some limitations
Generating a glassy state by means of computer simulations is a challenging operation. Indeed
the relatively short time-scales available (a few ns in our case) force us to use unrealistically
fast cooling rates. This implies that sometimes the glass we obtained is further away from equi-
librium than the experimental one. In fact, even experimentally, glasses prepared in different
ways show different properties, implying that even on a time-scale of hours (i.e. 12 orders of
magnitude higher than what we can afford with MD simulations) there are still some relaxation
effects. This problem becomes even more significant when one tries to compress a glass. To
this end, Scandolo et al. described two different compression methodologies for SiO2 [167].
The first one is a cold compression route consisting of increasing pressure slowly at ambi-
ent temperature while the second one, which they called a ’quench-from-the-melt’ procedure,
consists of obtaining the compressed glass by a slow cooling of a compressed sample from a
temperature where atomic diffusion is observable on the time scale of the MD simulation. By
comparing their results with the available experimental data on compressed glass, they showed
that the samples obtained with the two procedures are representative of the experimental in situ
compressed (like, for example, in refs. [148, 149]) and densified forms of glass [168], respec-
tively, and found that structural differences between annealed and cold-compressed forms take
place at distances of 3.5–4 Å.
In the case of GeO2 there has been little effort so far in this direction. Most of the previous
work on this system used the cold compression route but a direct quantitative comparison with
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experimental data was never attempted. In this work we tried both routes used by Scandolo et
al. and compared the results with the experimental density vs pressure data. This is shown in
figure C.1. It can be appreciated that neither of the two routes reproduces quantitatively the ex-
perimental data. In both cases the simulated glass seems to be less responsive to compression,
a clear drawback of the limited simulation times. It seems, however, that the quench-from-a-
melt procedure gives a closer agreement with the experimental data than the cold-compressed
route, once again indicating that a certain degree of diffusion helps the glass relaxation. It has
to be remembered, however, that Scandolo et al. showed how the quench-from-a-melt route is
representative of the densified forms of the glass, so that a comparison with the experimental
data on a cold-compressed glass, such as in refs. [151, 155] would not work.


















Figure C.1: The mass density ρ for GeO2 glass as a function of pressure for cold compres-
sion and quench-from-a-melt procedures. Experimental data are from the in-situ compression
studies of Hong et al. [169] ((red squares)), Smith et al. [170] (empty circles) and Tsiok et al.
[171] (blue broken curve).
It should be evident from the above discussion that we are unable to reproduce quantita-
tively the equation of state of glassy germania. This should not be taken as a limitation of out
potential but as a consequence of the relatively short time-scales available in computer sim-
ulations. For this reason, in the remainder of this paper, we will simulate cold-compressed
GeO2 and report our data as a function of density, instead of pressure. When a comparison
with experimental data is required, we will convert the experimental pressures into densities by
using the data in ref. [171, 169]. In the case of liquid germania, since the the system is very
diffusive and reaches equilibrium in a few picoseonds, we do not anticipate any problem with
the equation of state and we will therefore report our data as a function of pressure.
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C.4 Glassy germania
In the top panel of figure C.2 we report the average Ge-O distance1 as a function of increasing
density. It is compared to the values obtained by Vaccari et al. [148] and Drewitt et al. [152] via
EXAFS and neutron diffraction measurements. The agreement is quite good, considering the
scatter of the experimental data and the intrinsic error associated with the pressure-to-density
conversion. The simulations, like the experiments, show first a Ge-O bond distance which is
fairly constant in the 3.66 - 4.5 g/cm3 density range (corresponding to an experimental pressure
range of 0-5 GPa) and then a gradual increase in the Ge-O bond distance, starting at a density
of 4.5 g/cm3.













































Figure C.2: Top panel: comparison between the simulated (solid line) and experimental Ge-O
bond distance from Vaccari (black empty dots) and Salmon (black filled squares) as a function
of increasing density. Bottom panel: comparison between the simulated (solid line) and ex-
perimental first shell Ge-O coordination number. The inset in the top panel shows the density
dependence of the percentage concentration of GeO4, GeO5, GeO6 units.






where g(r) is the Ge-O radial distribution
function and rcut is the position of the first minimum in the g(r)
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We can interpret that data in terms of compression mechanisms. When a tetrahedral system
like GeO2 is compressed, three types of structural changes could be observed. Firstly, the sys-
tem could keep exactly the same structure, but adapt by allowing the bond lengths to decrease:
obviously this is not the case here. Secondly, the tetrahedral units could be kept unmodified,
in which case the decrease of accessible volume would imply a rearrangement of the network
structure, progressively minimizing the size of the voids [172, 168]. Finally the tetrahedral
structure could be lost, and higher-coordinated structural units could be formed. Such an evo-
lution may induce an increase of the Ge-O bond length in order to allow more than 4 oxide ions
into the germanium first coordination shell. The analysis of bond length data gives evidence of
a succession of the two latter mechanisms, at low and high pressures. This was also confirmed
by an analysis of the bond angle distributions (not shown).
To verify this, we have determined the germanium coordination number. The cut-off used
for the coordination number calculation was 2.38 Å which corresponds to the first minimum of
the Ge-O partial RDF. Again we compare these values with the ones obtained by Vaccari et al.
[148] and Drewitt et al. [152]. Good agreement is found, especially with the neutron data. The
simulated coordination number remains constant, at a value of 4, until a density of 4.5 g/cm3.
In this first regime, germania is therefore keeping its tetrahedral structure under compression,
but the tetrahedra reorient themselves. Then, in a second régime, more highly coordinated
germanium ions begin to be observed. In the inset of the figure, the percentage of GeO4, GeO5
and GeO6 units are given as a function of density. Once again, at a density of 4.5 g/cm3, some
Ge4+ ions start to accept 5 O2− ions in their vicinity. Then, at ρ ∼ 5.0 g/cm3 (corresponding
to an experimental pressure of about 7-8 GPa), GeO6 units begin to be formed. At the highest
density studied experimentally, ρ ∼ 5.85 g/cm3 (corresponding to approximately 15 GPa),
though, a non-negligible proportion of GeO4 units is still observed. We find no evidence of a
state in which there are only 5-fold coordinated Ge ions in the studied pressure range. These
fivefold-coordinated units play an important role in liquid germania as we shall show in the
next section.
These results differ significantly from the conclusions of Guthrie et al. from their combined
X-ray and neutron diffraction study of glassy germania [151] . Qualitatively, they observed an
analogous mechanism, but with a much sharper increase in the coordination number. They
proposed a complete transition to a GeO5 units based structure for pressures ranging from 6 to
10 GPa, and a final completely octahedral structure at a pressure of 15 GPa. These values were
extracted from a Fourier transform of the X-ray diffraction total structure factor (their neutron
data being too noisy to allow an attempt to extract partials). To show that the discrepancy
observed is due to the analysis of the X-ray data, rather than a deficiency of the representation
of the structure in the simulations, we have computed the X-ray structure factor. This was
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where cα and fα(q) represent respectively the atomic fraction and X-ray form factor of element
α. Sαβ(q) is the partial structure factor which can be obtained via a Fourier transform of the
partial radial distribution functions:




qr [gαβ(r)− 1]dr. (C.2)




aα,i exp [−bα,i(q/4π)2] + dα. (C.3)
The parameters we used for the calculation of these form factors factors are reported in table
C.1; note they are consistent with an ionic representation of the distribution of electrons (i.e.
Ge4+ and O2−). Figure C.3 has been organised in a similar way to Fig. 1 in ref. [151] in order





The six patterns are reported at the densities corresponding approximately to the following
experimental pressures: 0, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15 GPa. In the right-hand panel of figure C.3 we report
the calculated neutron diffraction patterns at the same densities; these are obtained from the
same expressions but with fα(q) replaced with bα, the neutron diffraction length. In this figure
we also show some experimental data from the recent study by Drewitt and co-workers [152]
at densities close to the simulation ones. These data were collected at the following pressures:
2.2, 4.9 and 8.0 GPa.
By comparing figure C.3 with Fig. 1 in ref. [151], it can be readily appreciated that the
agreement with the experimental X-ray structure factors is excellent at all pressures. Our data
show that the First Sharp Diffraction Peak position (FSDP) shifts toward higher wavenumbers
upon pressure increase until it merges with the principal peak, in agreement with the data in
ref. [151].
The comparison with the neutron data from Guthrie et al. is inhibited by the noisiness of
the experimental data but the data of Drewitt et al is of higher quality. For densities above
ρ ∼ 5.0 g/cm3, corresponding to an experimental pressure of 8-9 GPa, there are, to the best
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Table C.1: Parameters used for the form factors [173, 174].
a1 b1 a2 b2 a3 b3 a4 b4 d
O2− 4.174 1.938 3.387 4.145 1.202 0.228 0.528 8.285 0.706
Ge4+ 4.758 7.831 3.637 30.05 0 0 0 0 1.594
of the authors’ knowledge, no available neutron data. Our simulations are consistent with the
main trends observed in the neutron work, namely a diminution in the height and a shift to
higher q of the FSDP with increasing pressure. However, the agreement between simulations
and experiment is less good than in the X-ray case. The simulations appear to overestimate
the height of the FSDP, especially at low pressure, and also to underestimate the amplitude and
sharpness of the principal peak at about 2.5 Å−1. In the total neutron structure factor of GeO2
there is a near-total cancellation between the different partial structure factors in the vicinity
of the principal peak, so that the “principal” peak in the total S(q) is of much lower amplitude
than in the Ge or O partials. The discrepancy we noted above presumably reflects a small error
in position or width of the principal peak in these partials. The FSDP on the other hand reflects
the intermediate range order in the glass and the implication of a disagreement in this domain
is that the quenching method we have used to prepare the glass does not allow this structure
to develop in the same way as in the experimental material. In support of this contention, we
note that the S(q)s calculated from the cold-compressed and densified samples differed most
in this region of q-space. The position of the FSDP obtained from the neutron structure factors
is shown in the bottom part of figure figure C.3 and increases linearly with density. The corre-
sponding values from the Drewitt et al work are also shown.
Overall then, our simulations agree well with the available pressure-dependent diffraction
data when we compare directly with the experimentally measured quantity, S(q). There is
also good agreement with the density dependence of the nearest-neighbour separation obtained
from analysis of the EXAFS data. The examination of the local structure in the simulations
supports the conclusion that the transition from a tetrahedral to an octahedral glass is smooth
and gradual and probably not completed even at pressures as high as 15 GPa.
C.5 Liquid germania
The high-pressure behavior of liquid germania presents some differences compared with the
glassy case. Although a similar increase in mean coordination number is observed, both the
Ge-O coordination number and Ge-O distances (not shown) increase more smoothly as pres-
sure is raised. The increase in coordination number begins as soon as the pressure in increased.
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Figure C.3: Top: simulated X-ray and neutron diffraction patterns as a function of increasing
density. The experimental data (line with error bar) are from [152]. Bottom: pressure de-
pendence of the FSDP (extracted from the neutron patterns) position obtained from the X-ray
diffaction pattern. The experimental data (filled green squares) are from [152].





































Figure C.4: Simulated diffusion coefficients on liquid (T = 4000 K) germania and percentage
of GeO5 units as a function of increasing pressure.
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In figure C.4 we show the oxygen and germanium self diffusion coefficients as a function of
increasing pressure for liquid germania at 4000 K. It can be seen that the diffusion coeffi-
cient exhibits the same anomalous maximum in the P = 15-25 GPa range as observed in other
tetrahedral-network materials (like silica and water [145]). In the case of liquid silicates, it was
unambiguously shown by Angell et al. that such a pressure enhancement of ion mobilities was
linked to the formation of fivefold coordinated silicon ions, which act as defects in the original
tetrahedral network structure. [165]. The proportion of GeO5 polyhedra with each coordination
number is shown on figure C.4, and we can see that its variation with pressure matches exactly
the variation of the diffusion coefficients, in agreement with the silica situation.
C.6 Conclusions
In this work we used a new polarisable interaction potential to study the high pressure be-
haviour of glassy and liquid germania. For glassy germania, we were able to reproduce all the
experimental structural information by making comparisons at the same density. The density-
evolution of the Ge-O coordination number, bond distance, X-ray and neutron structure factors
was in good agreement with the data from refs. [148, 151, 152]. The only observed shortcom-
ing was the inability of our simulations to properly reproduce the equation of state for glassy
germania. This is most likely due to the relatively short time-scale available to computer simu-
lations. From our data and from a comparison with the available experimental evidence, it can
be concluded that the transition from a tetrahedral to an octahedral glass is smooth and gradual
and probably not completed at pressures as high as 15 GPa. Also, a study of the percentage
concentration of GeO4, GeO5, GeO6 units shows that as density is increased, these are present
in different proportions but a state with GeO5 units only was not observed.
As for liquid germania, our results are mainly predictive due to the lack of experimental data
available in this case. We find that liquid germania undergoes a transition from a fourfold- to
a sixfold-coordinated phase and that this transition is smoother than the one observed in the
glassy phase. Most importantly, we find that the diffusivity in germania behaves anomalously
as a function of pressure, showing a maximum in the P = 15-25 GPa range, as found in other
tetrahedral-network liquid such as silica and water. The cause of this behaviour is traced back
to the presence of pentahedrally-coordinated Ge ions.
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